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AN OTHER WORD FOR IT IS US

ACA CARLE
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I am contemplating language and animacy; their enmeshment with each other and their
connective fibers between beings. My art follows from the belief that animacy is inherent in matter and
that language is inherent in animacy.
“Only by affirming the animateness of perceived things do we allow our words to emerge directly
from the depths of our ongoing reciprocity with the world.” (Abramb 56)
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PART I: BITS

The Premise

My artistic practice (drawing, writing, fiber work, collage, animation, video) coupled with more
private acts (reading, meditation, walking, dancing, gift giving, speaking to) allow me to explore existing
with others through my humanity. I also believe deeply in ambiguity and uncertainty. In creation, as
with relating to others, my goal is not to achieve understanding, but to more intentionally reach out.
My life and creative work stem from the desire to practice solidarity with others. I use
conscious consideration and enactment of language to observe and contemplate the expression of nonhuman beings. In my work, practices of relation and communication are valid only if they (or humans’
ideas about them) consider and reflect the experiences of non-human others. While I don’t believe that
full understanding of others is entirely possible, I feel that intentional communication is essential.
I think and practice both language and animacy in expansive ways. For me, language is simply
relation and conscious expression towards others. Animacy is the embodiment and enactment of forms
of consciousness or experience that allow for the creative expression of non-human others.1 Together, I
believe (and practice through my life and art) that these generous modes of expression can help humans
to move from a greater sense of interbeing within our incomplete comprehension.

1

This stems from Thomas Nagel’s experiential criteria that there is “something it is like” to be a particular conscious being.
1

A Bit About Language

Through research and conscious engagement, I cultivate an understanding of language as
generative, open and expansive in addition to being restrictive or prescriptive. Language moves beyond
human speech or writing into any action, by any being, that is received as meaningful by another. It is a
relational, reciprocal process within an animate world that is constantly attuning to itself. Because
language is relation between beings, intentional and otherwise, it cannot be seen as arbitrary in its
formation or effects; countless beings have shaped it through their use. While we are already relating to
others, I advocate for more considered communication towards the beings who share our world.
In my own life and practice, I find it helpful to think of language itself not only as a medium, but
also as animate dynamics that are entwined in the interrelations they enable. Language can be related
to in itself, and is always present within relations. As a force of interrelation, language is like a mercurial
being or multitude of beings we call upon and enact, but that are not ours to possess. When considering
relations, I find it essential to acknowledge the various forms or mediums this can take and how they
influence our engagements. For me, then, relation is never purely between single entities but includes
language in the interaction. Ultimately, all beings use language and serve as signs to one another; in
that we carry significance for others and always stand for more than ourselves. We are all language
creating new forms of language. We are beings translating one another.
I’m interested in how language’s perceived paradoxes, like its simultaneous expansion and
constriction of that which it relates to, might serve to break down dichotomies rather than enforce
them. Language fluctuates between being at a remove from and inextricable from the world around it
(complicating notions of literal vs. figurative speech). I have found the metaphoric capacity of language
(creating connections and highlighting similarities between entities) to be extremely helpful in thinking
2

through communication as creative, expansive relation. I take inspiration from poets, who use human
language to illuminate our experiences in new ways, as well as the linguist/cognitive scientist duo Lakoff
and Johnson, who declare, “[o]ur ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act,
is fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (3). Metaphorical thinking and language use, for me, is a
powerful mode of conception that creates new frameworks for engagement while maintaining a
constant sway/play between the similarities and differences of subjects.
Expansive ideas of language can be a conduit for greater interbeing relations. My understanding
of language is simultaneously as a force of connection and separation. I feel that within language
relations there remains a certain ungraspability that keeps us from achieving full connection with
another, but that this should be further justification for attempts at conscious communication, rather
than a deterrent. Even flawed attempts at respectful relating, if conducted with humility and openness,
can further humans’ ability to intentionally interrelate. Language is what it does in the world, and so we
humans have the ability and perhaps responsibility to use language to foster the relations we seek to
enact. Further on I explore how my thoughts and artistic practice have been guided by movements such
as Object Oriented Ontology (OOO), Ecopoetics, Deconstruction, cognitive science and contemporary
anthropology, shaping how I hope to use language to relate to others.

“Language as a bodily phenomenon accrues to all expressive bodies, not just to the human. Our
own speaking, then does not set us outside of the animate landscape but- whether or not we
are aware of it- inscribes us more fully in its chattering, whispering, soundful depths.” (Abrama
80)
“... signs are alive and all selves, human and nonhuman, are semiotic. What a self is, in the most
minimal sense, is a locus—however ephemeral—for sign interpretation. That is, it is a locus for
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the production of a novel sign (termed an “interpretant”) that also stands in continuity with
those signs that have come before it... All semiosis, then, creates future.” (Kohn)
Language itself is held sway by metaphorical frameworks. According to Lakoff and Johnson’s
Metaphors We Live By, a primary language metaphor is that of units or containers of meaning
we send back and forth. While I find this conception limiting, I also value this insight for its
potential to catalyze a wider array of linguistic-metaphors. I believe that holding and employing
multiple conceptions of language will help humans to be more versatile, intentional
communicators.
“A metaphor can serve as a vehicle for understanding a concept only by virtue of its experiential
basis.” (Lakaoff and Johnson 18)
“The mediation [of language] is one that separates and unites at the same time. If language
digs a trench between the world and me, it also throws a bridge across it.” (Bruns 73)
“Language has given us, not enough, but too much: not just the stewardship of the earth, but
the capacity to destroy species weaker than ourselves, and even features of the environment on
which our own survival might depend. Yet language is at the same time the nurturer and
facilitator of all that is best in us, all that seeks to avoid such a fate and to bring us back into
unity with the rest of creation. It is language, and language alone, that makes it possible for us
to dream of a world of peace, freedom and justice where we might live in harmony with that
nature of which, after all, we form only a dependent part.” (Bickerton [Nature’s Edge] 14)

4

A Bit About Animacy

I believe that dynamic consciousness/animacy is inherent to matter and can be found at any
level or configuration it is sought. There are many mixtures of being that combine in intricate ways from
an atomic to a super-planetary scale. My working model of animacy stems from traditional knowledge
the world over granting sentience to particular forms of organic matter, and has been shaped by
environmental philosophers and panpsychism, a contemporary framework for resonant veins through
the history of philosophical thought. Panpsychism posits, in various degrees and ways, the inherent
mentality/consciousness/liveliness of matter.2
My work seeks to affirm the varying degrees and ways beings express their animacy through
constant linguistic relation. For the purposes of my creative practices I’m less interested in the literal
truth of animism than the potentially monumental influence it could have on how we (or at least I)
conceive of and enact relating. As someone who seeks to live my beliefs into the world, however,
communicative animism does inform my daily living and thought.
If animacy characterizes one who is alive to the world, who relates and is related to, then
treating someone/thing as relational makes it functionally animate. Our presence in the world, I believe,
is determined collectively by who we relate to and how; we feel because we are felt by others, we
express because we are expressed by others. Further on I will explore in greater depth how frameworks
like Panpsychism, process philosophy, Object Oriented Ontology and Buddhist philosophy as well as
personal practices like permaculture, meditation and walking have shaped my art and my understanding
and practice of animacy.

2

This is in contrast to the conceptions of, alternatively, a division between intangible mind/spirit and matter (dualism) and the
primary physicality of the universe that is unable to sufficiently account for the arising of consciousness (physicalism). See The
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, “Panpsychism.”
5

“Animists are people who recognize that the world is full of persons, only some of whom are
human, and that life is always lived in relationship to others. Animism is lived out in various
ways that are all about learning to act respectfully (carefully and constructively) towards and
among other persons.” (Harveya xi)
“My wish is to rediscover the world’s enchantment. The world is animate, whether or not we
are animists. It is filled with selves—I daresay souls—human and otherwise. And it is not just
located in the here and now, or in the past, but in a being in futuro—a potential living future...
Living selves create future.” (Kohn)
“Enchantment is something we encounter, that hits us, but it is also a comportment that can be
fostered through deliberate strategies. One of those strategies might be to give greater
expression to the sense of play, another to hone sensory receptivity to the marvelous specificity
of things. Yet another way to enhance the enchantment effect is to resist the story of the
disenchantment of modernity.” (Bennettb 4)
“For Graham Harman, the main innovator of Speculative Realism/Object-Oriented Ontology, an
object (and I would say a being) is something that is resistant to reduction; that cannot be
comprehended only by its parts or even its relation to others; that is always partially withheld.
This is why, under OOO, a forest and a tree in that same forest (and the lichen on the tree...) are
equally beings. “Things are not just their most basic components, be they quarks or neurons.
Instead, stuff enjoys equal being no matter their size, scale, or order.”3 (Bogost 6)
“There is no meaning to creativity apart from its ‘creatures.’” (Whiteheadd 225)

3

Bogost is paraphrasing Harman’s caution against “undermining” beings into more ”fundamental“ (smaller) components.
6

If I weren’t scared of tautology, I would go so far as to say that beings are animate because they
use language to relate to one another. Then again, I don’t see the harm in making temporary
recursive loops, as long as we can find our way out again. Perhaps things should be allowed to
explain themselves for a time, until they don’t.

7

Pendulum, map, oscillation and instinct

What gets to be a being?
astounding physiology and interaction
A repository for crowds of stories
the edge issued as person

Periodic table
contact of pheromones

the thickness of a reflection of an egg
undo eyes to sleep
wrapping the unseen body
to do as much again

more that witness
A latch that seemed secret

the over under seduction
8

joyning
marks and stopping
Ways of speaking

Make a larger home
A foundation kept firm, afterall
It's yes painted and repainted
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Why Bother Relating to Others?

I feel silly (but perhaps silliness is exactly what is called for) trying to justify what seems to me to
be an inevitable consequence of living in the world. We are always already in relation, so perhaps the
question to ask is closer to “why should we mindfully acknowledge and attend to our relations?” or
“why should we regard matter as active and relational?” I can offer several motivations that I personally
have for relating to others, though each one of us will have our own.
The first reason is that communicating with animate others is simply more interesting. To feel
the world as alive and present to you as you are present to it opens a space for constant dialogue and
exchange. This creates new possibilities to be contemplated and enacted. The more beings I am
connected to, the greater capacity I have for collaboration and creativity. To acknowledge that to be is
to relate with others gives us more options and opportunities for engagement, dialogue and expression.
Secondly, I believe that interbeing affirmation can increase joy. While relation and collaboration
is not always felt positively or productively, by increasing our ability to relate to and collaborate with
other beings we can begin to work through some of the deep pain humans have inflicted on others and
that has been inflicted on us. All beings suffer. An open engagement and thoughtfulness toward others
will also, I believe, help mitigate future harm towards beings that humans have neglected. Still, it is
important to acknowledge that interbeing consideration is a contemplative and uncertain endeavor.
Individuals will likely not agree on the particulars of how our actions ripple outwards, but unequivocal
consent should not be the point. What is important to me is that humans (I am writing for humans), on
an individual level, ponder and act in reference to what they feel their impact to and towards others to
be. I am convinced that this will increase joy for humans and their entangled others.

10

Thirdly, I believe that interbeing awareness will also decrease suffering by promoting equality. I
see racism, speciesism and disregard for “things” on personal and environmental scales to be of the
same mettle. Humans seem to have created hierarchies within most every facet of their lives, to the
detriment of all. I see imposed macro and micro power structures as a barrier that impedes exchange
(note that I am speaking about judgement of levels of importance and not difference). Because I believe
that an increase of mindful engagement will increase respect for others, I also believe it will be antihierarchical.
Lastly, and certainly most alarmingly, I believe increased interbeing communication will improve
our chances of long-term ecological and species survival. In my reasoning above I appealed to humans
on a personal level, but I also find it necessary to consider human interests as a collective within deep
(geological) time. As I write, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s most recent report has
documented unprecedented and mostly irreversible global warming.4 The panel gives a ten-year time
frame for human reduction of carbon emissions to avoid catastrophic weather and temperature
extremes. While this information can feel shocking, overwhelming and paralyzing, I believe humans can
adapt this planetary level information to enact personal adaptations that are affirming and mostly nonguilt inducing.5 This begins, I believe, with affirming our connections to, and the inherent worth of,
others. The notion that any action, no matter how seemingly insignificant, can be regarded as an
isolated event is inoperable, particularly if our goal is species survival (the concept of an “away,“ for
example, to which our refuse goes no longer functions). I believe that cultivating relations with the
beings who surround us will aid this cause tremendously.

4

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sixth-assessment-report-cycle/
Renée Lertzman, a self-described climate psychologist, advocates for individual and collective approaches to address climate
change. Broadly, this involves affirming our feelings about climate change so as to act simultaneously as a “protagonist” and as
a group member. We may have very little personal responsibility for human-caused planetary changes, but that does not
exempt us from action.
5
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Enactment

My desire to affirm the lifeworlds of others and our interbeing is not unique. Many artists seem
intuitively familiar with deep relational consideration as they spend extended periods working with and
learning from the play between materials and ideas, just as scientists use their own methods in close
observation. I count myself among those who feel that making comes from conversation (conceived
broadly), idea exchange and working with rather than imposing an empirical will. I use creative practices
that resonate with me and help me to experience my interbeing. Despite being materially and
methodologically diverse, I believe I can draw some thematic connections between my bodies of work.
Perhaps naturally for a maker, I have steadily been considering the tools and methods humans
use for communication, relation and sense-making. My work has been made in sporadic, piecemeal
conversation with broad subjects (to be detailed later), such as anthropology, religion and ritual,
philosophy, ecology, agriculture, quantum physics and human language. I always attempt to make work
in dialogue with diverse forms of human thought in order to expand the scope of my knowledge.
Despite an interest in sense-making, I deeply value and attempt to make space for ambiguity and
uncertainty. As individuals, even as a species, our experiences are necessarily incomplete. Relations
with others can help to broaden and deepen one‘s own experience, but this can only be done, I feel, by
stepping into uncertainty and indeterminacy.6 I feel these aspects as liminal spaces, as leaving space for
breath, as a pause in which others may speak. Uncertainty is the dynamic, constantly incomplete
narrative I think we all feel when we loosen our grip on knowledge and self-perception, when we make
space for our misunderstandings or limitations of comprehension. My conviction in the value of

6

The feminist theorist and quantum physicist Karen Barad has helped illuminate for me the crucial difference between the
unknown, in which something exists that is not perceived, and the indeterminate, to which nothing exists to be known.
12

ambiguity and uncertainty has been cultivated by my long-standing meditation practice, in which sitting
can feel like whitewater rapids of thought and emotion. The mind, my mind, seems eager to populate
presence with somewhat self-guarded diversions and stories. I don’t believe there is anything wrong
with this ‘scattered-mind' form of relation in itself, but a new form of relation occasionally comes when I
am able to attain a sense of openness; a slippage of my self-guardedness that allows for greater
openness to another. This presence is my vision of uncertainty, and while it happens most often when
meditating, I have occasionally found myself in its sphere when drawing or writing or walking. Even
temporary suspension of my own assumed certainties gives me hope that I and others can correspond
without preconceptions, whether through making or being with.
My deep desire for meaningful engagement with my surrounding co-inhabitants stems from my
sense of wonder. I have found for myself that a sense of curiosity about the world leads to openminded observation and engagement, which leads to wonder or enchantment with fellow beings, which
ultimately leads to a sense of expansive love. Ultimately, communication enacted through love is my
artistic goal. I think wide, deep love is available when life and/or sentience is perceived in matter and
engaged with openly. This open presence, however, can be one of life’s most difficult tasks because it
requires coming to the edge of one’s self to meet another. To me, this can feel terrifying; that the sense
of self I cling to is being occluded or altered. My life’s artistic practice may be an easing into the practice
of abiding; of being with in such a way that I am myself and not a shield-self, protecting who I believe
myself to be.7
Lastly, my work for the past several years shares participatory and performative impulses that I
believe are an effort to acknowledge relationality. Rather than use myself as a surrogate for a spectator,

7

I should address that this paragraph feels rose-tinted and over-simplified, but also true. I'm not, I don’t think, a Pollyanna, but
I do genuinely try to foster wonder and love, except for when my mood disallows it. I also don't think that I really believe
anything, but believing and thinking or acting towards the world seem distinct.
13

I’ve tried to suggest interaction with my work through material (the tactility of textiles), circumstances
of encounter (being sent or stumbling upon a card or bookmark), being bodily in a work (as an
installation one can move through), or loosely prescribed ritual (cast a spell). The desire for participant
involvement, I feel, stems from a desire to create space to enact sensory contemplation. While I am
learning that visual art can do this in astonishing variety, I have felt a need to push out from traditional
gallery models and their established rituals in order to explore other possibilities for engagement which,
if only for their novelty, might create a new space of experience for the participant. This also allows me
to return to more traditional art spaces with a refreshed sense of possibility. Only by exploring
alternatives, it seems, can I feel comfortable inhabiting a space set aside for art.

“Genuine Art- dharma art- is simply the act of nonaggression.” (Trungpa 2)
“[Artisans’] every technical gesture is a question, to which the material responds according to its
bent...Making, then, is a process of correspondence.” (Ingold 31)
“Things are meaningful and significant not only because they are necessary to sustain life and
society, to reproduce or transform social relations and mediate differential interests and values,
but because they provide essential tools for thought. Material forms are essential vehicles for
the (conscious or unconscious) self-realization of the identities of individuals and groups
because they provide a fundamental non-discursive mode of communication” (Tilleyb)
“I become through my relation to the thou; as I become I, I say thou. All real living is meeting.”
(Buber)
“That the self advances and confirms the/ myriad things is called delusion./ That the myriad
things advance and confirm/ the self is enlightenment.” (Nāgārjuna)

14

“If matter itself is lively, then not only is the difference between subjects and objects minimized,
but the status of the shared materiality of all things is elevated. All bodies become more than
mere objects, as the thing-powers of resistance and protean agency are brought into sharper
relief.” (Bennettc)
All are equally subject and object; all is foreground and background. Much of my recent work
engaged with this struggle against a clear relationship that Bennet alludes to.
“In an important sense, in a breathtakingly intimate sense, touching, sensing, is what matter
does, or rather, what matter is: matter is condensations of response-ability. Touch-ing is a
matter of response. Each of “us” is constituted in response-ability. Each of “us” is constituted as
responsible for the other, as the other.” (Barada)
“...the only way one can really know things- that is, from the very inside of one’s being- is
through a process of self-discovery. To know things you have to grow into them, and let them
grow into you, so that they become a part of who you are...It is, in short, by watching, listening
and feeling- by paying attention to what the world has to tell us- that we learn.” (Ingold 1)

15

Open Questions

Despite my desire to bodily engage in a sentient world, and my optimism in this possibility, I
carry many open questions across unknown terrain. These questions have helped to guide my thought
and work. Their possibilities twinkle elusively. While the questions alter and are exchanged as I move
through my practice, these ones have been more recent guides. While I don’t harbor hopes of ever
drawing conclusions, their challenges and possibilities have been essential.
What is it to be a being among beings?
To what extent is relation possible? Where are the limits of familiarity?
Assuming there are limits to comprehended relation, how do we asses our relational capacities and
actions without full understanding of others?
How can we/I better hold or make space for uncertainty and indeterminacy?
Can imagination be used as a genuine attempt to reach out? Or should we limit ourselves to unknowing?
How might humans best acknowledge and navigate our priorities and preferences for certain beings
over others (that we value, for example, the life of a loved one over a stranger or a non-human)?
How might we navigate the blurry spaces between beings given our entanglement? When is it
appropriate to address/assume an individual and when a collective? How much does this matter?
How might humans best acknowledge and navigate the interplay of various levels and time scales of
being?
How might I use my work to become a better listener?
How might I best move from my human position?
What are my personal (and therefore artistic) impasses and biases in relating/living?
16

How does communication change when we perceive language as sentient?
What does it mean to be a co-creator/facilitator with and of animate beings? What is it to create art in
solidarity with other beings?
What happens when we treat a work of art as animate?
What is a compassionate work of art?
Can creating possibilities be a form of care-giving?
Can one be said to have a ‘true being’ when we appear to be so diffuse/permeable?
How do we ascribe value?
Where is love?

17

Request

we would like if you wrote us poems. we would like it if you wrote us long
life sentences. we would like it if you broke sentences and gave us more life
than you or we were told could be contained. we would like it if you
remained. we would like it if you showed up every day. we would like it if you
drank water. we would love it if you would turn off your phone. we would
sincerely appreciate it if you stopped pretending to be alone.

–Alexis Pauline Gumbs

18

PART II: LANGUAGE

A Metaphorical Overview

My journey through language has been a slow expansion in my conception of language’s forms
and abilities. The common Western conception of language, or my interpretation of it, is of an abstract
invention that contains descriptions of reality and thought. Thus, arbitrary symbols inter-relate in an everchanging framework in response to culture and society.8 This viewpoint, while valuable in its utility,
does not account for the physical, embodied origins of language as expressions from sensing beings. The
many forms of human language, including but not limited to speech and writing, ground meand connect
me to the world. My own relationship with language is full of sensory connotations as particular sounds or
visual combinations recall feelings, events, tastes and other engagements with my surroundings; a
lexicon of relation. While previously the written word (which I took to be the primary exemplar of
language) felt to me to be illusive, disconnected and fundamentally incapable of expressing anything of
real substance, I am in the process of reawakening to language’s deep connective and ever- widening
potential.9
Considering human communication first, a prominent demonstration of the relationship of our
languages to our experienced world is the prevalence of metaphor used in every facet of expression.
Metaphors are so embedded into our ways of speaking and thinking that we rarely notice that basic

8

De Saussure (linguist and semiotician who laid the groundwork for modern linguistics, and thus structuralism, in the 20th
century) saw language as an interconnected web with each meaning hinging on all other meanings. Although De Saussure
recognized the historicity of language and the onomatopoeic tenner of some words, he supported the notion that units of
language are arbitrary. See Handbook of Semiotics.
9 Though I owe this revival mostly to the work of ecological philosopher David Abram, poets such as Youna Kwak, CAConrad,
Nanao Sakoki, Lyn Hejinian, Rae Armantrout, Brenda Iijima, David Whyte and others have also been guides.
19

components of speech and thought, such as relating emotion to physical space (“I fell in love,” “that
really lifted his spirits”) or quantity (“he was asking for a ton”). The notion of metaphor, which has been
widely used since Aristotle, literally means (in a definition that is itself a metaphor) “to carry across.”
Metaphors create a new meaning by explaining one thing in terms of another (often moving from more
abstract/conceptual content to more concrete/sensory imagery). Embedded in metaphor, then, is the
assumption of distance and translation across that distance.
Metaphor helps us to rediscover the deep connections inherent in our existence that language,
which we interpret as separating, defining and categorizing forms, appears to mask. Some of this
confusion, for me at least, is abated by the notion of language as a medium, which can illuminate the
physical presence of language; as a material that fundamentally alters its message. Mediums are
translations from one form of being into another. They become what they transmit. Metaphors, I think,
call attention to this ever-present translation of language, reminding us that communication is an act of
relation that changes both actant and recipient. Each can retain aspects of their identity while still being
altered by the other. Ultimately, beings translate one another and are changed in the process.
I am resisting the idea, the assumption I have long held, that language can only be defined by
language: as a closed system. Language is continually embodied within a living world, making it a living
system. When language is defined as conveying abstract concepts with arbitrary signs, then it becomes
a human domain.10 To me, denying or refusing to acknowledge the language use of other beings results
in an exaggerated sense of human self-worth at the expense of non-humans, and in language stagnation
that leaves all impoverished.

10 The

Linguist Charles Pierce, without contradicting Saussure, maintains that while symbols are exclusively human, signs are
used by all living beings. Just as monkeys interpret a crashing tree as a sign of danger or fruit as signaling nourishment, beings
sensing and responding in accordance to that perception is sign use. (see Kohn)
20

It seems generally understood that one can only reason and feel from one’s own body. Humans,
from what I’ve observed, have also assumed a similar limit within our language use: that our thought
and speech is directed by our language. By creating communicative connections with others, however,
(and thereby perhaps even beginning to dissolve the rigid boundaries around the notion of autonomous
selves) we can begin to discover their experiences and broaden our linguistic horizons. Metaphor, then,
creates a situation to think and feel with another as experiences are compared. Metaphor is an act of
inquiry, not an expression of what we already know. It is a reaching out, an attempt at encounter.
While we practice embodied language from a single perception, I believe explorative communication
with a diverse array of beings can help us continue to expand and alter the languages we use, even if
(and perhaps because) there can never be full understanding or rigidity. Language is ever-changing, and
humans can choose to more consciously shape their language use to reflect and amplify their intentions.
Language belongs to all bodies! Again, I am using language in the sense of expression of
consciousness. While different beings have radically different understandings of the world and thus
varying expressions, I hope not to suggest a hierarchy of complexity, with either consciousness or
language. There is expression and relation in birdsong; in the growth of grasslands; in the movement of
atoms and tectonic plates. To that end, I feel that language itself is animate in that it relates to and is
related to directly by others. Perhaps a word or other sign is aware/animate in the way a cell is in
relation to its host organism; each is a whole unto themselves that depends on diverse others for
survival. That beings are made up of other beings applies well to human languages and our familiarity of
conceiving of languages as intricate networks of units relying on one another. Far from being rigid or
prescribed, however, language network-organism-beings seem to me to be fragmented, impromptu
creatures, which allows them to be malleable, resilient and creative. With so many communicative
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beings contributing to one another’s lexicons, language’s multi-faceted forms are true hyperobjects that
permeate our existence.11
Relatedly, yet with striking novelty, Object Oriented Ontologists (OOO) have found metaphor to
be a fruitful way to elucidate their thinking and, by extension, the experiences of objects. Briefly, OOO
attempts to expand Kantian/Heideggerian Correlationsim (correlation referring to the coupling of our
experience with our being) beyond human perceivers to other nonhuman and non-living entities. This
means that objects are fundamentally withheld from one another and themselves, and makes relating
to others an aesthetic act. It is no surprise, then, that many of OOO’s main proponents find metaphor
and novel language use essential to their endeavor. Because things are always more than the sum of
the qualities others can perceive, or what can be done with them, metaphors not only create
connections, they produce objects in themselves. “[I]t is from this strange, concealed integrity of
individual images that metaphor draws its power–not from the genuine reality of each thing, which
language is powerless to unveil” (Harmana 108). While these relations take place only on a sensual
(rather than a “real”) level, for Harman our experience is metaphoric. Metaphors, like objects or others,
can never be fully known or explained. Beings metaphorize one another and parts of themselves
(Harmana 172). Every relation is metaphorized, translated in multiple, and creates new objectexperiences in the process.
Ian Bogost dives headlong into what he feels is metaphor’s distortional abilities in Alien
Phenomenology: “[Metaphorism] involves phenomenal daisy chains, built on speculations on
speculations as we seep farther and farther into the weird relations between objects” (106).

11

Timothy Morton coined the term hyperobject in 2013 to describe objects that are ”massively distributed in time and space”
and are constantly present in all facets of our lives. Climate change and Corona Virus are perfect examples, and so, I argue, is
language.
Another term Morton uses is ”the subscendent real” or ”the subscendent whole” to describe his non-axiomatic view that
”wholes are less than their parts.” Language, I feel, also fits nicely into this view as all the various, ever-adapting forms of
communication beings use will always exceed their language container. (See Humankind).
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Metaphoric relation creates layers of perception that are fundamentally askew, just as objects‘
knowability recedes. Metaphoric “occlusion” then, ends up being more true-to-experience than an
attempt to calculate and describe the true essence of another. In perception, it’s metaphors all the way
down.12
In my own life and work, metaphor continues to be a potent entryway to affirming my solidarity
with others. Expansive language conception and use (considering how more of my senses and activities can
be conduits for interbeing communication) has become my main consideration and framework formy
own relational practices. To that end, I want to consider how humans already use metaphor to
navigate their world, and to make space for a greater variety of language metaphors.13 I have personally felt
the most confined by the conception of language as a series of containers transmitting data. Perhaps it’s
because the containers have always appeared locked to me, that I could never take anything out orput
anything in; that these were containers I had inherited that really had nothing to do with me. Because I
believe in the value of linguistic metaphors for shaping how we interact with others, I hope to expand
and multiply them; as the more linguistic metaphors humans have to move from, the more versatile and
resilient our language can be. This begins, for me, with conceiving of and treating language forms as
animate.
Despite my deep appreciation for anthropocentric metaphor use, I feel that perhaps we are
underutilizing metaphor’s capabilities. I think, however, that human’s use of metaphor can be taken as

12

Similarly, both Graham Harman and Timothy Morton treat riddles and humor in much the same way: “Riddles are funny
because they exploit an irreducible gap between what a thing is and how it appears” (Mortonb 62). Morton also references Henri
Bergson’s explanation of humor as appearing from a gap between being and appearance. OOO describes a fundamentally
uncanny, even humorous (once you push beyond the horror) world, an exceedingly specific yet ungraspable avalanche of things.
13

Metaphorical thinking is central to Lakoff and Johnson’s thesis that our minds and bodies comprehend and navigate the
world together: “A metaphor can serve as a vehicle for understanding a concept only by virtue of its experiential basis.” (177)
Two key ways humans navigate their surroundings are, according to Lakoff and Johnson, through spatial orientation and
grouping. Most pertinent to my desire to change my own language use and conception, they claim that we tend to
conceptualize much of our experience as the interaction of containers, and that container metaphors (and language generally)
orient one thing as a vessel of meaning for another.
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a model for creatively engaging with others. Just as metaphors, ideally, carry concepts over divides,
translating the obscure into the felt present, I believe other forms of language (any form of relating
directly with another) can be metaphoric as well. Metaphors are impulses moving outwards towards
the world, between two meanings and so requiring us to do the conceptual and physical work of
connection. I believe that regenerative, relational language is central to being a being; we inhabit a
world, and language (thought broadly) is our reciprocity. Metaphor, I think, can be profoundly effective
in reaffirming this reciprocity. While humans will certainly require more tactics than metaphor, perhaps
the metaphors themselves can help us to conceive them.

“We tend to consider ‘linguistic’ what we can write down and ‘non-linguistic’ everything else,
but this division is a cultural artefact, an arbitrary limitation derived from historical evolution.”
(Mitchell [The Textile Reader] 324)
“We have no other experience of living than encounters. We have no other use for language
than to have them.” (Hejinian [Fence])
“Language is not a medium that helps us see the true, the real, the natural. Language is a tool
assembled by creatures with “no way” trying to make a world that will satisfy their needs; it is a
tool those same creatures can disassemble if it fails them.” (Hydeb 75)
“To imagine a language is to imagine a form of life.” (Wittgensteina)
“Life is constitutively semiotic. That is, life is, through and through, the product of sign
processes...” (Kohn)
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“[Metaphor is] the primordial attempt to articulate in language the structure and meaning of
the perceptual life-world.” (Edie 164)

“[There is an] impossibility of speaking about the mind, the intellect, or consciousness itself
without falling back on metaphor.” (Snell [Speaking and Meaning] 171)

“We are engaged in a global conflict over metaphor. The mere-metaphor school is content,
thank you, to leave metaphor a mere turn of phrase; these folks aren’t about to chant their
metaphors, much less inhabit them. The deep-and-drastic school, on the other hand, insists
that metaphor is not empty talk, that world metaphors be practiced, so convincingly embodied,
that even alpha male apes can’t be sure if those strutting on the stage are animals, or men,
dressed up like animals, so convincingly performed that even the muses can’t decide whether
those are goddesses or women gussied up like birds.” (Grimes [Handbook of Contemporary
Animism] 508)
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Diving birds, exuberant and understated

Diving birds, exuberant and understated
In dark distance on the churning sea
Violate the soul
And make pact with meaning
To set it straight, exercise control —
How a line of words detract from one another
Till you see, finally, that everyone’s your mother
Darling captain of your primitive soul
In which you likewise rock and roll
Like birds upon the aforementioned sea

-Norman Fischer
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Poetry

In this section I will further explore how others have conceived of human language as a
generative, connective force with substantial societal consequence. Dwelling a bit longer in human
speech and writing will, I think, show how even this one form of relation contains seemingly endless
depths. From there I will further explore how myself and others use other forms of language to relate
beyond our knowledge.
I am perpetually surprised by the prevalence of language iconoclasts through human record;
wherever I wander in a library (an integral part of my practice), there are people working wonders with
human language. This alone gives me hope in the human capacity for reinvention. Although my more
intentional forays into poetry study and practice are quite recent, I am excited by the variety and nuance
of writers and speakers rethinking and broadening our relational considerations in this genre alone. I
personally feel most ignited by some poets’ conception of their practice as one of accompaniment (of
being with, speaking with, thinking with, writing with); by the treatment of reading and writing as a
sacred practice; and by conceptions of translation, which I feel are all aspects of the same relational
impulse.
As with all my terms, I take a wide view of poetry as open, reciprocal and relational language
use. Intention towards relation, not form, makes a poem. Contrary to my previous beliefs, originality no
longer seems like the point of making. Language is communal, fostering solidarity. Words themselves,
in addition to garnering relations between others, hold a strong presence that demand involvement,
consideration and contemplation. We are collaborators with them in all our linguistic forays. Language
is also an intimate presence to each of us, embodied and sustaining. Because of our deep, lifelong
engagement and collaboration with language, it seems a fertile space to enact ’being with’ and
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’becoming with’ others.14 Effective poetry, then, makes space for co-presence through its attention. It
is also performative in its affirmation of the vibrancy of the world and its ability to call us into
awareness.15
Two contemporary poets who practice ‘writing with’ and from whom I continue to learn are
Alexis Pauline Gumbs and CAConrad.16 Gumbs’ poetry collection Spill: Scenes of Black Feminist Fugitivity
methodically undergoes a process of writing in conversation with selected lines from the essays of Black
Feminist scholar Hortense Spillers. Each poem is accompanied by an endnote, inviting readers to flip
back to Spillers’ original line, thereby contemplating the movement of thought and imagery crackling
between the two. Gumbs has talked about the importance of Black Feminist lineage in her work as a selfdescribed community scholar, accessible and accountable to her community. As Gumbs attests in her
introduction, the phrases in Spillers’ essays can never fully be taken out of context, but neither are they
confined by their contexts. Gumbs‘ work (which she continues in her meditative dialogue with marine
ecologies in Undrowned) affirms the communal nature of language(s). Gumbs takes what could be a
continuation of black feminist critique and brings it into the world, creating scenes vibrating with
matter, acting bodies, human and otherwise. Gumbs creates scenes that bring Spillers‘ theory into
startlingly real relation with the world, and humans are not the only casualties. Gumbs’ work is also an
example of how the practice of creating with can also be seen as translation. Gumbs’ sustained
attention to the work and themes of Hortense Spillers creates unique embodiments that are never-theless inextricable from the original.

14

“If we appreciate the foolishness of human exceptionalism then we know that becoming is always becoming with, in a
contact zone where the outcome, where who is in the world, is at stake.” (Haraway [When Species Meet] 244)
15 I think this is summed up nicely by what the poet David Whyte calls ”the conversational nature of the universe.” (What to
Remember When Waking)
16 I am beginning to find more poets who describe their work as a process of ’writing with’ in the subgenre of ecopoetics (such
as Francis Ponge, Maggie O’Sullivan, Kamau Brathwaite, Brenda Iijima, Charis Boke, Ofelia Zepeda and Peter Larkin), though
their work is still new to me.
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Using another tactic, CAConrad creates poems using elaborate enactments they call spells. The
practice (called (Soma)tic poetry as an affirmation of the union of the body and the divine) is meant to
cultivate unique moments of focus and attention that can be hard to sustain in daily routine. The poems
that results from these spells are engaged, embodied instances of language in dialogue with both the
local instance of the enactment and their larger social contexts. Far from being a means to the end of
personal creativity, CAConrad sees their work as operating within a larger context:
“The aim of (Soma)tic poetry and poetics is the realization of two basic ideas: (1) Everything
around us has a creative viability with the potential to spur new modes of thought and
imaginative output. (2) The most vital ingredient to bringing sustainable, humane changes to our
world is creativity. This can be enacted on a daily basis.” (Conrad 2)
Both Gumbs’ and CAConrad‘s projects remind me of the act of reading as a sacred practice,
which I believe can bear fruit beyond a traditional sacred text, or even beyond a traditional idea of text.
I am most familiar with Jewish (Havruta and Pardes) and Christian (Lectio Devina and Florilegium) sacred
reading practices that seek wisdom in a text beyond the sum of its words, brought forward by
contemplation and personal experience. It seems to me that most any text can be returned to through
changing life circumstances for renewed understanding and wisdom; but I also believe that we need not
be limited to text. If we are all beings in constant dialogue, in the act of interpreting one another, then a
sacred reading (of-a-sort) practice can stem from open, intentional dialogue and meditation with others.
There have long been humans (whether applying the notion of spirituality or not) engaging with others
in an effort to bring renewed meaning to their path and place in a world among others.
A contemporary example of this multiplicious practice is the field of ecolinguistics and the genre
of ecopoetics. While ecolinguistics is generally spoken of within anthropology, ecopoetics as a
movement is a sprawling, diverse attempt to write with others. “Experimental ecological poets are
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concerned with the links between words and sentences, stanzas, paragraphs, and how these systems
link with energy and matter- that is, the exterior world” (Durand [)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 123).
Rather than confine their work to socially fraught notions of nature, ecopoets are attempting to write
with and through the messiness of relation:
“Thus, ecopoetics as a search for a language congruent with a world that is not filled with
objects or subjects, that is not “the context,” nor “the setting” for subjects or objects, but that is
a permanent state of flux between subject-objects and object-subjects...
In some ways ecopoetics is a correction, an amendment, a set of rejections. A rejection of
compensatory notions of nature as retreat and of our role as consumers of consoling
description. An investigation that naturally engages many current poetic and ethical concerns,
such as the crisis of the “lyric I”; the recuperation of cultural, industrial, and political erasures;
the dismantling of dichotomies of self/other, nature/culture, indigenous/alien and
central/peripheral- bringing them all into a larger, trans-species arena of investigation.” (Reilly
[)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 256-7)
Ecopoets would likely not place their work unambiguously within the mainstream
environmental movement (with its unimaginative and often condescending notions of caring for or
saving the planet). They are, I think, doing something much more profound. Believing as I (and many
ecopoets) do that words have physical form that enact physical effects through their interactions, then
ecopoetics is a collective form of spellcasting (more on this in a bit) envisioning greater intentional
relationality between humans and non-human beings.
I am using a variety of strategies to think through language use as a form of accompaniment and
of inquiry, the last of which is translation. Beings translate one another, whether intentional or not.
Moving from this concept, the act of creation (be it experience or artifact) is always in reference to
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others. Who is translated and how can have consequences for the beings involved. Translation asks us
to consider where a work of art’s (or expression’s) true being resides, or if there can be said to be a true
being. Is a being formed through translation? Is a translated being somehow split from itself? The
Translation Zone, a book of essays by Emily Apter, suggests to me that the effect of translation very
much depends upon its intent. With theses ranging from; ”Nothing is Translatable,” ”The Translation
Zone is a War Zone,” ”Translation is the Traumatic Loss of Native Language,” ”Translation Can Transpose
Nature into Data,” and ”Everything is Translatable,” the act of translation seems very much alive in many
forms in an interconnected world. While translation can be used to many ends, I am encouraged by
Apter’s description of translation as a decentering act of love:
Cast as an act of love, and as an act of disruption, translation becomes a means of repositioning
the subject in the world and in history; a means of rendering self-knowledge foreign to itself; a
way of denaturalizing citizens, taking them out of their comfort zone of national space, daily
ritual, and pre-given domestic arrangements. (4)
Apter and the writers who have been my guides remind me of the possibilities, limits and
dangers of relation. Translation, poetic engagement and relation itself is messy, incomplete and
subjective, but it is possible; and I believe we (non-humans and humans) can be better for it.

“Through writing, the I becomes we.” (Angelou [Writing as a Way of Healing] 223)
“Poetry takes as its premise that language (all language) is a medium for experiencing
experience. It provides us with the consciousness of consciousness.” ((Hejinian [Fence])
“Poetry bears witness to the resistance of language- and, in the bargain, to the irreducibility of
all that exists- to consciousness, intentionality, or the workings of a logical subject exercising
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conceptual control over whatever is presented to it. In Francis Ponge’s words, poetry “sides
with things” against our appetite for turning them into objects. So there is an intimacy of poetry
and things that cannot be captured by philosophical experience.” (Bruns VII)
“In poetry the word shines forth a line of relationships empty of their content.” (Fischer 213)
“My sense of language is that it is matter and not ideas- i.e ‘printed matter.’” (Niedecker 61)
“Consciousness is embedded in language and becomes more nuanced and interactive when
there is heightened perception and acknowledgement of the polyrhythms that exist in
combination with social bodies- the string can be extended as long as there are combinations to
be recognized.” (Iijima [)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 291)
“Translation’s very existence challenges our understanding of what a literary text is. Further, by
asserting that things worth knowing exist outside the home culture’s boundaries, translation
challenges society as a whole. Translated works are trojan horses, carriers of secret invasion.”
(Hirshfield 55)
“Increasingly, I find myself drawn to poetics as a mode of expression, not in order to move away
from thinking rigorously but, on the contrary, to lure us toward the possibilities of engaging the
force of imagination in its materiality.” (Barada)
“Texts are bodies that can light up, by rendering human perception more acute, those bodies
whose favored vehicle of affectivity is less wordy: plants, animals, blades of grass, household
objects, trash. One of the stakes for me of the turn to things in contemporary theory is how it
might help us live more sustainably, with less violence toward a variety of bodies. Poetry can
help us feel more of the liveliness hidden in such things and reveal more of the threads of
connection binding our fate to theirs.” (Bennetta)
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Express an Interest in Listening or Flowers Won’t Bother
greed it
seems
has no
memory
The little
bones they
throw us
break
my heart
some
days
I taste
the world
in a poem and
want
to be of
service
to that
taste
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there is no doubt
the worst possible
things are possible
an epic
terrain of
anger no one
can move
out of you
it’s best to let
flowers do
the talking
they say write
below your
century to
understand it
they say crying
in private helps
no one
they say touch
a gill of light
down there
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they say an
asterisk is
the footnote
to a lie
they say never
use “permanent
in a sentence
containing
a noun
they say if
dancing is prohibited
LEAVE
at once
-CAConrad
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Active Language

When thinking about active language, I don’t mean to suggest that activity or agency is a special
case (it is incredibly common, yet revelatory); all languages are active and agential in their communities.
For me this consideration began with deconstruction. Jacques Derrida’s most recited quote, “il n’y a pas
de hors-texte," (Derridaf 159) in my favorite English translation, ”there is no outside-text,” is to me a
leveling of the agential landscape. The offering of deconstruction, I think, is that there is no metalanguage, no top down or succinctly categorizable meaning or placement of language. Language is
always languages, more than we can ever confine or define. I also think deconstruction is deeply
ecological in that it affirms text agency. Languages are just as real as their user/collaborators (though it
can be nigh futile to draw hard boundaries between the two), which means that consumers of language
are just as shaped by language as language is by us. If, as some people feel, deconstruction (or
poststructuralism generally) allows a human to make a text mean anything, then it is just as true (often
more true regarding texts with wide dissemination) that a text can make a human mean anything. This
uncomfortable, blurry netting is ecology.
Language and being is messy, relational, fluctuating; meaning is always in futuro. There is more
to any one aspect of relation than can be supposed and any dogma is riddled with inconsistencies. It is
hard, when examined closely, to distinguish between text and not-text, as language/s and its/their
effects are inscribed physically into our shared world. Derrida, I think, is asserting the ever-presence of
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aporia, which, far from being nihilistic, I take to be a freeing acknowledgement of the incomplete
weirdness of being a being.17
Having an understanding of the physical grounding of language in humans may help us to
extrapolate the embeddedness of language into the more-than-human world.18 Plenty of philosophers
(and not just phenomenologists) posit that humans ground language in physical presence, emotion and
bodily experience of space: in short, as a being. Cognitive research is coming to similar conclusions in
finding that we process metaphorical language and physical conditions in the same areas of our brain
with remarkably similar brain wave patterns.19 This is also true for brain processes when performing an
action, thinking about the same action and emotions regarding that action; all are intertwined in the
same brain regions and appear virtually identical in fMRI scans. These cognitive connections in turn
create empathy, as our brain is activated as if we were performing the task or experiencing the emotion
we see or hear about in another (Lakoff and Johnson, 85). This phenomenon often extends beyond the
brain in a process called embodiment whereby the body engages (muscles tensing, saliva glands
activating, etc.) in response to conceptual knowledge (Foolen 360).
Some researchers even suggest that we are born synesthetes, as newborns show an abundance
of neural connections across sensory centers of the brain, which decrease with age (Geary 77). I would
argue, however, that recent research doesn’t fully acknowledge the persistent ways in which our senses
perpetually overlap to create a cohesive experience. Our perceptions of the world are not chopped into
bits according to sense organ but rather flow freely together; until we consciously analyze and divide
our awareness. This is supported by the emerging field of Integrated Information Theory (ITT), which
17

Derrida used the term arche-writing to disrupt the idea of language as a sign system with signs referring to something literal.
Rather, signs always refer to more signs; there is no real foundation, no end point, no arrival, no final meaning.
“Writing is not a sign of a sign, except if one says it of all signs, which would be more profoundly true” (Derridaf 43)
18

19

I borrow ”more-than-human world“ from David Abram, who is riffing off of Edmund Husserl’s term, ”life-world."
See ”This is Your Brain on Metaphors” and Geary.
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posits that our experiences are indivisible; that we can’t divide our experience of driving, for example,
into various sensory input because it's all enmeshed, unlike raw data gathered from a machine like a
camera. There are those that want to use ITT to measure levels of consciousness: the more enmeshed
the experience, the more conscious the being (Greene). For me, consciousness and language show
striking parallels as being diffuse and relational. Human speech and writing, as expressions of
consciousness, are just as much a part of the world as anything else, and when we see them as separate,
we separate ourselves. I would speculate, in a lineage as ancient as humans themselves, that the trouble
comes when we speak about our experience rather than through it; when we speak of things rather
than to them.

“The very meaning and mission of deconstruction is to show that things- texts, institutions,
traditions, societies, beliefs and practices of whatever size and sort you need-do not have
definable meanings and determinable missions, that they are always more than any mission
would impose, that they exceed the boundaries they currently occupy. What is really going on
in things, what is really happening, is always to come.” (Derridad 31)
I move from Derrida’s observations of the privileging of speech over writing (from Plato through
Rousseau and Saussure) in feeling that there are many forms of language that are active and
living. Other sensual forms of contact, and not only speech, are valid and responsive to others
around them. Derrida used the term ‘arche-writing' to expand the concept of writing beyond
symbols on a surface, noting that the action of writing is there before we employ it; that our
environment brings us into writing through our interactions and responses to form just as
speech is developed. There seems no need to create an opposition between speech and writing
as neither seem separable from one another or other forms to express our adventures with
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others. “One always inhabits,” says Derrida, “and all the more when one does not suspect it.”
(Derridaf 24)
“Deconstruction questions the possibility of all-encompassing systems or discourses and
challenges the construction of a text, revealing the elisions and gaps. From a poststructuralist
perspective, the boundaries of writing are permeable and thus texts contain elements of other
discourses, genres and texts, creating an intertextual character.” (Luce-Kapler 119)
““Writing” isn’t just scratching marks on surfaces. It’s the way a differential play, the tricksy play
of nothingness, is in operation everywhere, producing and dissolving distinctions. Such
distinctions aren’t only epistemological, having to do with language and thought, but also
ontological, having to do with what Derrida forcefully calls “flesh and blood.”” (Mortonc 159)
[O]nce words have been placed into the form of externally perceptible objects [as in writing],
those objects, like individual building blocks, can be moved about independently from one
another and put into new relationships, vertical as well as horizontal. The chain of narrative
structure can be broken, and thinking is freed of its bonds to time and event. Knowledge
formerly held only within personified action expands to a dense field of ideas and propositions,
nouns used abstractly, newly complex logical relationships. Thought itself, along with the means
of its recording, becomes reified, an object seemingly equivalent to other “things.” In the
process, consciousness is both liberated and fragmented.” (Hirshfield 189-90)
“If we were to imagine that thought and language were some definite and well-defined sort of
thing which could in principle be known completely (or in ever-greater degrees of
approximation), then we would indeed be falling into some kind of confusion. How, indeed,
could the content of thought possibly have within it a complete account of its own total
structure and function? However, if we notice that thought and language are like any other
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aspect of reality, we will not expect such complete knowledge. As with every other real
function, thought and language require ever-fresh attention and observation to test our existent
knowledge.” (Bohma 70-1)
“The two essential movements of any poetic act- a withdrawal from the world into a universe of
language, which is a movement whose immediate end is to celebrate the transcendence of
language, its being as such; and a return (as though from the moment before the speech) to
earth, which is a movement that brings word and world together, thus to establish the unity in
which, as Heidegger says, “the being of language speaks as the language of being.” (Bruns 261-2)
“I myself have come to regard the apprehension of a physical fact as inseparable from the
assemblage of enunciation that engenders it, both as fact and as expressive process.” (Guattarib
37)
“there is no self that will survive a real conversation.” (Whytec)

Moving from the human embodiment of language in an enmeshed world, we can begin to more
fully comprehend and even recognize language use in others, and to use this understanding to reach out
in small ways. I often find myself asking, through my work, to what extent such an exploration is
possible. How far can human relation (on various levels of comprehension and through various sensory
experiences) with non-humans be taken? Is it appropriate to think of ourselves (á la Wittgenstein) as
trapped within our linguistically and culturally prescribed trails of thought? My answer, for now, is
perhaps, but I am equally hopeful that we can extend those bounds through more fluid conceptions and
uses of language. As creative beings part of a creative world, I think new forms of relations and
experience are, to a certain extent, inevitable, and we have the ability to more consciously guide our
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creative intentions. How then does creation ripple outwards? What are some of the ripples I might be
swaying with as I practice being and making?
When feeling through language, as with animism, anthropomorphism seems unavoidable, but
this is no great tragedy. Beings are likewise understanding us and each other through relational, sensory
language in their own way, just like humans. When fire burns cotton (to take an example from Islamic
philosophy and a favorite of Graham Harman’s), it is apprehending and responding to the qualities of
the cotton to which it is able, such as the cotton’s dryness or density, as the cotton does the same to the
fire. Each entity, fire and cotton, know one another in their own way. Likewise, humans have particular
ways of inhabiting and interacting with the world, and have even conceived of various categories of
communicative knowing; such as a science language, an agricultural language or a fine arts language.
There is, it seems, a growing understanding that these methods of comprehension are partial, narrow
views of the world, but that by no means invalidates them.
I come again to the prominence of uncertainty in inter-being relations. I don’t think, however,
that the prevalence of doubt should necessarily stop us (humans) from action. There is no way, to take
a looming example, to definitively prove that humans are the main drivers of climate change, yet our
growing understanding of this phenomena (through scientific data collection, but also through lived
experience) suggests there are changes to conception and action that would more respectfully
acknowledge the lives of others, humans and non-humans alike. Attunement to the world around us is
constant, always incomplete, but this does not mean that the practice of such is futile. Humans, largely
through their non-human tool-collaborators, are a powerful force on this earth (acknowledged by
climate scientists and geologists in marking the current geological age the Anthropocene). I think we
have the ability to alleviate suffering by, in part, opening to the possibility of sentience and communal
capabilities of non-humans. By acknowledging that we move from within a tangle of connections
between animate beings, our expressions of experience can exist in reciprocity. Although I generally shy
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away from moralizing, it has become increasingly clear to me that my work rests on an ethical
foundation I have barely begun to explore.
The anthropologist Edwardo Kohn has been essential to my understanding of how
contemporary anthropology might think through non-human relations from our human position. While
I go further than Kohn in my beliefs about who we might consider beings and who might use language,
his work rings out as a reminder that we continue to be human because of our particular relations with
non-humans. Kohn’s sustained engagement as an anthropologist in a small Runa community in
Amazonian Peru led him to think of ecological relations through and as language use. Using Charles
Saunders Peirce’s linguistic designations of signs (icon, index and symbol), Kohn demonstrates how the
Runa understand and interact with diverse beings who can interpret and be interpreted in various
realms. For Peirce, a sign is “something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or
capacity,” which leaves a wide range of methods available for non-human beings to infer and respond to
their surroundings. Humans, according to Peirce, Kohn and the Runa with whom he lived, are the sole
symbol users, as symbols depend on other symbols for their use and therefore require a culture and
structure of support. Other beings, however, readily use and interpret icons and indices. While an icon
refers to an object through its likenesses (the way a “stick bug,” as Kohn notes, is indexical of a branch),
an index refers through actual connection, the way animal tracks refer to an animal’s recent presence.
In Peirce’s model, these semiotic elements are stacked: Symbols depend on indices for their being and
indices depend on icons. The base of this meaning making; the recognition of distinction and
connection found in icons and indices, are for me the core of animistic being. Animate beings are
meaning interpreters and meaning makers.
Kohn gives a range of examples of how the Runa anticipate and interpret their fellow forest
dwellers semiotically. While hunting, two Runa men fell a tree close to a monkey they hope to shoot,
rightly guessing that the monkey will interpret the falling tree as a sign of danger and move from his
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perch. While spending the night outside of a village, Kohn is cautioned to sleep face up, so that a
passing jaguar, seeing his face, will infer him to be a "person” and not prey. Sign use, Kohn claims, is
thereby the foundation by which beings create a future. Semiotic relation is the first step in manifesting
the world, which all beings take part in. A more inclusive understanding of sign use, which can account
for the ways in which we are in constant semiotic and linguistic interplay with others, can also remind us
humans that diverse beings too re-present for the sake of a livable future.

“But signs are more than things. They don’t squarely reside in sounds, events, or words. Nor are
they exactly in bodies or even minds. They can’t be precisely located in this way because they
are ongoing relational processes. Their sensuous qualities are only one part of the dynamic
through which they come to be, to grow, and to have effects in the world. In other words signs
are alive. A crashing palm tree—taken as sign—is alive insofar as it can grow. It is alive insofar as
it will come to be interpreted by a subsequent sign in a semiotic chain that extends into the
possible future.” (Kohn)
“Self is both the origin and the product of an interpretive process; it is a waypoint in semiosis. A
self does not stand outside the semiotic dynamic as “Nature,” evolution, watchmaker,
homuncular vital spirit, or (human) observer. Rather, selfhood emerges from within this
semiotic dynamic as the outcome of a process that produces a new sign that interprets a prior
one. It is for this reason that it is appropriate to consider nonhuman organisms as selves and
biotic life as a sign process, albeit one that is often highly embodied and nonsymbolic.” (Kohn)
“Active living speech is...a vocal gesticulation where the meaning is inseparable from the sound,
the shape and the rhythm of the words. Communicative meaning is always, in its depths,
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affective. It remains rooted in the sensual dimension of experience, born of the body’s native
capacity to resonate with other bodies and the landscape as a whole. Linguistic meaning is not
some ideal and bodyless essence that we arbitrarily ascribe to a physical sound or word and
then toss out into the external world. Rather, meaning sprouts in the very depths of the sensory
world, in the heat of meeting, encounter, participation. We do not, as children, first enter into
language by consciously studying the formalities of syntax and grammar or by memorizing the
dictionary definitions of words, but rather by actively making sounds...gradually entering thru
such mimicries into the specific melodies of the local language. Our resonant bodies slowly
coming to echo the inflections and accents common to our local community, we thus learn our
native language not mentally but bodily.” (Abramb)
“The drawing of boundaries is a human action for human purposes. In fact, the very ideas of
classification, division, and hierarchy are human ideas. While these ideas, these concepts, are
indispensable to human thought in general, and science in particular, they are also dangerous.
They are dangerous because they can lead us to think that reality is our boundaries, we can
conflate our aids to understanding reality with reality itself. The danger, in short, is that we
mistake the map for the mountain. We forget that our tools for understanding are just that,
tools and not reality. While acknowledging the human element and purpose in the boundaries
we draw is dangerous, it is also freeing. We can have good purposes as well as bad.” (Jensen
[Nature’s Edge] 78-79)
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My Working Language

The Marrow

There was a word inside a stone.
I tried to pry it clear,
mallet and chisel, pick and gad,
until the stone was dropping blood,
but still I could not hear
the word the stone had said.
I threw it down beside the road
among a thousand stones
and as I turned away it cried
the word aloud within my ear
and the marrow of my bones
heard, and replied.

–Ursula Le Guin
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It is hard for me to tease out thematic strands in my work to examine as separate species. My
musings on language seem like connective threads that I worry might unravel my artistic process if
pulled or disentangled for examination. I think that I have always been finding forms of communication
in various guises, and that the strange languages of visual art were among the most alluring, though by
no means the only forms of language I felt drawn into. These communicative practices have
accumulated into a familiarity so that, when I do self-examine, my analyses feel insufficient and surficial,
a product of what I’ve been cerebrally most engaged in at the time, and not the years of embodiment at
the core of my being and my work. Still, my explorations of theories and usages of language have made
these surface level topics increasingly vociferous in my process (and are much easier to point to than
facets of my daily life experience). Language truly is a virus in my work (a virus that now seems
indistinguishable from its host), so that, while explanations can feel paltry, in creation I’ve begun to see
my work primarily through a language lens.
I began my institutional making/thinking in a linguistically inconspicuous way by exploring the
customs and realms of communication between humans and fabric. Fabric has coevolved with humans
(it shapes us as we shape it) as a medium between us and “the rest of the world.” Textiles are a nearly
universal human medium with which we cohabitate and collaborate as object and environment. Textiles
hold a fascinating marginal space in communication, mediating our experience of the world as we
engage with them. While we all feel the social communications embedded in daily dress,
anthropologists study the evolution of textile technology and their social implications within groups,
including the myriad cultures that use textiles ceremonially as sacred objects and means of
communication between extra-sensory realms.
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It seems incomplete to think through human communication in separation from our
manipulation of plant and animal fibers to clothe, house and help bring meaning to our lives. By
working through, riffing off of and deconstructing common forms and techniques such as
quilting/piecing, bundling, repair and decoration (while drawing from previous knowledge of weaving,
spinning, felting, dyeing, knitting and fiber processing), I meditated on textile’s quiet omnipresence in
human spheres.
Cecilia Vicuña is one notable example I have turned to of an artist navigating the shared terrain
of text and textiles. Vicuña's multisensory installations and performances demonstrate to me the
variety and tactility of language.20 I see this clearly in Vicuña's ongoing creation and meditation on
quipus (bands of knotted strings used as ancient Andean records). Vicuña seems to have an ongoing,
contemplative relationship with the physical form and cultural functioning of quipus, explored in diverse
forms and politically charged ways. Vicuña is not only thinking of quipus as a form of writing, but as a
wholly other form of relation-inscriptions. “Noting, weaving, knotting, began with unseeing what was
there” (Vicuña [Threads Talk Series] 79), and later, “We are in the holographic business of creating
everything we see” (84). Vicuña claims that the Incas didn’t write because it reduced the power of
metaphor; that writing didn’t compare to the physical web of relations a quipu embodies. Vicuña
however, uses forms of language, including speech and writing, to great effect in her work. Through her
work she manifests the belief that writing can embody metaphor if we come to it with relational
vibrancy. Writing, like Vicuña’s work, can be a collective, ritual presence, a series of knots we feel
through.
“The sense of touch, with its sense of intersubjective reciprocity and maternal connection,
drives Vicuña's vision for ethical interactions between the self and the other” (Brown 210). Vicuña's

20

http://www.ceciliavicuna.com/
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thoughtful language use draws in human and nonhuman participants, memory and political resistance in
empathetic assemblages. Her blending of found and altered “natural” objects with current events (I’ve
seen several performance recordings where she brings a newspaper to comment on current events) and
various forms of sensory experience feel essential to me. Vicuña, in her installation and performance
work, is creating liminal spaces for viewers to occupy.
Another visual artist I’ve felt drawn along by is Tamara Henderson, particularly in her Seasons
End series.21 Seasons End is comprised of robe-like costume/sculptures, pieced together from a variety
of fabrics and other small items (notebooks, postcards, etc.) from Henderson’s travels. As clothing and
as bodies, they seem to allude to an unknown ceremony. While the forms follow a similar rectangular
format and patchwork design, Henderson’s figures bely her wide array of muses. Henderson, who
makes her sculptures following designs created under hypnosis, sites historical, spiritual, zoological and
craft texts among her influences. In particular, Seasons End was conceived while researching Pagan
gods and goddesses and totems, contemporary and bygone. Visitors of the installation may enact the
role of anthropologist, witnessing and deciphering an unfamiliar culture or ritual. Henderson seems to
be directing our attention to the mysterious convergence of the human and the other in a space
between our familiar landscapes and those wholly foreign to our sensibilities. Accompanied by colored
lights and low ambient music, Henderson takes viewers into new territory. Her figures appear at one
with the space, moving as shamans through dream worlds. Despite their spiritual connotations,
however, the figures are grounded in a materiality bespeaking the landscapes they traveled.
While the activities and dispositions of the figures remains elusive, their trappings and
environment call to the passage of time and space. Henderson’s process is also undeniably steeped in
travel, both physical and ethereal. Fabrics gathered and naturally dyed in Turkey, Greece and Nova

21

https://rodeo-gallery.com/exhibitions/tamara-henderson/
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Scotia are patched together to form rectangular robes. Objects protrude from the figures’ pockets (such
as pencils, notebooks, brochures and small souvenirs), garnered from Henderson’s movement across
Europe and North America. The figures themselves seem equipped for a journey, many of them carrying
booklets reminiscent of passports and poised for movement. Other allusions to the passage of time
carried by the figures include dried flowers, old newspapers, moon charts and film strips. The
installation’s only non-figurative sculpture Henderson refers to as a vehicle; a boxy-wall mounted
contraption reminiscent of a pod or capsule. The series title, Seasons End, evokes transition and
movement through cyclical markers. As awkward as these scarecrow-like forms appear, held erect with
wooden poles and boxy shoes, they also seem poised to travel effortlessly between worlds.
I was first drawn to Henderson’s work because she describes her costumes/sculptures as
conduits of communication between the conscious and unconscious. I had recently been thinking about
quilts in much the same way- as a vehicle to different states of consciousness from waking to sleeping.
Henderson’s figures (as well as performances and films) have been helpful in thinking through and
depicting physical and mental wandering, and encountering others along the way. I very much
appreciate Henderson’s example of how materials can speak so vividly to a way of moving through the
world.

“As one of the largest categories of material culture, textiles plays a fundamental role in
structuring social rules and interactions. As essential accoutrement of cultural practice it
performs both a material and symbolic role as it bears witness to the rituals and rights of
passage that accompany us through our passage from birth to death, materializing and
expressing otherwise immaterial or abstract entities.” (Hemmings 18)
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“[Cloth] is often seen as an ambiguous boundary and it is this ambiguity that produces the
complex relationship between subject and object.” (Hemmings 12)
“Through the senses, touch and utterance share common origins in the neural system and in the
pattern of synaptic, electro-chemical connections between neurons.” (Mitchell [The Textile
Reader] 325)
“What if the poetics of cloth were composed of ‘soft logics,’ modes of thought that twist and
turn and stretch and fold? And in this movement new encounters were made, beyond the
constraints of binaries? The binary offers two possibilities, either/or; ‘soft logics’ offer multiple
possibilities. They are the realm of the ‘and/and,’ where anything can happen. Binaries exclude;
‘soft logics’ are ‘to think without excluding.’” (Max Koziof [The Textile Reader] 124)

Oddly enough, it was the common derivation of the words text and textiles (from the Latin
texere, to weave), a comparison many writers allude to in reference to the materiality of a text, that
drew me to thinking more directly about writing systems. Human speech and writing has long felt like a
barrier or a dark cavern that needed addressing if I were to more deeply consider communication’s
various forms. This came partially from an exploration into deconstruction and contemporary
ecolinguistics, and took the form primarily of collaged and disseminated postcards. Over several months
(beginning before and reaching into the worldwide corona virus pandemic) I made and sent out over
one hundred collaged postcards (most with collaged text) to companies, institutions, government
agencies, friends and strangers. The gesture feels at once silly and poignant, as I sent out small
messages to others, most of whom were unaware of my particular existence. I came to think of these
missives as physical spells; energy in the form of material language that I sent out into the world; an
attempt to communicate that I think many found ambiguous and even illegible.
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The collage component became vital to me as I experimented with feeling through physical
forms of language. Using magazine photos (salvaged from the continuous publishing waste stream) and
drawings, I created imagined spaces and wiggly, rounded lettering out of basic shapes. Collage, which
creates through the act of destruction and subversively eradicates traditional boundaries, connected
well for me with the notion of appreciating and reinvigorating our overutilized, undervalued language
forms. It felt joyfully disruptive to carefully construct simple phrases to send to others, to use scraps to
form (hopefully poignant) language. I was and still am excited by my newly discovered capacity to tap
into some of the physicality of language. While I have long been enamored with the process of
handwriting, collage (making words from images of stuff) helped open the theories of phenomenological
and deconstructed text I had been pondering. This opening was furthered by the worldly actions of the
cards as they traveled to others, both stranger and friend alike.
Though the two main influences of this work, Jaques Derrida and David Abram, come to the
physical, subjective aspects of language from different paths, I believe their conclusions are quite
similar.22 Both, in their own way, challenged me to make language my own, physical, felt presence; to
inhabit it and to share this experience with others. From my (admittedly untrained) vantage, I don’t see
deconstruction as opposed to the phenomenological or the agential aspects of language. In fact,
language‘s open and unfixed qualities seem deeply connected to its phenomenological ones. Both
highlight the irreducibility of language from different subjectivities (of the language in deconstruction
and of the language user in phenomenology/ecolinguistics). Currently, deconstruction‘s influence
appears to have grown and spread, from theoretical frameworks to how we daily view and interact with

22 Jacques Derrida (1930-2004) was an Algerian-French philosopher best known for his textual approach to language known as
deconstruction. David Abram (b.1957) is an environmental philosopher particularly interested in phenomenology and
language. While some might find Derrida and Abram’s work on opposing ends of a philosophical and linguistic divide, I think
Derrida’s philosophical and cultural influence leads fluidly into Abram’s writings on language and the ”more-than-human
world.”
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the world.23 Likewise, Abram and his colleague's sustained consideration of the various ways humans
have and use language to interact with a living world is gaining cultural appeal and resonance. I owe so
much to Derrida and Abram, to their influences and to the others that carry forward, develop and alter
their thoughts.
Another connection this work opened for me was my physical thinking process. Much of my
thought process, as a mark maker, comes from the physical acts of writing and drawing. By more fully
accepting my subjectivity and creativity as a physical being using physical language, I also feel assured
that my entire physical experience contributes to my artistic practice. Walking, for example, as for many
other makers, is integral to my thought process.24 While active, open-ended engagements like walking
have long been part of my practice, for me these actions also directly relate to my interest in making and
encountering art in unconventional spaces. While I greatly value access to galleries, museums and other
art-viewing venues, I have a fondness for work that meets and engages viewers/participants/spectators
within our (often less intentional) daily circles. Perhaps Derrida and Abram (among others), as their slowacting insights are absorbed into my daily life, have reminded me of the power of a work whose
appearance and effects are subtle, slow, or unexpected.25 Like receiving a postcard or taking a walk, I
appreciate (and feel apprentice to) works that facilitate a deepened feeling of my body in the world.

“Language is a virus.” - Edmund Husserl, William Burroughs, Laurie Anderson

23

Given my own wanderings, one place I have detected a new generation of deconstruction is in Speculative Realism, a subset
of which, object oriented ontology, I will revisit in a bit.
24 See, for example, Solnit.
25 I’m reminded here of Surrealism and Fluxus.
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“Collage precisely references the spaces in-between and refuses to respect the boundaries that
usually delineate self from other, art object from museum and the copy from the original.”
(Halberstam 136)
“Walking shares with making and working that crucial element of engagement of the body and
the mind with the world, of knowing the world through the body and the body through the
world.” (Solnit 29)
“A landscape is a series of named locales, a set of relational places linked by paths, movements
and narratives. It is a ‘natural’ topography perspectivally linked to the existential Being of the
body in social space. It is a cultural code for living, an anonymous ‘text’ to be read and
interpreted, a writing pad for inscription, a scape of and for human praxis, a mode of dwelling
and a mode of experiencing...Landscape, above all, represents a means of conceptual ordering
that stresses relations.” (Tilleya 34)
“When the gift is used, it is not used up. Quite the opposite, in fact: the gift that is not used will
be lost, while the one that is passed along remains abundant.” (Hyde 21)

Moving through my making-thinking process, I next explored how I as an artist might
understand, misunderstand and interpret the experiences of others. Textually, this involved
investigating Deep Ecology; ritual and ecstatic group experiences (and their transformational
aspirations); and the notion of an open text and practices of facilitation. Physically, this entailed making
collaged paper masks, paper and fabric orbs with a modest shelter for the orbs to inhabit and facilitating
monthly themed dialogues around a shared (if distanced) meal. It was at this stage that I began to think
about animacy and how humans might relate to non-human beings, as well as the role text and
language might play for me in that dynamic.
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In making human, face-shaped masks, I was working through masks’ long history of being used
to hide a wearer’s identity, to take on the identities of others, to blend with one’s surroundings and to
help create a new space for extraordinary engagement. Generally, it seems masks have been used in
groups of humans as a way to reach out to non-humans (or no-longer humans), which is what drew me
to them. Creating human-centered tools for inter-being communication eventually led to a desire to
more overtly create (less-humanoid) beings with whom one could be. This led to making paper and
cloth orbs, whom I came to think of simultaneously as single beings, colonies of beings (like planets) and
(like fruiting fungal bodies) as part of a single growth. The orbs helped me think through what might
constitute being-ness and how I (in the awkward position of the maker) might influence and be
influenced by them. Making the orbs explicitly as beings, as others with whom to be-with, helped me to
newly think through my position as a co-creator of art.
As I made and interacted with the orbs, I began thinking of them through the lens of “vicarious
causation,” wherein we’re all as objects experiencing limited perceivable aspects of each other.26
Aesthetics, then, comes to feel vital (as well as both strange and apt as a maker) as the limit of our
experience of another. Artists generally put great emphasis on the mysterious dynamics their objects
incite. I can never quite shake the feeling of sentience from the objects I make; that I am not fully in
control. Rather than experience a work of art as coming completely from inside me or wholly from its
physical composition, what makes something art seems shared between me and the object and the
process of creation, though each of us have distinct, incomplete understandings of this process. There
are always many ways to tell a story, and to me my orb colony told many. Animist-colored eyes activate

26 ”Vicarious causation, of which science so far knows nothing, is closer to what is called formal cause. To say that formal cause
operates vicariously means that forms do not touch one another directly, but somehow melt, fuse, and decompress in a shared
common space from which all are partly absent. My claim is that two entities influence one another only by meeting on the
interior of a third, where they exist side-by-side until something happens that allows them to interact.“ (Harmana 190)
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the world’s relations, bringing our interdependence into sharp focus. As a creator, I feel I hold a
particular insight into this orientation as, through the work, relationship, selfhood and object are formed
simultaneously. My hope while making the orbs was that human-crafted objects could hold a sentience
more readily perceived by humans; that perhaps they, and the act of co-creation, could therefore act as
conduits between us and the wider non-human world. Though I’m still not quite sure where I stand on
this hypothesis, if nothing else the orbs seem to have served as my entry point in overtly animistic
thinking.
At that time, I was also co-organizing and co-facilitating monthly themed discussions with
community members through “At the Table,” a faculty-led dialogue project. The careful consideration
and practice of directed dialogue between acquaintances and strangers felt tied to my visual work.
While facilitation was not new to me, it had never been in such an open format on topical events (with
themes like 2020 election decompression and creating inclusive spaces). While practicing how to create
a caring, non-judgmental space where people felt comfortable speaking openly about sensitive topics, I
was simultaneously navigating how to balance similar intentions with my orbs. Although I grant that
speaking among a (relatively homogenous) group of humans is quite different than relating among
different species or biological states, I still came to think about the possibilities of the role of artist as
facilitator through the creation of work and experience.

“While hierarchy is about exclusion, festivity generates inclusion...as for masks, they serve
symbolic, ritual functions, but to the extent that they conceal identity, they also dissolve the
difference between stranger and neighbor, making the neighbor temporarily strange and the
stranger no more foreign than anyone else.” (Ehrenreich)
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“Like Mikhail Bakhtin’s carnivalesque ([1965] 1984), ritualesque is a descriptive term. A protest
demonstration, for instance, can and usually does have both carnivalesque and ritualesque
elements. We recognize the carnivalesque in the festivity, but the ritualesque lies in the
performative use of symbols—images, music, movement—to effect social change. Just as there
are events that are not fully carnival but share some features with carnival, so too are there
events that are not fully ritual but share im-portant features with ritual.” (Santinoa 62)
“Festival ends. Ritual, on the other hand, has a direct and ongoing effect on everyday life.
Changes wrought by ritual are carried into the world and are incorporated into everyday life as
part of a new status quo. In a similar way, ritualesque events are attempts to affect the world
beyond the space and place of their occurrence, long after the event itself is concluded.”
(Santinoa 68)
“The really subversive element in Ecology rests not on any of its more sophisticated concepts,
but upon its basic premise: interrelatedness...To the Western mind, interrelatedness implies a
casual connectedness...but what is actually involved is a genuine intermingling of parts of the
ecosystem. There are no discrete entities...Ecology undermines not only the growth addict and
the chronic developer, but science itself.” (Everndon, [Deep Ecology: Living as if Nature
Matered] 48)
“When we come together to talk, or otherwise to act in common, can each one of us be aware
of the subtle fear and pleasure sensations that “block” his ability to listen freely? Without this
awareness, the injunction to listen to the whole of what is said will have little meaning. But if
each one of us can give full attention to what is actually “blocking” communication while he is
also attending properly to the context of what is communicated, then we may be able to create
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something new between us, something of very great significance for bringing to an end the at
present insoluble problems of the individual and of society.” (Bohmb)
“The “open text,” by definition, is open to the world and particularly to the reader. It invites
participation, rejects the authority of the writer over the reader and thus, by analogy, the
authority implicit in other (social, economic, cultural) hierarchies. It speaks for writing that is
generative rather than descriptive. The writer relinquishes total control and challenges
authority as a principle and control as a motive. The “open text” often emphasizes or
foregrounds process, either the process of the original composition or of subsequent
compositions by readers, and thus resists the cultural tendencies that seek to identify and fix
material and turn it into a product; that is, it resists reduction and commodification.” (Hejinian)
Both my facilitation and visual work have been supplemented by Lyn Hejinian’s concept of the
open text (which I was likely drawn to for its strong resonances with deconstruction). I
appreciate a viewpoint that acknowledges and celebrates the partiality and ever-in-process
state of an endeavor. We’re always in the middle of things, it seems, and an open text affirms
that there is specific work that is happening, while declining to draw distinct boundaries. What
exactly is inside and what is outside of the text is, when closely observed, a bit unclear even if
from afar a general outline can be discerned. The open text also feels like talking about animism
as language; dynamic and continuously open to deepened engagement. Facilitation and artistic
practice feel like an open text to me, creating openings of possibilities rather than narrowing
them as boundaries soften and landscapes widen through the act of making. As Hejinian’s open
text insinuates to me, creating a firm distinction between art and not-art will dilute the potency
of the object of intention.
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“However deeply I burrow into the world, I never encounter anything but sensual objects, and
neither do real objects ever encounter anything but my own sensual facade. The key to vicarious
causation is that two objects must somehow touch without touching. In the case of the sensual
realm, this happens when I the intentional agent serve as vicarious cause for the fusion of
multiple sensual objects: a fusion that remains only partial, encrusted with residual accidents.”
(Harmana 220)

Many of my previous thoughts and priorities came together in my fourth semester when I
simultaneously gave serious attention to my creative writing and to addressing other beings directly.
Eventually my musings on language and animacy became a small project in which I gifted hand-made
books with (mostly line-based) drawings and poem/spells to friends with instructions to “enact” the
work to another being. I requested and received some wonderful feedback detailing who was contacted
and what the experience was like. For those who were not sent spell books, I made simple videos of
myself enacting the spells (reading the poem and showing the book’s images) to objects and
environments.27 The work felt productive to me in its willingness to speculate and to step into unknown
terrain in reaching out to others. I think of these poems/spells as purposeful engagements with the
world; as directed yet dispersed vibrational energy that can take many forms. Written as meditations
on the excitements and challenges of addressing a “you,” the spells were meant to put the caster in
conscious relation with the world while acknowledging the vast complexities of their entanglements. I
think of these efforts as tentative steps towards solidarity with nonhuman beings; a towering goal that I
and my participants humbly stepped toward by addressing and contemplating another.

27

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAzWH9ErOrAN2Kel7qEQmmArYNSo5kDqP
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The enactment of the spells seems to me a clear line of intentionality with somewhat
unpredictable consequences. I was asking another human to trust me and themselves and their
surroundings; to reach out towards the unknown and see what they sense. I was asking them to seek
out and commune with sentience, which could be found in anything physical (seen or unseen). I was
asking for some trust that, even if we can’t perceive the effects, reaching out matters. The videos,
which at first felt secondary to sending spell books to others, became for me a useful form of making
space and pacing conducive to respectfully addressing another. Their format is simple but their content;
the drawings, spoken poem, setting and being(s) addressed are not. Speaking the poem-spells aloud
was also new to me, but became a crucial element of enacting or performing the spell, both for myself
and my participants. Speaking creates its own space; it is an event of energy transmission that moves
the energy of the gifted spell outwards to another. Just as the spells in their drawn and written forms
hold physical presence, I argue that the voicing of the spell is a physical act that is physically received.
During the creation of this work there were two visual artists whose orbits I came to closely
align with in their sustained consideration of text (and textiles): Jen Bervin and Dianna Frid.28 Both cite
the tactility and communal nature of language as primary forces in their work. Each in their own way
have made work addressing language as physical material that is altered and thought using other media.
Working both with their own texts and those of others, Bervin and Frid make artist books as well as wall
works and multi-media pieces (even working with professionals in other fields) that deconstruct and pull
together language and its entanglements in new ways. Moving from affirmations like, ”we never write
alone” (Bervin) and, ”poetry lies in wait” (Frid), both artists reminded me that how we encounter human
text and speech is integral to how that language is received.29 Far from being abstract, language has
always been a physical feature and actor in our world.

28
29

http://www.jenbervin.com/ and https://diannafrid.net/home.html.
Bomb Magazine interview.
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“A poetry that challenges the relegation of cultural activity to the page or stage, one that
engages and attends to the production of lived and abstract space, analyzing and intervening in
the naturalization of such processes, contributes to the production of an ecology for living
things.” (Elrick [)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 199)
“I find the idea that we write alone laughable, even egotistical. Poetry is a palimpsest that has
been endlessly rewritten- it's a social space we share with others.” (Bervin)
“Only the spell of writing makes intelligible the idea of a discursive world closed upon itself, in
which the meaning of all words could be explained by reference to other words. And when the
thesis that there is no such thing as a “perfect dictionary” is celebrated as a major event of
thought, the power of the spell is not broken, but rises to new intensity.” (Abramb 354)
David Abram writes movingly of text’s spell that appears to segment language from our
surroundings, but I don’t think that this is inevitable (and neither does Abram), as exemplified by
poets and visual artists like Jen Bervin and Dianna Frid (and even more “language-based” artists
like Lawrence Weiner). Perhaps many of us forget the living, breathing presence of human
language as we type or read printed matter (although I don’t think we’ll soon forget language’s
self-relational capacity), but language is always co-creating with us, ready to be acknowledged
as part of the dialogue. I, like Derrida, don’t think that speech should be privileged over writing
(as linguists insist) as "real” language. Abram himself points to the history of writing as
entrenched in our material, more-than-human culture. That we write and how we write
matters. As a modern human prone to tactile learning, I deeply value and feel called to work
with the physical possibilities of expressions of human text. Many others I evoke here show I
am not alone.
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“Words are events, they do things, change things.” They transform both speaker and hearer;
they feed energy back and forth and amplify it. They feed understanding or emotion back and
forth and amplify it.” (Le Guinb)
“The creativity of affect...leads to another proposition to put people in possession of language,
the language-making power which enables naming and renaming to negotiate experience in,
with, and even against a speech community. Perhaps people, perhaps societies, fall ill if they
loose the instinct to rename, the mediating power of language. And finally, as a necessary
corollary, people need the power to dream.” (Armstrong 144)
“In speaking we are continuously performing an internal act of meaning which fuses with the
words and, as it were, animates them.” (Bruns 238-9)
“Writing poems involves one in the very heartbeat of remembering experiences and the
cadence of existence where rhythm becomes an interpretation, a way of “reading” the world.
The rhythms into which we are born and in which we live, such as our body cycles, comprise “a
syntax for knowing.” Rhythm reminds us that we are part of a complex world cocreated by the
human and the more-than-human in an ever unfolding, self-transcending relation.” (Luce-Kapler
34)
The word Spell, to poeticize through the etymology, stems from old English and originally
referred to reciting a story. Eventually, It came to mean proper letter arrangement, a length of
time and a magical incantation/charm. While we think of these as distinct uses for the word,
there was a period in which they were one in the same; insinuating that to write or to spell
correctly is to evoke/exert a lasting power in the world.
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“One also notes that the word enchantment is linked to the French verb to sing: chanter. To
“enchant:” to surround with the song of incantation; hence, to cast a spell with sounds, to make
fall under the sway of a magical refrain, to carry away on a sonorous stream.” (Bennettb 6)
“The rite usually consists of a close interweaving of speech (in the form of utterances and spells)
and action (consisting of the manipulation of objects). The utterance can be analyzed with
respect to its “predicative” and “illocutionary” frames. In terms of predication and reference
the words exploit analogical associations, comparisons and transfers (through simile, metaphor,
metonym etc.).” (Tambiah [Defining Magic] 181)30
I don’t think of my work as overtly engaging with studies or theories of magic, but perhaps that’s
negligent given my embrace of spell enactment. The authors of Defining Magic, Otto and
Strausburg, speak of finding “patterns of magicity” amongst practitioners rather than defining
an overarching magic. Magic is often treated (usually by others) like animism this way: both are
perennially local (even personal), categorized as unsanctified folk religions, with a generally
practical and myopic range of effects. After years of casual interest in the broad contours of
practices like magic, I felt myself almost falling into the framework of spell craft. While I’ve
enjoyed learning about specific cultural practices, it’s the seemingly ubiquitous, even banal
desire to affect the world with language and hand-made objects, and the plethora of ways
humans do so, that keeps me learning from other social groups.

From video documentation of spell casting, I made what felt like an intuitive jump into
animation, using drawings and cut out shapes to depict the consciousness and language use rippling

30

Tambiah is pulling from JL Austin’s How to do Things with Words, which describes illocutionary and performative utterances
as their own actions.
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through our world.31 The movement of animation feels like a vitalizing component of the work as a
quintessential signifier of animacy. The animations are in line with my initial attempts to enact
interbeing engagement and to imagine what language might look like between beings with my
poem/spell books. They are an attempt to carry this inquiry forward into a hand-made world. Through
the animations I also began to consider how the forms (timing, material) of human image making and
language affect the ideas they embody.
I was also happy to reaffirm my interest in drawing and mark making. Drawing is the method I
have most consistently turned to that perpetually makes me feel like a beginner. This decentering of
the self through observation and movement with the materials and environment consistently leaves me
awed and humbled. Each time I draw a particular subject (be it notion, feeling or physical form), I see it
and depict it anew because I am changed, but also because my subject has changed. Sometimes I find it
helpful to view the act of drawing as a metaphor for (and enactment of) consciousness focused to a
moving point. For me these points are more impactful when they’re in dialogue with themselves; an
idea I’ve carried into animation. I see both drawing and animation as embodying narrative discovery
and movement. Alongside and within drawing and animation, I continued to write poetry and
attempted to make some of them a component of animations. Poetry, I found, moves through time,
space and narrative in its own ways and was difficult for me to incorporate into animation. I am still
new to the practice of time-based media and find its challenges equally daunting and exciting. Even as I
have struggled to incorporate written text into my animations, I still see the opening of text to its many
physical manifestations as a personal liberation from the blunting monotony I sometimes feel from
printed material. Language and writing are so much more than symbols manifested on a screen, and I
hope to keep carrying them farther.

31

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAzWH9ErOrAP2t1hOPDdAgonlkALbdVJ1
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This visitation of drawing and movement has also allowed me to think through the relationship
between foreground and background in my work, as well as the ambiguous merging of figures.
Conceptually and visually, I’m interested in the implications of having subjects recede into their
surroundings and of incomplete figures coming together, creating tangles where nothing is fully distinct.
While previously line-work was my method for exploring connections and relations between elements in
the work and in my concepts behind them, I am trying to more carefully consider the distance and
clarity of subjects for the viewer and amongst themselves. Questions of foreground and background
also have me considering the specificity (or lack thereof) of the subjects depicted. While I began my
animations with most figures and settings as icons (representations of an idea that pointed away from
themselves) I began to bring in more precision and individuality of language and subject. In considering
foreground/background dynamics as well as a form’s specificity and enmeshment, I can more
deliberately wonder about boundaries between beings and their individuality. These are delineations
that are unclear to me; an uncertainty I hope my work is beginning to show.

“Now drawing that tells describes a line – it is a graphic act – but that line is descriptive of
nothing but itself. It is, however, transformative. It transforms the draughtsman, in making the
work, and it transforms those who follow, in looking with it. To correspond with the world
through drawing, therefore, is to practice not ethnography but graphic anthropology or, to coin
a term, anthropography.” (Ingold 129)
“The entire universe is perfused with signs, if it is not composed exclusively of signs.” (Pierce
[Pierce’s Incomplete Synthetic Turn] 627)
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“To create something does not mean to see through to its depths; we do not drain our children
to the dregs by begetting them, but set them loose in the world like wild dogs, beyond our
control and often beyond our knowledge.” (Harmanc)
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Incorporation

1
“Make me up,” said nothing.
It had a certain shape
in mind,
a string
with a loose loop
on top
like a longhand letter
traced by a child.
~
“induces a host
to synthesize compounds
which are then assembled
into the correct
structure”
~
Then, then, then, then
the storyteller stutters.
2
I have the idea that
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something comes next,
something in particular,
though I don’t know what,
have faith
that the correct
shape
will induce me
to incorporate it.

-Rae Armantrout
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PART III: ANIMISM AND INTERRELATIONS

Animism: An Overview

Animism is a slippery word that I rub oil onto in my inclusive efforts. Although there are people
who embrace the term to describe their own practices/beliefs, the word carries a history of grouping
and labeling of others in often derogatory and demeaning ways. Such are the roots of anthropology.
Still, I side with theorists and practitioners who find the word animism useful in thinking through the
prevalence of human consideration of non-human others, especially in relation to contemporary
western assumptions. I love the shifting guises of animism and that, within this vast field humans have
found, and continue to find (communally and individually) their animism.
I’m thinking about animacy as the relation to non-human others as persons, who may or may
not possess science’s endowment of the label ‘alive,’ and perhaps even who may or may not be
composed of matter. Beyond this regard for others, this deeply considered and reciprocal relationality
with the sentient world, the particulars vary immensely. I came to think more intently about animacy
through exploration of panpsychism: the inherent consciousness (or proto-consciousness if you prefer)
of matter. Rather than designate (or endow) consciousness to particular beings or ‘levels’ of life, it feels
much more natural to think of sentience as present in different ways in different configurations. A
single atom currently co-composing a fox will feel and express itself in vastly different ways than a fox
(let alone the other entanglements in which both are a part). Each have their own way of being in the
world that entails a certain type of awareness. What I appreciate most about an animate-mindedness is
the radical implication of our entanglement with feeling others: with beings. How might I align my
actions towards the conviction that my movements through the world are ‘always already’ part of the
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existence of others; effecting and effected by others? When I can newly imagine a being who (though I
previously perceived as inert or unfeeling) has their own dynamics, their own sense of time and space,
then I am more likely to notice and respond accordingly to the ripples of my actions. I am more likely to
feel compassion with, solidarity with this strange other.
Animism helps fill a gap I have long felt in Buddhist philosophy as well. Mahayana Buddhism’s
emphasis on compassion and the cessation of suffering of all beings is clear. There is, though, a
hierarchical system (perhaps carried over from Hinduism) that places humans above animals, who are
above plants and microbes, and which does not seem to consider matter more generally. It’s true that
this categorization isn’t often emphasized, depending on lineage and teacher, but the distinction always
felt strange to me, given Buddhism’s espousal of the fundamental emptiness of form (or rather, the
empty vessel of form that is interdependence) that suggests to me a radical equality. While the
theoretical basis is there, it is still considered a great honor and privilege to have a human form. While
in practice this seems useful as humans exercise ever-greater influence over the others surrounding
them (or we at least think we do), this ontology leaves me lacking. Fortunately, Buddhism is fairly
ambivalent, even accepting, of tangential matters not directly related to the sensation of suffering, or
even the possible causes behind their observations. When struck by an arrow, goes a common Buddhist
precept, it is better to attend to the wound than to seek revenge on the hunter. In many ways
Buddhism is quite practical, and animistic thought doesn’t directly interfere (and, I think, aids) its
practice. There have been, to name just one example, many simultaneous practitioners of Shintoism
(which views all entities as imbued with spirit) and Buddhism, each informing the other.
Animacy also uniquely orients me towards a fundamental unknowability and indeterminacy thatI
feel is central to experience. For me, animacy is possible because of the inherent ungrasp-ability of the
experience of another (or even fully of ourselves). Contemplation of and more conscious engagement
with our relations is necessary because I can’t apprehend their being directly, just as I’m a bit of a
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mystery to them. We do the best we can, commun(e)/icating as best we can, responding in kind as best
we can.

“If every “thing” we humans encounter might in fact be a living person, the implications and
ramifications are immense. It is this that generates the particular etiquettes, protocols and
dialogues that are at the heart of the lived realities that are animisms.” (Harveya xiv)
“Direct, prereflective perception is inherently synesthetic, participatory, and animistic, disclosing
the things and the elements that surround us not as inert objects but as expressive subjects,
entities, powers, potencies.” (Abramb 130)
[N]obody has ever been animist because one is never animist “in general,” always in the terms
of an assemblage that produces or enhances metamorphic (magic) transformation in our
capacity to affect and be affected- that is also to feel, think and imagine. Animism may,
however, be a name for reclaiming these assemblages because it lures us into feeling that their
efficacy is not ours to claim. Against the insistent poisoned passion of dismembering and
demystifying, it affirms what it is they all require in order not to devour us- that we are not
alone in the world. (Stengersa 9)
“[C]an animist values, based as they are in local ontologies and small-scale, face-to-face
societies, be applied outside those contexts?...Indigenous animist concepts and values, rooted in
a particular place, may inspire commitments to local communities elsewhere, and they may
also...serve as models for shifting modern economic arrangements and practices toward greater
ecological sustainability.” (Stuckey [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 204)
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“There’s a big difference between saying we anthropomorphize and that we’re anthropocentric.
Marx himself argues that we can’t help anthropomorphizing. That’s what species being means:
things become realities for us when we bring them into economic relations, but this is not a
window because as I anthropomorphize this bunch of grapes, the grapes are grapemorphizing
my fingers and my mouth, causing me to handle them just so.” (Mortonc)
There is also cognitive research that suggests evidence of our animately, or
anthropomorphically, wired brain (WAYTZ, Adam, et al.). Anthropomorphism and/or animism is
common around the world, researchers claim, (whether consciously or not), as a way to relate
to and thus predict the actions of nonhuman others. Perception of familiarity, then, might
already be there for us to cultivate.
“Truth is the unison of imagination and experience in a world to which we are alive and that is
alive to us.” (Ingold [Art of Research Conference])
“From the panpsychist perspective, all of reality has a subjectival dimension. That is to say,
matter, and all physical existence, is imbued with an inner principle that can be described in
terms of subjectivity. Subjectivity is that field of self-presence out of which awareness springs.
Although such self-presence is here ascribed to a reality at large, it may be understood in
systems-theoretic terms as a function of the reflexivity of certain kinds of systems, namely those
capable of making themselves the object or goal of their own activities. Such systems, which I
describe as “selves,” are, in other worlds, systems that are directed to their own perpetuation.
They are in this sense self-referential.” (Mathews 73)
“Instead of crying ‘one!’ or ‘two!,’ animists celebrate plurality, the many and their entwined
passionate entanglements. Instead of the hero who struggles against one or other side of things
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in an attempt to discern the underlying truth, animist stories present tricksters who multiply
possibilities in increasingly amusing ways.” (Harveya xiv-xv)
Holism makes me uneasy, even as I am drawn to it. My whole may be your whole, but the views
are distinct. How might we hold both the whole and the plural at once? How can we embrace
contradiction and messiness for compassionate ends? Animism seems to present a similar
opportunity to that of deconstruction; the unification in an irreducibility of difference.
“Both [objectivism and relativism] have been spawned by the same, modern subject-object
dichotomy... Rather than viewing knowledge as either representation or construction, animism
suggests the intermediate view that knowledge is a relation that shapes both the knower and
the known. An animistic or relational ontology is a mode of knowing that is not only constitutive
of both the knower and the known- as is all knowledge, according to the cognitive scientists- but
that crucially also acknowledges this fundamental condition, and thus also the responsibilities
that must always adhere to the very act of knowing. Beyond objectivism and relativism, there
can only be relationism. Perhaps because purely instrumental knowledge and rational risk
assessment can rarely be as powerful incentives for human action as moral imperatives, we may
need new metaphors capable of sustainably relating us to the rest of the biosphere.” (Hornborg
[Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 249)
“Other beings are those it is good to tell stories with.” (Le Guinb)
“It may be that some are unwilling to accept the possibility of conscious thermostats simply
because we understand thermostats too well. We know everything about their processing, and
there seems no reason to invoke consciousness. But thermostats are really no different from
brains here. Even once we understand brain processing perfectly, there will still seem to be no
reason to invoke consciousness. The only difference is that right now, what is going on inside a
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brain is enough of a mystery that one may be tempted to suppose that consciousness is
somehow “located” in those brain processes that we do not yet understand...One might be
bothered by the fact that one could build a thermostat oneself, without putting any
consciousness in. But of course the same applies to a brain, at least in principle. When we build
a brain (in reproduction and development, say), consciousness comes along for free; the same
will go for a thermostat. We should not expect to locate consciousness as a physical component
of the system!” (Chalmersa)
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To Take Objects Out

To take objects out of their royal
silence one must use either a stratagem
or a crime. The frozen lake of a door is
broken by the knocking of a carouser, a
goblet dropped on the parquet floor gives
an abrupt shriek like a glass bird, and a
house which has been set on fire talks
with the loquacious language of flames,
with the language of a breathless epic
poet, about what the bed, the chests, and
the curtain were silent.

- Zbigniew Herbert
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A Bit About OOO

While stumbling through some of the obstacles across the spectrum of inter and intra-relating
with others (such as to what extent interactions are between distinct entities or are already within a
conjoined network), I found object-oriented ontology/philosophy (OOO) to be a useful framework.
Succinctly put by its founder, Graham Harman: “Object-oriented philosophy is a method of exploring
gaps between objects and their components, objects and their appearances, objects and their relations,
or objects and their qualities” (Harmanb). Rather than a constant movement and exchange between
temporarily (even superficially) determined entities, OOO finds objects to be fundamentally withdrawn
from our perception/conception (just as we are to them). In every way we might investigate or relate to
another (“object” or “being”), that other is always more than its components, its relations, its qualities,
its histories. Distinguishing or bestowing objecthood isn’t the privilege of OOO, but generally, objects
are identified by characteristics like their irreducibility, their effect on and interchange of their
component parts.32 Institutions like colleges and events like gatherings (and even fictions) can be
objects, even as they are composed of other objects. OOO has been described as an aesthetic ontology,
as we’re only able to relate to sensory qualities even as an object cannot be reduced to the sum of its
parts (a lesson I think artists know well).
OOO is a subset of the philosophical new materialism movement that has drawn me in, even as I
try to square its assertions with the more entwined ‘throbbing whole’ (Bennettc) process
philosophy/cosmology that permeates this paper (and is detailed in the next section). As I hold both
views together, each arguing for either the inherent connection or separation of others, I don’t yet see
the irreconcilable fissure that I assumed would split the two. Objects/beings can have elements of both
connection and separation. Objects can be obscure and indiscernible even as they influence other

32

This comes from Manual DeLanda’s list of properties of emergent entities.
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objects, change, become new objects or form part of other objects, subject to the others around them.
Even as a participant, I am not fully aware of the objects I am a part of or that make me up. I appreciate
OOO for its commitment to indecipherability on the part of all subjects to one another. We can never
fully understand our relations. OOO acknowledges this and, For that reason, is sometimes described as
a flat ontology with all objects being equally withdrawn.

“Extracting things from the world is a matter of extracting the thingness of objects from the
abstracting routine of daily life; of dramatizing some other thing about an object that is
irreducible to its manifest form. It is a matter of disrupting common sense, of irritating the
structure of phenomenology, where the object’s only job is to present itself to consciousness.
Thingness—some other thing about the object, which is less or more than that object—irrupts in
a subject/ object relation, in which an inanimate object can assume the subject position.”
(Brown [And Another Thing: Nonanthropocentrism and Art])
“All touching entails an infinite alterity, so that touching the Other is touching all Others,
including the “self,” and touching the “self” entails touching the strangers within... That is, every
finite being is always already threaded through with an infinite alterity dif-fracted through being
and time. Indeterminacy is an un/doing of identity that unsettles the very foundations of
non/being.” (Barada)
“Continental philosophers have played it safe with a watery middle ground position, claiming
that we cannot say that the world either exists or fails to exist apart from the human observer.
The speculative realism movement began as a rebellion against this tendency in continental
philosophy, which the French philosopher Quentin Meillassoux has termed “correlationism.”
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Correlationism consists in disqualifying the claim that it is possible to consider the realms of
subjectivity and objectivity independently of one another.” (Harmanb)
“Correlationism is true, but disastrous if restricted to humans only. Possibly more of a disaster
than treating things as lumps is treating them as blank lumps we can format as we wish. How to
proceed? We should merely release the anthropocentric copyright control on correlationsim,
allowing nonhumans like fish (and perhaps even fish forks) the fun of not being able to access
the in-itself.” (Mortonb 17-18)
"Although even an electron may exceed all that is currently known about it, any new discoveries
will simply be added to the list of things we know about electrons. But with artworks the gap
between the object and its qualities is far more pronounced, since no qualitative or quantitative
analysis of Van Gogh’s Starry Night or Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde can possibly exhaust these
works, just as no description of a person’s traits can ever do justice to the person.” (Harmanb)
“The aesthetic dimension says something true about causality in a modern age: I can’t tell for
sure what the causes and effects are without resorting to illegal metaphysical moves. Things
influence one another such that they become entangled and smear together. Something slightly
sinister is afoot-there is a basic entanglement such that I can’t tell who or what started it.”
(Mortonb 150)
“Each of these modes of invisibility- that which is hidden behind the things that we see, and that
which is hidden inside the things we see- lends a pervasive sense of enigma, and
unknowableness, to the everyday world of our direct experience. An intuition that, despite all
our accumulated knowledge regarding the workings of the world, we are in continual, felt
relationship with unseen realms. It is a sense of the world’s mysteriousness- a feeling that is
largely forgotten in the modern context, when many of us ponder the earthly world as though
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we were not entirely a part of this world, as though we were outside of nature, staring at a
satellite image of the earth on our computer screens, or gazing at the “scenery” as though it
were a flat backdrop.” (Abram [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 125)
“However deeply we, as observers, penetrate into the core of an object, all we ever find in it is
externality. Hence, in imagining the innerness of things...I was not merely imagining them as
possessing an internal set of appearances as well as an external set; rather, I was imagining
them as imbued with an interiority analogous to ours, where our interiority is a subjective form
of self-presence that can never be externalized, never exposed to the outside, no matter to
what degree we are physically dissected.” (Mathews 25)
“The new materialists suggest a rethinking of agencies and causation because they are
conceiving matter as vibrant, vibrating with information/energy. Matter is conceived therefore
as affective independent of cultural interpretation or cultural construction as well as
independent of human cognition or consciousness. In a similar vein, the philosopher Timothy
Morton takes up objects, proposing that “motion is not something that an object ‘does’ on
occasion: motion is a deep ontological feature of a thing,” an ontological feature that is inciting
a new ecological awareness in which each and every thing or object in its singularity is lively and
with agency or the capacity to affect and be affected.” (Clough [And Another Thing])
“...perhaps there is no need to choose between objects and their relations. Since everyday,
earthly experience routinely identifies some efforts as coming from individual objects and some
from larger systems (or, better put, from individuations within material configurations and form
the complex assemblages in which they participate), why not aim for a theory that toggles
between both kinds or magnitudes of “unit”? One would then understand "objects" to be those
swirls of matter, energy, and incipience that hold themselves together long enough to vie with
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the strivings of other objects, including the indeterminate momentum of the throbbing whole.”
(Bennetta)
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Proem

At times poetry is the vertigo of bodies and the vertigo of speech and the vertigo of
death;
the walk with eyes closed along the edge of the cliff, and the verbena in submarine
gardens;
the laughter that sets on fire the rules and the holy commandments;
the descent of parachuting words onto the sands of the page;
the despair that boards a paper boat and crosses,
for forty nights and forty days, the night-sorrow sea and the day-sorrow desert;
the idolatry of the self and the desecration of the self and the dissipation of the self;
the beheading of epithets, the burial of mirrors; the recollection of pronouns freshly
cut in the garden of Epicurus, and the garden of Netzahualcoyotl;
the flute solo on the terrace of memory and the dance of flames in the cave of
thought;
the migrations of millions of verbs, wings and claws, seeds and hands;
the nouns, bony and full of roots, planted on the waves of language;
the love unseen and the love unheard and the love unsaid: the love in love.

Syllables seeds.

-Octavio Paz
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A Bit About Process Philosophy

When thinking about my capital P philosophical influences, it feels necessary to briefly touch on
process philosophy. The notion of continual change at the center of process philosophy has long felt
central to me, though the specifics of my beliefs, much like the history of this loose conglomeration of
thought, have varied considerably. While it would be inaccurate to equate Buddhism to process
philosophy, I come to the notion of dynamic occurrence through the impermanence of Buddhist
philosophy. Whether attributed to creativity or probability, or seen as having upwards or downwards
causality, investigations and interpretations of continual, temporal occurrence seem to be spreading in
wider ripples to more forms of human investigation.
Essentially, process philosophy claims that beings are distinguished by what they do; their
actions on others in the world. All being is becoming; as the generation and dissipation of being in
continual movement and transformation. While I still have much to explore in the history and variety of
this loose conglomeration of thought (although I’ve spent some time with Alfred North Whitehead’s
writings, others, from Epicurus to William James and Henri Bergson, I’m barely acquainted with), I feel
process philosophy’s sway. Again, the continual movement and change of the universe doesn’t seem
outright contradictory to OOO’s unknowable others (and even fits well, I think, into the scientific
method’s tallying of discernable, malleable qualities rather than immutable essences). We can each be
indeterminate to one another even as we take part in one another’s becoming.
I don’t think it’s such a tragedy to hold contradictory beliefs (humans seem born to do it and the
world seems messy enough to accommodate if not rejoice in misalignment), but I don’t find
incommensurable gaps between OOO and process philosophy. The more I engage the two, the more
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complementarity I find.33 Each bring different vitalizing forces (and ethical considerations) to the project
of relation: we engage with others because we are inextricable from them and because we do not and
cannot fully know them. To be a partially distinguishable element in a variety of fluctuating object sets
with limited discernment of other partially distinguishable objects seems fitting to me and only
strengthens my conviction in the need for intentional engagement. I care because we are one and
because we are other. Even if full relation (which appears to me like some descriptions of
enlightenment) is ungraspable, it is inevitable in limited forms.

“That how an actual entity becomes constitutes what that actual entity is...it’s ‘being’ is
constituted by its “becoming.” This is the ‘principle of process.’” (Whiteheadd 23)
“In fact the character of an event is nothing but the objects which are ingredient in it and ways
in which those objects make their ingression into the event. Thus the theory of objects is the
theory of the comparison of events. Events are only comparable because they body forth
permanencies. We are comparing objects in events whenever we can say, “There it is again.”
(Whiteheadc 143-44)
“We may conclude that things can exist and persist only because they leak: that is, because of
the interchange of materials across the surfaces by which they differentiate themselves from
the surrounding medium. The bodies of organisms and other things leak continually, indeed
their lives depend on it.” (Ingold 95)
“Atoms form a world of potentials and possibilities, rather than of things and facts.”
(copenhagen interpretation) (Ricard and Thuan)

33

While Harman and Morton would disagree, Bennett has come to similar conclusions (Bennetta).
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“When put together, these forms of spontaneous structural generation suggest that inorganic
matter is much more variable and creative than we ever imagined. And this insight into matter’s
inherent creativity needs to be fully incorporated into our new materialist philosophies.”
(speaking of assemblages) (Bennettc)
“[I]n dependent co-arising, self, society and world are reciprocally modified by their interaction,
as they form relationships and are in turn conditioned by them.” (Macy 99)
“The nature of phenomena is that of mutual dependence; in themselves, phenomena are
nothing at all.” (Nagarjuna)
“The concept is a habit acquired by contemplating the elements from which one proceeds...we
are all contemplations and therefore habits. I is a habit.” (Deleuze and Guattaric 101)
“The experience of presence [of an object] imposes itself in such a way that I belong to it much
more than it belongs to me: this is what a science focused on separability cannot express.”
(Stengersb 153)
“It is better not to view a particle as a permanent entity, but rather as an instantaneous event.
Sometimes these events link together to create the illusion of permanent entities.”-(Shrödinger
[The Quantum and the Lotus])
“Matter itself is not a substrate or a medium for the flow of desire. Materiality itself is always
already a desiring dynamism, a reiterative reconfiguring, energized and energizing, enlivened
and enlivening.” (Barad [New Materialism])
“The implicate order would help us to see that everything enfolds everything. To see that
everybody not merely depends on everybody, but actually everybody is everybody in a deeper
sense. We are the earth, because all our substance comes from the earth and goes back to it. It
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is a mistake to say it is an environment just surrounding us, because that would be like the brain
regarding the rest of the body as part of its environment.” (Bohma 110)
“A perceptual object is the outcome of the habit of experience.” (Whiteheadc 155)
“[T]here is a contradiction in wanting to be perfectly secure in a universe whose very nature is
momentariness and fluidity.” (Wattsb 33)
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Being is Relating

At the heart of animism, as Grahm Harvey points out, is a relational way of being pointing to the
contingency of coexistence. This seems clear enough to me from an ecological perspective, as well as a
personal one when I reflect on my daily life. I am myself through the others who have shaped and
nourished me, even as the whole ordeal is weird and leaky and misaligned. Far from being merely
idealistic (which I’m prone to), relating is uncomfortable, incomplete and uncertain. Acknowledging
one’s relations creates a frame of reference I find unsettling as well as inspiring, but no matter the
specific feelings surrounding co-being, they are strong. Interdependence is a major principle of Buddhist
philosophy I’ve spent years contemplating and feeling my way into. I feel fortunate to now be able to
add new philosophical approaches, but especially animistic quests for right relations as frameworks for
action.
The search for right relation, however, also makes me question to what extent we are
composed of our engagement with others. Until recently, I was content to assume that beings were no
more or less than their continuously morphing relations. But this feels slightly hollow now, the more I
deeply consider the inner lives of those around me, be they tree or chair or human. Could there be
some ‘essential essence’ unaffected by and unknown to relational others? Without being overly
distressed by this, I think I must answer ‘I don’t know.’ Whether there is any aspect of a being that
remains unaltered by others doesn’t for me change our fundamental relationality. In fact, it only
enforces for me that relation is not full communion or merger with another. Even as, biologically, my
matter, or what was once me, will soon enough become something else, myself as composition feels
largely discrete (even my liver seems removed from my consciousness in profound ways). As we relate
to one another, as our very being depends upon those relations, it also seems that our relations are
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largely surficial. Even if beings are temporary arrangements that eventually devolve and blend into new
ones, couldn’t their brief being be singular and ungraspable to others?
Beings are fragile, dependent on and altered by others, but they are distinct beings in some
meaningful sense. Perhaps it’s just me, but this strange condition of being deeply implicated with and
yet apart from others makes conscious, ethical relation seem all the more vital. I can’t assume that
things will generally work out because we are all one; it will take bringing myself to the edge of myself in
the spirit of solidarity, or at least curiosity. Survival, inter/intra-survival, depends upon being a good
citizen of one’s habitat. This reminds me of Husserl’s term: Intersubjectivity. Intersubjectivity denotes
the many feeling bodies that together create a network of experience that is equally shared among
them. The intersubjective network comprises a vast matrix of sensations and perceptions more involved
than we can grasp, though it may appear from a single vantage point as solid reality. This is also, I think,
what Karen Barad points to as intra-relation, which is relation that is already within a network of
others.34
And yet, I often make my work from a sense of hope that profound relationality is already
happening, and only lacks our recognition. Materially speaking, beings were and will again become one
another. Reincarnation is frequently interpreted as a single soul moving through lifetimes; a self that
cannot be found when sought. For me, reincarnation is more valuable as a visualization of
interdependence at deeper time scales beyond human lifespans. One Buddhist saying goes that we
have cycled through lives so many times that we have all been one another’s mother, child and enemy.
Given this profound relational ambiguity and fluidity, it seems possible to access and appreciate both a
sense of communal self and of withdrawn no-other/no-self. I think much good can come from sitting
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Similar to the concept of intersubjectivity, Lakoff and Johnson advocate for a modified view of the world (in opposition to the
binary framework of subjective experience vs. objective truth) they call experientialism. Experientialism, they believe, would
acknowledge the limits and biases inherent in experience while also affirming our ability to partially inhabit another’s
understanding. (Lakoff and Johnson 227)
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with conflicting or nuanced beliefs, and I am hopeful that humans (after sitting with) are capable of
moving from, simultaneously, profound separation and connection. On my better days I make work
from, or at least moving towards, this strange space of self and not-self, to the other that is me and the
other that is incomprehensible to me.

“We may think of the sensing body as a kind of open circuit that completes itself only in things,
and in the world. The differentiation of my senses, as well as their spontaneous convergence in
the world at large, ensures that I am a being destined for relationship: it is primarily through the
engagement with what is not me that I effect the integration of my senses, and thereby
experience my own unity and coherence.” (Abramb 125)
“My experience breaks forth into things and transcends itself in them, because it always comes
into being within the framework of a certain setting in relation to the world which is the
definition of my body...Any perception of a thing, a shape or a size as real, any perceptual
constancy refers back to the positions of a world and of a system of experience in which my
body is inescapably linked with phenomena. But the system of experience is not arrayed before
me as if I were God, it is lived by me from a certain point of view which makes possible both the
finiteness of my perception and its opening out upon the complete world as a horizon of every
perception.” (Merleau-Ponty 303-4)
“The ethical aim becomes to distribute value more generously, to bodies as such. Such a
newfound attentiveness to matter and its powers will not solve the problem of human
exploitation or oppression, but it can inspire a greater sense of the extent to which all bodies are
kin in the sense of inextricably enmeshed in a dense network of relations. And in a knotted
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world of vibrant matter, to harm one section of the web may very well be to harm oneself. Such
an enlightened or expanded notion of self-interest is good for humans.” (Bennettc)
“When the world is understood in this way, as a communicative subject, it is conceived not
merely as a set of passive appearances waiting to be discovered by us, but also as a potentially
active co-respondent, ready to respond to our overtures. Though its responses are conveyed via
appearances, they are not reducible to such, since responsiveness in the present communicative
sense involves meaning, and meaning transcends appearances: the entrance of a meaningful
configuration into my field of view points to an intention behind appearances, and hence to the
proximate presence of a subject.” (Mathews 40)
“Fuzzy temporalities. Temporality structures such as the Anthropocene are fuzzy and not atomic
because things in general are fuzzy and not atomic. The human being is an ecosystem of
nonhumans, a fuzzy set like a meadow, or the biosphere, a climate, a frog, a eukaryotic cell, a
DNA strand. We might begin to think these things as whole that are weirdly less than the sum of
their parts, contra the usual rather theistic holism where the whole is always greater than its
parts...In order to allow these fuzzy sets to exist, logic must relax its grip on the Law of
Noncontradiction [when a thing can only be itself].” (Mortonb 71)
“It is not when a part of the self is inhibited and restrained, but when a part of the self is given
away, that community appears.” (Hydea 92)
“Because self is always codependent with other, the force of self-interest is always otherdirected in the very same respect with which it is self-directed...Whether I gain or lose, there
can be a sense of I; if there is nothing to be gained or lost, I am groundless.” (Varela et al. 24647)
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“Attending to our relations with those beings that exist in some way beyond the human forces
us to question our tidy answers about the human. The goal here is neither to do away with the
human nor to reinscribe it but to open it. In rethinking the human we must also rethink the kind
of anthropology that would be adequate to this task. Sociocultural anthropology in its various
forms as it is practiced today takes those attributes that are distinctive to humans—language,
culture, society, and history—and uses them to fashion the tools to understand humans. In this
process the analytical object becomes isomorphic with the analytics. As a result we are not able
to see the myriad ways in which people are connected to a broader world of life, or how this
fundamental connection changes what it might mean to be human.” (Kohn)
“Each task of creation is a social effort, employing the whole universe. Each novel actuality is a
new partner adding a new condition. Every new condition can be absorbed into additional
fullness of attainment. On the other hand, each condition is exclusive, intolerant of diversities;
except in so far as to find itself in a web of conditions which convert its exclusions into
contrasts.” (Whiteheadd 223)
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My Work as Relation

It would feel artificial to separate my creative output from the cyclical practices of my life. My
sustained attempts at mindful engagement with the world come form my visual work and regular studio
practice as much as daily habits. Meditation, walking, dancing, writing, reading (as an embodied act)
and agricultural work /gardening have provided regular connection for me as a body engaged with other
bodies and have helped to shape my attitude and interactions with my studio work within the world.
I practice two types of meditation: mindfulness/sati meditation and maitri/metta, or lovingkindness, meditation. It has taken me a long time to realize the importance of engaging with the self as
a way to engage with others. Mindfulness meditation (what some might call zazen: “just sitting”) is
astonishing as one comes to observe a barrage of thought and emotion absolutely devoid of a consistent
self to which the sensations occur. It’s hard to articulate how a temporary cessation of the sense of self
leads to greater compassion for others. As near as I can tell, when the idea of a fully autonomous self
isn’t grasped so tightly, when it’s present but not dominant, there is more space for the awareness of
others. It is also helpful that bringing attention to one’s own sense of suffering can help infer similar
states in others, but this seems secondary in mindfulness meditation. Maitri, however, is a more
directed form of meditation in which one is intentionally and compassionately focused on others. One
common loving-kindness mantra illustrates it well by calling on speakers to be “free from the delusion of
separateness” in order to work for the cessation of others’ suffering. My favorite maitri method
instructs one to slowly extend awareness outward to ever-widening circles until the whole world is
encompassed. The task of wishing all beings well seems at once impossible and necessary. Despite, in
turn, feeling arrogant in even attempting maitri’s lofty aims and despairing at the paucity of the
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attempt, I feel its repetition slowly working into me. Both mindfulness and loving-kindness practices
have undoubtably shaped my stance within the world and thus my work.
Other ways I daily engage with the world; walking, dancing, reading, writing, I consider
opportunities, like meditation, for mindful engagement with my body and the world. I seem prone to
disassociation and dysphoria, and have found that having a variety of ways to feel myself as a body
alongside other bodies to be immensely useful. Foot travel through landscapes and using movement to
engage creatively with a space (here ‘dance’ seems like too specific a word, suggesting a beat or timed
coordination I often lack) are fairly quotidian though potentially potent ways we can engage with the
world. It is only recently, however, while thinking and feeling with many of the writers quoted here,
that I have begun to consider my writing and reading practices as physical and embodied. This is
clearest to me in unstructured free-writing, which seems to move me through thought as my hand
shapes words. I’ve found I think best at the speed of my writing; anything faster will be fleeting and
anything slower will become stilted (and writing with my non-dominant hand will produce a new flavor
of understanding). Thoughts arise when I move my hand to the speed and rhythm of my embodied
mind. Stream-of-consciousness writing helps me better understand where I am, and is the basis for
most of my more deliberate writing practice, especially poems which are usually carefully arranged
snippets of free-written text. Although I feel the same immediate bodily reactions and changes while
reading that I do with writing, it takes time for the emotional quality of reading to work into me to the
level of idea (which is often helped along by walking as a way to process new information).
Lastly, agriculture, which I can’t currently call a daily practice, has nonetheless altered my
thinking and engagement with the world. I have been fortunate to practice several types of sustainable,
regenerative, small-scale agriculture under others’ guidance and feel pulled by their practical concern
for life. I go through bouts of guilt for humans’ exploitation of airable land; even stewardship or
conservation can seem demeaning, as if human abilities are somehow needed for life to thrive. I know
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these feelings stem from the same notions of humans as separate from their environment that are so
prevalent, yet I feel them still. Humans have such an outsized impact on their habitat, but I see a
reprieve from unconcerned engagement with the wider world through agricultural engagement that
actively considers the beings within its meshwork. Agricultural work is also for me a consistent reminder
of humans’ dependence on (and molding by) who we cultivate and how. Soil microbes, for example, will
not respond to force of will but require careful consideration of their preferences.
To me, these daily considerations are a well-spring for my artistic output as much as the views
and concepts laid down in this paper. These practices, coupled with my studio work, are helping me
stumble through how I might be a being in a pile of beings. There are several artistic practices I’ve used
to explore and express animate entanglements during my time in graduate school, with surely more
variations to come.
Textiles are entities that have coevolved with humans, and with whom we are intimately
entangled. The close kinship between humans and fiber drew me in before I consciously considered
animacy, but to me the connection is clear as the things closest to us are often the least regarded as
beings in their own right, and yet shape our being through theirs. It seems insufficient to appraise
humans apart from their manipulation of plants and animals, and fibers were some of the first
mediators of our experience (often with ceremonial uses that marked important events). Textiles
continue to speak loudly. As the third most wasteful industry worldwide, there seems to be an endless
stream of clothing and other household goods, old and new, that are neither necessary nor
appreciated.35 Making work from second-hand fabrics and cast-off scraps was a way for me to linger a
bit with these entities, to imbue them with a bit more importance than their mass production and swift
neglect denied them. Eventually, however, the volume and dejection of material became hard to work

35

See Fashionopolis, Dana Thomas.
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with; they seemed to demand more than I could give. They spoke so loudly and there were so many
other materials to explore.
Turning to another form of scrap material, I began using magazine collage to make compositions
I sent to friends and large companies and organizations. It felt important to repurpose under-utilized
material to affirm and make connections, even when such connections were to faceless
conglomerations (like Google, Amazon, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention and detention centers on the U.S/Mexico border) that altered my life without
knowing of my existence. It felt important to reach outwards by sending the work away, thus beginning
my formal consideration of using my art as communication to a particular other. Subsequently, each
work began to carry its own missive in text and composition. Through their forms of speech, each
became a distinct entity. The works’ unexpected arrival and strange language prompted me to consider
the illegibility of others, both as a strategy for self-preservation and, at least in part, as an inevitability of
relation.36 Derrida’s assertion of aporia for me gets at the crux of language as an entity through which
to relate as well as entities to be related to. Texts are unwieldy beings, always more than the boxes we
confine them to, and they direct us in how to treat and interpret them. Languages, like other beings, are
full of potential, changing as they change others. These thoughts came alive for me when I mailed my
collage postcards.
Moving from the partial illegibility of others came masks, which conceal identity and serve to
embody the form of another, as well as a collection of orb-beings with whom to relate. The masks,
sewn from collaged drawings and magazine photos, came from an empathetic impulse. The idea that
one could know another from the inside, as the other, is enticing in so many ways (only some of which
flow from or into empathy). This, coupled with the perceived ability to quiet the self (and thereby
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Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure helped me think through this.
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become more integrated with one’s environment) led me to dwell on masks as symbols and tools of
connection and, conversely, of concealment and subversion.37 I was also drawn along by thinking about
masks used in group engagement to instill a sense of co-feeling or to enact change.38 Masks seem like a
potent symbol and tool for moving from within out towards another. Created in the early days of a
global pandemic and racial reckoning, this desire for connection felt particularly futile in its scope and
necessary in its intent.
The formation of orbs (from interspersed sewn paper and fabric scraps) as beings or depictions
of beings, I think, stemmed from the indication of absence the masks insinuated. Where the masks
hinted at the possibility of insular connection (serving primarily to alter the wearer), the orbs signaled an
outward facing mode of relation. I came to think of the orbs simultaneously as individual beings, as
colonies of beings inhabiting each orb, and as parts of a single entity. Through this work I continued to
use mostly waste material, which came to feel like a violent or demeaning term when thinking of the
orbs as others. Who is considered waste, disposable, or used with impunity and discarded became a
consideration. I also pondered how waste could contribute to or be a part of our futures.39 I still
haven’t come to any conclusions, beyond the conviction to stay open to and aware of who I value and
how. It was at this time that I began to think about my artwork in the context of permaculture and,
eventually, animism. Permaculture, agriculture with an imperative towards ecological generosity,
helped provide some simple guidelines for co-creation with the world (working from its design principles
such as “use edges and value the marginal” and “design from patterns to details”). As my work moved
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One of my inspirations came from Joanna Macy’s group practice, "Council for All Beings,” in which humans talk through the
effects of climate change by impersonating and speaking for other species and environmental features.
38 Helpful in this was Jack Santino’s term ”ritualesque” (as compared to Mikhail Bakhtin’s ”carnivalesque”), which describes
group events meant to bring about lasting change.
39 At this point I hadn’t yet found Anna Tsing’s book The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in
Capitalist Ruins, but there are resonances here of living in new ways from the detritus of old ways.
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into more explicitly considering self and other, permaculture seemed like a useful framework from
which to temporarily consider making and material use.
It seems natural to me that I would come to animism through creation. Animism activates the
world’s relations and brings our interdependence into sharp focus. As a creator, I feel I hold particular
insight into this orientation as, for me, relationship, selfhood and object are formed simultaneously.
Showing, perhaps, my anthropocentrism, I think that consciously crafted objects could hold a sentience
more closely aligned with humans. Artist and artwork share a close kinship and affinity as maker and
made are in constant dialogue during their co-formation, a sentiment which seems to persist and
transfer to others as handmade objects are often among our most cherished possessions. From these
observations, my thought is that art might be used as an entry for us humans to more fully consider the
wider non-human world.
Prompted by what I felt to be an incomplete and clumsy attempt at communion with the orbs, I
eventually moved more squarely towards the attempt of interbeing communication with spell books.
Spells came first from writing, and then drawing, to others, with the simple intention of acknowledging
the multiplicity of beings around us. The crux of the project was sending the poem/drawing/spell books
to friends who, after enacting them to a recipient of their choice, told me about their experience. This
project also reflected my meditation on the concept of the gift, particularly Lewis Hyde’s conviction that
gifting increases the resources of a community. An increase could conceivably be, rather than material
gain, a greater consideration for those within our community. While the primary intent of the spells is
to foster inquiry and regard for nonhuman actants, I believe spell casting can lead to greater compassion
generally as we more consciously consider those with whom we participate in continual, creative energy
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exchange. To express towards another presupposes and strengthens their relation to you, human or
otherwise.40
Again, upon reflection my trajectory seems natural as thoughts on animism(s) brought me to
animation. The incorporation of time and movement, while challenging, is enlivening how I conceive of
and express interbeing relation. Through the work I hoped to create a space for humans to think about
other creatures as agents. There are human forms who appear in the work as I want humans to be able
to see themselves as potential actors in these spaces, but they are never the main actants. Similarly, I
attempted to create a bit of ambiguity between subject and object in many of the animations through
the layering of transparencies. My struggle continues to be one of depicting relations while retaining
ambiguity and malleability in distinguishing between forms or determining clear relationships.
Throughout my creation process (though not always at the forefront of the final work) remain
my line drawings. Drawing continues to be a potent way for me to think through and explore the world.
I used to draw tangled lines depicting variations of a form, over and over, as an expression of vibration.
Without discounting this, my drawings now feel to me more like depictions of consciousness; a looping,
sporadic movement of a point, discovering another as it returns to itself. My final semester’s artistic
output has been dedicated to creating drawings (four graphite-on-mylar pieces each about two feet tall
by six feet long) that I hope hold a sense of ambiguous, tangled relationality. The drawings include
figurative elements sliding into abstraction through one another. I created them as a way to put the
movement of my animations into a static form, and to be experienced along-side the animations and
recordings of selected poems. These new drawings have been challenging, departing somewhat from
how I believed a drawing could depict or communicate. I feel that my current drawing practice is
shifting slowly from translation to dialogue, as I attempted to work with the drawings rather than on

40

One perhaps incongruous example of relation I was drawn to during this period of making was the Christian practice of
accompaniment, as demonstrated to me through Dr. Paul Farmer’s writing, particularly in Pathologies of Power.
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them. Viewing the world as I currently do through relational lenses, I believe my drawings are becoming
more participatory and more narrative. Still attempting movement, I see connections and dispersions in
the work. I see self-touching that is also other-touching. At least, now that I glimpse it, I find myself
moving towards this dynamic.

“This emphasis on defamiliarization—coming to see the strange as familiar so that the familiar
appears strange—calls to mind a long anthropological tradition that focuses on how an
appreciation for context (historical, social, cultural) destabilizes what we take to be natural and
immutable modes of being.” (Kohn)
“To discuss our relation to ‘nature’ is to discuss the interconnection of society, wild nature,
domestic nature. It is, in other words, to discuss farming, since farming is where nature and
culture meet.” (Vergil [Nature’s Edge] 209)
“[I]f, in the situation of self and other, the other is understood to be a subject with whom it is
possible to achieve genuine rapport, with the mutuality and trust that this entails, then
encounter may have to be accorded priority over knowledge. A certain amount of descriptive
knowledge of the other is likely to result from the rapport that springs from instances of
encounter, and such knowledge will certainly not nullify the rapport, and may even on occasion
deepen it. But to achieve the rapport in the first place, encounter must be our primary
approach to the world.” (Mathews 83)
I think my own desire for viewer participation that occasionally appears stems from a need to
make clear how my own work is profoundly influenced by and an intrinsic part of my
unsegmented life. Audre Lorde and Louise DeSalvo, respectively, remind us: “poetry is so
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common place that most people don’t notice it” and, “works of art make the act of listening
possible.” (DeSalvo 205)
“Compassion is the logical and emotive conclusion of designing for increased resilience,
diversity, efficiency and ease...To ‘redistribute the surplus’ is a central intent [of permaculture]
based on the closing of waste loops while investing capital ever more wisely. As a surplus
somatic harvest I imagine the creation of love and ease, able to be shared with others. If we are
resilient in ourselves and connected in diverse communities, we can act with compassion.”
(Nelson)
“[Artisans’] every technical gesture is a question, to which the material responds according to its
bent...Making, then, is a process of correspondence.” (Ingold 31)
“In the relation of care, responsibility and indebtedness [rather than mastery and
instrumentalization] that characterizes production, the artist or craftsperson is no longer the
sole creator or master of the work of art. Rather, the artist is co-responsible for bringing ‘art’
forward into appearance. Argued from this perspective, artistic practice necessarily involves a
particular responsiveness to, or conjunction with, other contributing elements that make up the
particular ensemble. It signals a different way of thinking about the precise state of the
intermingling between humans and technology.” (Mortonc)
“The lived experience of magic is formalized into a variety of expressions, but underlying all the
diversity is the common human propensity to think magically- to participate in an imaginal
consciousness. Magic is as personal as it is universal...What is required is a corresponding
attitude towards the study of magic, one that breaches the historical divide between magic and
science, enabling magic to be viewed within an integrative conception of science. The model
that I am proposing explains how magical consciousness, as one aspect of human experience, is
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neither rendered invisible, nor does it threaten canons of reason, rationality and analysis.”
(Greenwood [Defining Magic] 210)
“Movement through space constructs ‘spatial stories,’ forms of narrative
understanding...Pedestrian ‘speech acts’ may be likened to the speech acts of language.
Walking is a process of appropriation of language. It is a spatial acting out of place, as the
speech act is an acoustic acting out of language.” (Tilleya 28)
“Given this negative character [of the ecological crisis], it makes no sense to crystallize first
principles or seek natural laws that generate best cases. Instead, I practice arts of noticing. I
comb through the mess of existing worlds-in-the making, looking for treasures—each distinctive
and unlikely to be found again, at least in that form.” (Tsing 255)
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above the grey-black wilderness.
A treehigh thought
tunes in to light’s pitch: there are
still songs to be sung on the other side
of mankind.
-Paul Celan
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PART IV: BITS OF A CONCLUSION

When faced with the prospect of conclusion, I feel conflicting desires to both present the sum of
my thoughts as a tidy argument, a synopsis of why my world view might matter, and to resist closure
and finitude in my work, even temporarily. By neglecting to say anything, though, I think I’m avoiding
the emotional turmoil of involving myself in messy, fragmented, biased investment. I suppose it’s too
late for that.
I feel immense gratitude for everyone quoted and mentioned here and in the addendum, as well
as guilt for the limited scope of my reference points. A conclusion is just barely a beginning. The
challenge this work poses for us, then, is to continue seeking out diverse voices, human and nonhuman
alike. Throughout I’ve taken inspiration from other writers and makers, who created even though it
wasn’t enough and was already too much. Luckily, neither I nor any of them are working alone and
every voice here is marvelously complicating everyone else. Relation is happening.
Oh, the ideas. Are you still worried about the ideas? The thoughts presented here will resonate
with you to a greater or lesser degree, but I would like it if the vibrations at least tickled your brain in a
not wholly unpleasant way. My own ideas continue evolving, shape shifting, ouroborosing themselves.
No one thread of thought or way of being is complete on its own, and yet together they don’t seem to
complete anything either. I seem to think of ideas as a way of working, a method, rather than a
foundation to work from (I am, in this paper, gifting my how rather than my what). This paper is only
laying down a few methods, some broad strokes of thought. My hope is that eventually my work, in all
its forms, will come to embody some of these strange new complexities I’ve engaged in; to move from
them into new thoughtways. Still, there are ideas here that I continue to contemplate and develop.
Expanding the concept and possibilities of language is still important to me, not least because of
its long use as evidence for the unique stature of humans among other creatures. Finding
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commonalities (like the impulse to communicate) with diverse others can, I think, provide openings for
connection that I would like to see practiced more widely among humans. The possibility is there for us
whenever we choose to step into it, and I hope this paper begins to address that.
Likewise, I still feel that consciousness is a fundamental feature of existence. This basic animacy
is immensely helpful in considering my actions. That acting is always acting towards another leads me to
ethics as a primary stance. This conclusion opens a world of uncertainty for me given my inability to
coherently express what ethical action actually is, though I’m currently thinking through the possibility
of wonder as a moral stance.
When this paper’s two main (cavernous) concepts, language and animacy, come together
something awakens for me. Language: the expression of relations practiced by all conscious beings.
Consciousness: an inner view of the world experienced by matter generally and specifically. Both are
comprised of beings partially experiencing and translating one another.
Ultimately, the goal of my work and life is to increase compassion for other beings. Living into
interbeing through engagement, curiosity and wonder are the most effective methods I have so far
found for cultivating compassion. I continually ask myself, “With whom am I relating?” and “what is a
compassionate work of art?” I’m trying to feel less self-conscious about this, but my eyes roll up into my
head even as I write it. It sounds like a naive and impractical way to engage with the world, but I think it
has the ability to be anything but.
Directly related to my musings on wonder is my contemplation of notions of magic. Through my
artistic practice and research, I have come to tentatively define magic as awe, a shift of consciousness,
or the natural state of being present as a relational being in an animate world. Magic in this way is really
quite mundane in its ubiquity, though perhaps it takes something like a work of art for some of us to pay
attention. As with presence, its sustained engagement can also be self-altering (which we might
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characterize as healthy or unhealthy). Magic may also pertain to imagination in humans’ (and other
beings’) ability to participate in world creation. Imagination seems to me a vital part of human sensory
experience that aids in creations of truths. It feels important to me to use the word and the aura of
magic in creation and perception. I think normalizing magic as expressive of daily sensory experience
can be helpful in rethinking our relationships.
Aesthetics too seems increasingly (and intimidatingly) important. That form is causal and is all
we have when relating and communicating; that there is always more to a being than I can grasp; these
notions help affirm for me the necessity of attending to aesthetics for relational resiliency. This is a new
angle of sensory experience that I find disorienting, but that I hope to continue thinking and working
through.
I think of my work as being ecological, even in my desire to smudge or blur that term into near
nonsense. I also go back and forth on the helpfulness or hinderance of a designator like nature. There
seem to be ways it can help us think outside of ourselves as humans, so long as that separation is
understood as a functional and temporary category. The intense dialogue over the word nature reminds
me that language and ecology are entwined, and that conversations around the tangles are important. I
have also observed and felt the association of ecology to self-regulation and harmony, which I think is
incomplete but has none-the-less colored by thoughts about language and animacy. I’m currently trying
to complicate and messy my assumptions of our earthly dynamics to allow for more ambiguity, which I
hope will deepen my observations of inter-being dynamics.
Another consideration winding its way through my work (though it has taken me some time to
identify) is the question of what it is to be alive. I’m also struggling with ideas of individuality and (if I
can use such an outdated term) essence. As much as I conceive of life as relational, this may be
incomplete. Somehow, somewhere (below, behind, in front of, within?) there could be unrelatable
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aspects of being. Though it is hard for me to point to this directly in my work (as it is hard to single out
in experience), my work is driven largely by this struggle towards a being-with that can never be fully
achieved.
The concepts and definitions I use in my writing are extremely broad and so run the risk of
collapsing into meaninglessness. While a dose of meaninglessness or absurdity could be useful, I don’t
think generous definitions tip the scales of reason. If theories begin more broadly, perhaps they can
fragment and segment as needed where pressure is applied or where there are weaknesses in the
structure. This fragmentation, I think, can happen naturally, and that a giant thought is set in motion as
a whole, rather than as individual idea-bits coming together, seems important (though I’m not yet sure
why). Perhaps, as well, ideas go through ideational contractions and expansions (I know I do as an
individual), conceptual exhales and inhales, simplification that gives way to complication. My thoughts
have been expanding and will need time to become more nuanced and precise.
And the questions! Better to be guided by questions than answers. Throughout this process I’ve
kept close council, to the extent I can manage such a feat, with ambiguity, uncertainty and
indeterminacy. I value the desire to continue seeking out experiences and ideas just as I value what I
perceive as an inability to produce certainty. Hense the need for questions, all of which remain (with
slight modifications) from the beginning of my writing and making process.
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What is it to be a being among beings?
To what extent is relation possible? Where are the limits of familiarity?
How do we assess our relational capacities and actions without true/full understanding of
others?
How can we/I better hold or make space for uncertainty and indeterminacy?
Is imagination of another’s interiority harmful when it comes from a genuine attempt to reach
out? Should we simply accept our unknowing?
How might humans navigate our priorities and preferences for certain beings over others (that
we value, for example, the life of a loved one over a stranger or a non-human)?
How might we navigate the blurry spaces between beings given our entanglement? When is it
appropriate to address/assume an individual and when a collective? How much does this
matter?
How might humans better navigate/acknowledge the interplay of various sizes and time scales
of being?
How do I use my work to be a better listener?
How do I best use my human position?
What are my personal biases in relating/living?
How does communication change when we perceive language as sentient?
What does it mean to be a co-creator/facilitator with and of animate beings? What is it to
create art in solidarity with other beings?
What is a compassionate work of art?
What is it to create art in solidarity with other beings?
Can creating possibilities be a form of care-giving? Can limiting them?
What happens when a work of art is treated as animate?
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Can one be said to have a ‘true being’ when we appear to be so diffuse/permeable?
Do I believe in life as a self-regulatory system? Does this overtly affect my experience of it?
How do I ascribe value?
Where is love?

“As Zygmunt Bauman puts it: “Ethics does not follow subjectivity: it is subjectivity that is
ethical.”” (Ezzy [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 182)
“The negotiation of significant differences between human beings is more likely when all parties
involved have overcome, in one way or another, their resentment against the contingency of
being. And so, more than confronting the bitter end that is death and the unbridgeable chasm
that is the other, the ethical task is to en-joy life with discipline, to receive it with wonder and to
add, by one’s actions, to the stock of joy. This might sometimes include moments in which one
“falls in love” with the world, for here enchantment is more ethically valuable than skepticism.”
(Bennettb 88)
“Ethics is already entangled in matter!
That is, perhaps what we must face in thinking responsibility and justice is the existence of the
inhuman as threaded through and lived through us, as enabling us, and every being/becoming,
to reach out to the insensible otherness that we might otherwise never touch. The
indeterminacy at the heart of being calls out to us to respond. Living compassionately, sharing in
the suffering of the other, does not require anything like complete understanding (and might, in
fact, necessitate the disruption of this very yearning). Rather, living compassionately requires
recognizing and facing our responsibility to the infinitude of the other, welcoming the stranger
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whose very existence is the possibility of touching and being touched, who gifts us with both the
ability to respond and the longing for justice-to-come.” (Barada)
“All ethics so far evolved rest upon a single premise that the individual is a member of a
community of interdependent parts.” (Leopold [Nature’s Edge] 31)
“Language, I have argued, is as real as the sounds we hear that bear human meaning, as strong
as the phonemes and syntax that carry it, and ephemeral as the small muscle movements and
neural nets that direct it. Although it constitutes the medium in which and through which we
live. Through language and only through language might we loosen the hold of the Great Divide
[between humans and ‘nature’] and find our way into a future that is for the moment powerless
to be born.” (Oelschlaeger [Nature’s Edge] 14)
“How do we change mentalities, how do we reinvent social practices that would give back to
humanity-if it ever had it- a sense of responsibility, not only for its own survival, but equally for
the future of all life on the planet, for animal and vegetable species, likewise of incorporeal
species such as music, the arts, cinema, the relation with time, love and compassion for others,
the feeling of fusion at the heart of the Cosmos?” (Guattaria 119-20)
“From an animist perspective, any behaviour that treats an other as a speaking subject rather
than a manipulable object, whether in an office or a forest, enacts a more-than-mechanistic
story. Any behaviour that begins from the premise of cooperation rather than competition,
whether of individuals or ecosystems, challenges the inevitability of the capitalist story. Any
governing body that conceives of its purpose as nurturing its members more than managing
them helps to erode the long-standing enmity between individual and community. And any act
assumes a continuity of interests between the self and others will have ecological benefits, for
the community that enfolds each individual includes rocks and rain, humans and micro114

organisms, and, contrary to what Western culture has been telling itself for four hundred or
more years, we are all in this together.” (Stuckey [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 207)
“[F]or the panpsychist, the experience of unitivity is not an experience of ultimacy because
unitivity, from a panpsychist point of view, is not a state of completeness; it always already
includes a lack, an ache, a restless impulse to reach out. This orectic impulse, which is intrinsic
to the One, cannot be contained within the parameters of unitivity, but must spill out into selfdifferentiation. The One is, paradoxically, not containable in its unity. If it were so containable,
worldhood-the realm of differentia-would be superfluous, inessential, a meaningless
contingency.” (Mathews 110)
“My life and the world’s life are deeply intertwined...the world and I reciprocate one another.
The landscape as I directly experience it is hardly a determinate object; it is an ambiguous realm
that responds to my emotions and calls forth feelings from me in return.” (Abramb 33)
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How to Live on Planet Earth

If you have time to chatter
Read books
If you have time to read
Walk into mountain, desert and ocean
If you have time to walk
sing songs and dance
If you have time to dance
sit quietly, you Happy Lucky Idiot

–Nanao Sakaki
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PART V: ADDENDUM FOR THE CURIOUS

Language

General, or Itches and Scratches
“As soon as one sees that separate things are fictious it becomes obvious that nonexistent
things cannot perform actions. The difficulty is that most languages are set up so that actions,
verbs, have to be set up by things, nouns. And we forget that rules of grammar are not
necessarily rules or patterns of nature.” (Wattsa)
“Why is it impossible to know nature? That which is conceived to be nature is only the idea of
nature arising in each person’s mind. The ones who see true nature are infants. They see
without thinking, straight and clear. If even the names of plants are known, a mandarin orange
tree of the citrus family, a pine of the pine family, nature is not seen in its true form. An object
seen in isolation from the whole is not the real thing.” (Fukuoka 25-26)
While I agree with Masanobu Fukuoka that the words describing and cataloging trees are not
the same as the trees, I think there is a dance we must learn, wavering between description and
communion, and that metaphorical language can provide a valuable stepping stone for humans
towards the orange tree that opens new possibilities for relation.
“Whenever I have a thought, there is my mind, in the same sense in which “Language islanguage.” To put one’s mind in a loop means to experience it as a thing- a disturbingly (for the
conceptual mind) ungraspable thing, like beauty.” (Morton [Nothing: Three Inquiries in
Buddhism] 234)
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”In indigenous oral cultures...language seems to augment and encourage the participatory life of
the senses, while in western civilization language seems to deaden that life, promoting a
massive distrust of sensorial experiences while valorizing an abstract realm of ideas behind or
beyond the sensorial life of appearances.“ (Abramb)
“[Julia] Kristeva [in Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature] described the
importance of demystifying this desire for language to be universal and unifying. If language
were so encompassing, interpretation would stop, leaving our lives stagnant and rigid. Instead,
in a biological existence that is ever emerging and changing, our symbolic realm also must allow
for the multiplicity of an individual’s identifications...” (Luce-Kapler 87)
“This world is suffused with time and space, and therefore fresh speech is always appearing,
always being invented. The world is teeming, so mind is teeming, so speech is teeming. There is
no end to contingency, and so no end to language.” (Hydeb 299-300)
“The act of writing is a making, but also a following: of the mystery of source as it emerges into
form; of the wisdom of language. Translation asks a similar leap of faith. It becomes possible
only if we trust that poetry lives both in its words and beyond them, and that at least some
portion of this ur-poem can cross the abyss between one verbal body and another.” (Hirshfield
57)
“’Grounding’ of language in emotion means that emotion is one of the preconditions for the
functioning of language (emotion is part of the embodied grounding) and for its coming into
existence, both ontologically and phylogenetically.” (Foolen 349)
"[M]ore recent research on the echoic and gestural significance of spoken sounds has
demonstrated that a subtle sort of onomatope is constantly at work in language. Certain
meanings inevitably gravitate towards certain sounds and vice versa. Every poet is aware of this
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primordial depth in language whereby particular sensations are invoked by the sounds
themselves and whereby the shape, rhythm and texture of particular phrases conjure the
expressive character of particular phenomena.” (Abramb)
“Before we begin to speak meaningful words, we develop the pattern of sound and breath. This
rhythm shapes our use of language, including writing, and expresses our embodiment and
connection to the natural world.” (Luce-Kapler xv)
“The culture of the alphabet and the appearance of civilized man...correspond to the age of the
ploughman. And let us not forget that agriculture presupposes industry.” (Derridaf 299)
“You are a caricature of yourself and a symbol of yourself. Everything is its own caricature, by
itself. That is symbolism on its own, the symbolism of experience itself. For instance, when you
create a visual symbol, first it presents itself. Ideas come afterward.” (Trungpa 32)
Chogyam Trungpa is using symbolism in a way distinct from Western linguistic theory,
subverting the notion of one thing standing in for or signifying another. For me, Trungpa is
alluding both to the emptiness, the ungraspability of images or things as they appear to us and
to the ‘thusness’ (Tathātā) of a thing such that it is its own symbol. Our perception of things
may be caricatures, but something truly seen as symbol is wholly itself. “Symbolism is a
question of gaining new sight. It is being extremely inquisitive to see things in their own nature”
(48).
“Language, from the perspective of the fully embodied human, seems as much an attribute of
other animals and plants as of our own garrulous species. Yet, as we know from many of the
traditional indigenous peoples among us, this is still too restrictive. Language accrues not only
to those entities deemed alive by modern standards, but to all sensible phenomena; all things
have the capacity for speech; all beings have the ability to communicate something of
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themselves to other beings. Indeed, what is perception if not the experience of this gregarious,
communicative power of things wherein even ostensibly inert objects radiate out of themselves,
conveying their shapes, hues and rhythms to other beings and to us, influencing and informing
our breathing bodies though we stand far apart from those things... It follows that the myriad
things are also listening, or attending, to the various signs and gestures around them. Indeed,
when we are at ease in our animal flesh we will sometimes feel that we are being listened to or
sensed by the earthly surroundings. And so we take deeper care with our speaking, mindful that
our sounds may carry more than a merely human meaning and resonance. This care, this fullbodied alertness, is the ancient, ancestral source of all word magic.” (Abrama)

My process of thinking about and through language has also led me to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s
work, though I’m still in the process of sifting through and sitting with the material. Stylistically,
I find similarities to my own writing; I too succumb to vagary, absurdly wide definitions and
metaphorical conceptions. I also enjoy his paradoxical play of professing that language cannot
be deciphered through language, and then proceeding to do just that. So far, I have come to
connect with his later work, Philosophical Investigations, much more than the Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus, especially as Wittgenstein eventually breaks down his early essentializing of
language into many various components. Generally, I agree that language is an inextricable
element of life and thought that needs to be addressed in order to more fully grasp anything
that is being communicated. This medium, these mediums of language come before their
content as belief comes before doubt. Language can hide our presuppositions.
I also agree that language is its use; that it is given meaning through interaction and isn’t
autonomous nor merely picture based. Wittgenstein’s ideas about numerous language games,
with the rules implicit in a speech community, seems right to me, but I think this is only one way
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to conceptualize language (though Wittgenstein’s definition of a game is also very broad). To
that end, I tentatively agree that limits of our language mark the limits of our thoughts, as
Wittgenstein asserts, if the definition of language, and who its users are, is expanded. It seems
that the bounds of our interactions, our communications with others through diverse forms of
language and sensation, do mark a limit to our understanding. That we can learn to interact in
new ways with others we may be disregarding, and observe the myriad interactions of others,
means however that our capacity for communicative expansion is vast. I almost certainly depart
from Wittgenstein’s work here, but I feel that, fortunately, humans have so many possibilities
for new forms of interaction that I feel confident we can build more mutually beneficial relations
with non-human others. There will always be unknowability, but I think it lies beyond
Wittgenstein’s narrow view of the speakable. Overall, I feel I probably owe quite a bit to
Wittgenstein and those influenced by him, despite my frustration with his unrelenting logic and
classifications. I look forward to dwelling on parts of his work for more insight.
“The open text is one which both acknowledges the vastness of the world and is formally
differentiating. It is form that provides an opening...The (unimaginable) complete text, the text
that contains everything, would in fact be a closed text. It would be insufferable.” (Hejinian)
“The difficulty is not only that language is dualistic in as far as words are labels for mutually
exclusive classes. The problem is that “it” is so much more myself than I thought I was; so
centered and so basic to my existence that I cannot make “it” an object. There is no way to
stand outside “it,” and in fact no need to do so, for so long as I am trying to grasp “it” I am
implying that “it” is not really myself...This is why those who really know that they are “it”
invariably say that they do not understand “it”, for “it” understands understanding, not the
other way around.” (Wattsa)
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“The bias towards substances seems to be rooted partly in the cognitive dispositions of speakers
of Indo-European languages, and partly in theoretical habituation, as the traditional
prioritization of static entities (substances, objects, states of affairs, static structures) at the
beginning of Western metaphysics built on itself.” (Seibt)
“The impasse [between boundlessness and boundedness], meanwhile, that is both language’s
creative condition and its problem can be described as the disjuncture between words and
meaning, but at a particularly material level, one in which the writer is faced with the necessity
of making formal decisions- devising an appropriate structure for the work, anticipating the
constraints it will put into play, etc.- in the context of the ever-regenerating plenitude of
language’s resources, in their infinite combinations. Writing’s forms are not merely shapes but
forces; formal questions are about dynamics- they ask how, where and why the writing moves,
what are the types, directions, number and velocities of a work’s motion. The material aporia
objectifies the poem in the context of ideas and of language itself.” (Hejinian)
“Writing, like human language, is engendered not only within the human community, but
between the human community and the animate landscape. Born of the interplay and contact
between the human and more-than-human world, the earthly terrain on which we find
ourselves and upon which we depend on all our nourishment is shot through with suggestive
scrawls and traces. From the sinuous calligraphy of rivers winding across the land, inscribing
arroyos and canyons into the parched earth of the desert to the black slash burned by lightning
into the trunk of an old elm. The swooping flight of birds is a kind of cursive script written on
the wind. It is this script that was studied by the ancient augurs, who could make strange
hieroglyphic tabloids of the leaves they consume, wolves urinate on specific stumps and stones
to mark off their territory, and today you read these printed words as tribal hunters once read
the tracks of deer, moose and bear printed in the soils of the forest floor.” (Abramb)
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“All names are metaphors and, as such, they partake of the dual nature of metaphors...that can
bring us to see a relationship we were blind to, but it can also blind us to differences that we
ignore once we assimilate that metaphor...the effect of the name and its dual nature has
outward effects and inward ones. What does it do to our thought process to use the name for
the thing? [When learning how to relate to trees] it becomes handy to have a lexical or cognitive
basis to say that’s a conifer and to make distinctions...and that’s where the labels become trickythey start to clarify your thought and then they start to reify themselves and blind you to seeing
the particularity of what’s in front of you...we are always in this tension between lumping and
splitting, between seeing similarities and seeing differences, and that’s not a resolvable process.
We have to be careful with words to know that that same thing in a different place with a
different context with a different me is going to set up a different relationship that has both
capacity for further sight and to occlude my sight. The secret is now to get as close to the
nameless as you can while using names along the way to guide you. That may be another word
for wonder.” (Powers [Animate Earth Dialogues])
I think it’s obvious by now that I struggle with the irresolution between naming creating both
proximity and distance, and that my recent work is an attempt to conceive of the magic of
words, not in their domination of categorizing and knowing, but in their ability to foster
relationships. When I learn, for example, a new tree species, I begin to relate with these trees in
a new way, which opens the door to relating to each individual tree in turn, as does the practice
of talking to/relating to a specific tree. It’s tricky for me, though, not to dismiss specific trees
once I have some empirical information, like a name, about their species in general.
“The individual is separate from their human environment only in name. When this is not
recognized you have been fooled by your name. Confusing names with nature you come to
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believe that having a separate name makes you a separate being. This is, rather literally, to be
spellbound.” (Wattsa)

Metaphor, or Paper Tangles
“Some of the most fundamental [root metaphors] for language, and therefore for thought, are
derived from the lived experiences of bodily processes, from perceptual experience, from
sensation, from lived-space and lived-time. As a result, the metaphorical use of such locutions as
above-below, near-far, large-small, tall-short, [etc.] ... simply cannot be avoided even in the
most purified meta-language. The metaphorical character of these expressions goes
unrecognized because they have passed so completely into common usage on all levels that we
do not advert to them anymore.” (Edie 164)
An ostensibly objective mode of viewing the world striped language of its sensuousness and left
it impoverished so that we no longer recognize it as part of an animate world. Language, Abram
claims, permeates intersubjective life, but becomes dull when we deny its connection to the rest
of the sensual world. Metaphors, then, could be powerful forces that tie our concepts and
feelings to external experience and can help us to perceive the life-world network of which we
are a part.
To deny the power of metaphor on a personal and societal level is to have an incomplete view
of our emotional and conceptual lives. Language is undeniably part of human experience and it
shapes us as we shape it. Metaphor plays a key role in our understanding of the connection of
language to the world. Metaphor is one attempt to reconcile our current conception of
language and our living world. Human speech and writing are just as much a part of the world
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as anything else, and when we see it as separate, we separate ourselves. I would speculate, in a
lineage as ancient as humans themselves, that the trouble comes when we speak of things,
rather than to them.
Recent research suggests that spoken sounds have a constant, underlying onomatopoeic effect,
regardless of language.1 This suggests that ideophones, words that evoke an idea in sounds, are
more common than most might assume. There is also research to support synesthesia (the
association or experience of one sense through another) as the natural state of infants, that is
generally either lost or neglected as one ages.2 I believe synesthesia is a natural state similar to
metaphoric language, and can be cultivated with environmental engagement. Before this
exploration, I self-identified as having mild sound-to-taste synesthesia, which give certain
sounds a particular flavor and may have contributed to my fascination with language. I would
argue, however, that recent research doesn’t fully acknowledge the persistent ways in which
our senses perpetually overlap to create a cohesive experience. Our perceptions of the world
are not chopped into bits according to sense organ but rather flow freely together; until we
consciously analyze and divide our awareness. Metaphor further unites our physical, sensory
world to our seemingly more intangible thoughts, feelings and conceptions even as it calls
attention to the seamless nature of being.
“Metaphors are one among many things which make me despair of writing. Writing’s lack of
independence of the world, its dependence on the maid who tends the fire, on the cat warming
itself by the stove; it is even dependent on the poor old human being warming himself by the
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”This is Your Brain on Metaphors”
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Geary 77
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stove. All these are independent activities ruled by their own laws; only writing is helpless,
cannot live in itself, is a joke and a despair.” (Kafka 200-201)
Metaphor allows for both an expansive, shifting understanding of the world as well as a
grounded, experiential framework built up over generations. There is both freedom and
restraint in our metaphorical nature, which aligns well with intersubjectivity’s network of beings
all exerting equal force.3 Truth, therefore, is relative to understanding and is non-universal.
Objectivity, in Lakoff and Johnson’s interpretation, is redefined to rise above individual
viewpoints without expressing universal truth. (Lakoff and Johnson 194, 227)
I believe that metaphors further the connection of physical, embodied language to the world.
On a practical level, philosophers and researchers are moving away from language as a pure
abstraction. As stated by Edda Weigand, “If we want to understand human beings’ actions and
behavior it is of no help to refer to a concept of language as a code.” (Weigand, [Moving
Ourselves, Moving Others] 403)
“In a culture where the myth of objectivism is very much alive and truth is always absolute truth,
the people who get to impose their metaphors on the culture get to define what we consider to
be true-absolutely and objectively true.” (Otis 160)
“From the viewpoint of poetry then, the question of value of metaphor becomes strikingly less
trivial when posed in this way. If our myths of nature make us behave in ways that are contrary
to our individual and collective self-interest, then essentialist metaphors pose as great a danger
to civilization as nuclear weapons do. In addition, their long-running impact at a very low level
renders them nearly invisible as a threat to society.” (Sherry [)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 173)

3

Briefly, Edmund Husserl’s term intersubjectivity refers to the network of experience shared by feeling bodies that comprises
reality.
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While most philosophers have addressed language to some capacity, Friedrich Nietzsche is the
first and most ardent (that I can find) to argue for the metaphorical nature of language.
Nietzsche mistrusted language (or, perhaps more accurately, how we conceive of it), and with it
the concept of truth. Believing language to be metaphorical in nature, it is inherently deceptive
as we easily mistake words for objective reality. The notion that we know something because
we can name it, argues Nietzsche, is fundamentally flawed. The word “tree,” for example, needs
to fit a broad concept and can never encompass the specificity of an actual tree. Nietzsche is
attempting to guard against the concept of truth in anything beyond a relative, anthropocentric
sense. This aligns well with the later work of linguist and semiotician Ferdinand de Saussure’s
development of linguistic structuralism, which posits that words (symbols) are arbitrary and only
have meaning in connection to all other words in a web of meaning. In his 1873 essay, “On Truth
and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense,” Nietzsche councils a life limited, if not devoid, of the illusion of
language in favor of the physical present:
Only by forgetting this primitive world of metaphor can one live with any repose, security, and
consistency: only by means of the petrification and coagulation of a mass of images which
originally streamed from the primal faculty of human imagination like a fiery liquid, only in the
invincible faith in this sun, this window, this table is a truth in itself, in short, only by forgetting
that he himself is an artistically creative subject, does man live with any repose, security, and
consistency.
Building from recent research and thought from a diverse array of disciplines, the framework of
“embodied cognition” has become a noted way to examine the relation between the varied
elements that make up human existence, starting with our grounding as physical creatures. The
author James Geary helped to bring embodied cognition to a wide audience with his book, I is
an Other, which examines metaphor’s deep impact on every facet of our lives. Geary notes that
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we utter one metaphor for every ten to twenty-five words, most of which we are not fully
conscious of. (6) He claims this feature of human language reflects our innate comprehension of
one thing in terms of another. Referring to the way in which metaphor juxtaposes elements
previously separated by language, Geary claims that “[m]etaphorical thinking half discovers and
half invents the likenesses it describes” (9).
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Language and Animacy

There Forms a Meeting Place
Thoughts of animacy remind me that language, which I am thinking about as opening
opportunities for relation, is also an other to whom we relate. Perhaps relation can never be
one on one, but always involves multiple participants because of the relation with language
forms themselves.
“The British education theorist and semiotician Andrew Stables has introduced the notion of
“environment as text” and argued that the blurring of the concept of author in modern literary
theory makes it possible to open the concept of text to natural phenomena. Writings by Roland
Barthes, Hans-Georg Gadamer and others have engendered a view of meanings in/of texts as
socially or culturally constructed. Stables notes that in landscapes the network of shared
meanings extends beyond the human sphere, and that it is difficult to draw a distinction
between the creative activities of humans, other life forms, and natural forces.” (Maran)
The phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty characterizes language as a bodily, gestural act,
alive to the living world. Through language Merleau-Ponty felt that we have the chance to
transcended the subject/object dichotomy in the interplay of linguistic structure and perception
(Lewis). Through diverse uses of living language, Merleau-Ponty feels, perhaps subject can meet
subject:
“I turn to the word just as my hand moves toward the spot on my body that is pinched, the word
occupies a certain place in my linguistic world, it is part of my equipment, my sole means of
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representing it to myself is to pronounce it, as the artist has only one way of representing for
himself the work he is fashioning: he must fashion it“ (Merleau-Ponty 210).
“[The meaning of a gesture] intermingles with the structure of the world that the gesture
outlines" (Merleau-Ponty 217).
“[W]ords, vowels and phonemes are all just various ways of singing the world, and that they are
destined to represent objects, not as the naive theory of onomatopoeia supposed, by virtue of
an objective similarity, but because they extract and, in the literal sense of the word, express its
psychical essence.” (Merleau-Ponty 218)
"La parole [Saussure’s term for daily language use] is an actual gesture and it contains its own
meaning, just as the gesture contains its meaning" (Merleau-Ponty 447)
Merleau-Ponty's work brings me around to metaphor’s creation of connections between
seemingly disparate elements to ultimately blurs their boundaries. Further, Merleau-Ponty's
view abolishes all hope of finding a single, totalizing truth. Instead, through intersubjectivity, all
beings are constantly attuning ourselves to each other in reciprocal dialogue. In such a system,
bodies are porous membranes that are continually engaging with their surroundings. I think that
metaphorical language is a central way that humans more closely relate to and comprehend our
embodied life-world and help us live into reciprocity.
“Symbolic thought run wild can create minds radically separate from the indexical grounding
their bodies might otherwise provide. Our bodies, like all of life, are the products of semiosis.
Our sensory experiences, even our most basic cellular and metabolic processes, are mediated by
representational—though not necessarily symbolic—relations. But symbolic thought run wild
can make us experience “ourselves” as set apart from everything: our social contexts, the
environments in which we live, and ultimately even our desires and dreams. We become
displaced to such an extent that we come to question the indexical ties that would otherwise
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ground this special kind of symbolic thinking in “our” bodies, bodies that are themselves
indexically grounded in the worlds beyond them: I think therefore I doubt that I am.” (Kohn)
“No existential approach has priority over another. Thus it’s not a question of a causal
infrastructure and of a superstructure representative of the psyche, or of a world separated
from sublimation. The flesh of sensation and the material of the sublime are inextricably
interwoven. Relationship to the other does not proceed through identification with the
preexisting icon, inherent to each individual. The image is carried by a becoming other, ramified
in becoming animal, becoming plant, becoming machine and, on occasion, becoming human.”
(Guattaria 95)
“We can talk to a lion, and we can listen to a lion. Cats have figured out how to talk with
humans. In our company they develop a whole range of miaows. And isn’t this evidence of how
language as such isn’t an exclusively human thing and that human language itself can contain
nonhuman terms? Cats don’t magically learn to speak human, it’s that humans learn to use
non-human words, because language is much less exclusive and special than we like to think,
and worlds are intrinsically perforated. Miaow, like a car indicator light or an address on an
envelope, has meaning and relevance because it’s part of a set of interacting projects. Miaow
relates to breasts and milk. Human babies are just like cats: they learn to vocalize a sound that
connects the mother’s breast to their lips.” (Mortonc 94)
“As soon as one sees that separate things are fictious it becomes obvious that nonexistent
things cannot perform actions. The difficulty is that most languages are set up so that actions,
verbs, have to be set up by things, nouns. And we forget that rules of grammar are not
necessarily rules or patterns of nature.” (Wattsa)
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“Words used in song, prayer, ritual, are a source of divinity. The word God, itself, means “to
invoke, to call out.” We are fortunate that over the centuries we have these aboriginal
literatures to reveal a world all working together, all alive and worthy, all in motion together.
Language and song is the inner fuse of our life.” (Hogan [Handbook of Contemporary Animism]
24)
“Language, for oral peoples, is not a specifically human possession, but is a property of the
animate earth in which we humans participate. Oral language gusts through us, our sounded
phrases borne by the same air that nourishes the cedars and swells the cumulous clouds. Laid
out and immobilized on the flat surface, our words tend to forget that they are sustained by this
wind-swept earth. They begin to imagine that their primary task is to provide a representation
of the world, as if they were outside of, and not really a part of this world. Nonetheless, the
power of language remains first and foremost a way of singing oneself into contact with others
and the cosmos, a way of bridging the silence between oneself and another person, or a startled
black bear or a crescent moon soaring like a billowed sail above the roof. Whether sounded on
the tongue, printed on the page, or shimmering on the screen, language’s primary gift is not to
re-present the world around us, but to call ourselves into the vital presence of that world, and
to call ourselves into deep attentive presence with one another. This ancestral capacity of
speech necessarily underlies and supports all the other roles that language has come to have.
Whether we wield our words to describe a landscape, to analyze a problem, or to explain how
some gadget works, none of these goals would be possible without the primordial power of
utterance to make our bodies resonate with one another and with the other rhythms that
surround us.” (Abrama)
“Like lifeforms and DNA, sentences must contain nonsense in order to exist. And since, along
with Laurie Anderson and Edmund Husserl, I hold that ideas and sentences actually are viruses
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that are mind independent, this isn’t just a simile. Sense must coexist with nonsense, its
shadow. A thing is shadowed by another thing because it’s shadowed by itself. Recursion
points to coexistence in a nonholistic, not-all (which is to say ecological) possibility space.”
(Mortonb 91)
Not only is I an other, but it is a multitude of modalities of alterity. Here we are no longer
floating in the signifies, the subject and the big Other in general. The heterogeneity of
components (verbal, corporeal, spatial...) engenders an ontological heterogenesis all the more
vertiginous when combined, as it is today, with the proliferation of new materials, new
electronic representations, and with a shrinking of distances and an enlargement of points of
view.” (Guattaria 96)
“...[L]anguage, codified into cultural narrative, mediates the uniquely human world, at one and
the same time constraining human existence while also offering the possibility of freedom- the
freedom to change the way humans interrelate with the living world, with each other, and
indeed, self identity itself. As a secondary nidicolous species, we are born as wrinkled and
tender little lumps of flesh, totally dependent on significant others to nurture and sustain us.
Cultural transmission ensues even before birth (as with the preparation of a nursery in which
the neonate will be socialized, the choosing of names, the planning for ceremonial introductions
to the world, and so on), and continues throughout life. Along the way the growing child (and I
speak primarily of the children of the West) is subtly conditioned into the webs of interlocution,
including the narrative structures and themes that articulate the Great Divide [between humans
and ‘nature’].” (Oelschlaeger [Nature’s Edge] 11)
“Every word was once an animal.” This quote is attributed to Ralph Waldo Emerson in the
epigraph of Ben Marcus’ surreal catalogue of human behaviors, The Age of Wire and String. I
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think, however, this is a misattribution, as neither I nor the few people who have written about
Marcus’ first novel can seem to find it. Emerson did, it seems, write that “words are fossil
poetry,” alluding to how the etymology of words can sparkle out at us, giving depth to current
language use. This invented quotation is appealing to me, though, particularly coming from a
writer I find so perceptive and inventive. Thinking of words as animals, past or present, gives
them a certain agency and presence within the spaces they help to shape. It reaffirms for me
that material and concept are tied, that not only language’s referents but also it’s physical form
stands in relation to others. Linguistically, words are not thought of as capable of standing on
their own; that the sentence is the basic unit of meaning. Animals, too, can only be partially
understood in isolation. I wonder how I might interact with word animals, how I might think
about their behavior in relation to their surroundings and stimuli, what areas and other
creatures they might prefer, or their life cycles. Can we learn how to best co-habitate?
“Despite the evocative power of the word, its potential to embody a presence through memory
and association, there is a gap between word and thing which grows apace as verbal becomes
written and written becomes printed, as the context of the thing itself recedes from view.”
(Mitchell [The Textile Reader] 326)
“[I]dentity... can only affirm itself as identity to itself by opening itself to the hospitality of a
difference from itself or of a difference with itself. Condition of the self, such a difference from
and with itself would then be its very thing: the stranger at home” (Derridaa 10)
“An idea captured in a sentence (an ideologeme in Althussserian) or a code encapsulated in a
strand of DNA is a strange loop that is both physical and semiotic. What if this strange loop
quality came about because of a deeper, more pervasive loopiness in which things and their
appearances were separate, yet irreducibly glued to one another? A thing is not its appearance.
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Yet it appears just this way. When we follow appearance we never find the thing, because it is a
thing. It is like following a Möbius strip, a non-orientable surface on which it is impossible to
specify a front or back, inside or outside.” (Morton [Nothing: Three Inquiries in Buddhism] 249)
“From whatever side one approaches things, the ultimate problem turns out in the final analysis
to that of distinction.” (Roger Cailois [And Another Thing])
“Ritually speaking, we are not only what we eat, but also what we sing, proclaim, dance, chant,
drum. If I am what I sing, what will singing this song make of me? If I am what I dance, what will
doing this make of me? These are gift-economy, ritual questions.
The peanuts in the gallery only care if the dancing and singing and eating make of us, plants.
The snaky creatures of the orchestra pit only care if the dancing and singing and eating make of
us, animals. The earth only cares if the dancing and singing and eating make of us, earthlings. If
we can’t earn either the respectful silence of carrots or the applause of vultures, we wont
survive much longer. Like all performers, we are radically dependent upon our audience.”
(Grimes [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 507)
“[Question:] If we have made such good use of animals, eating them, singing about them,
drawing them, riding them, and dreaming about them, what do they get back from us?
[Gary Snyder:] An excellent question directly on the point of etiquette and propriety, and
putting it from the animals’ side. The Ainu say that the deer, salmon, and bear like our music
and are fascinated by our languages. So, we sing to the fish or the game, speak words to them,
say grace. Periodically, we dance for them. A song for your supper: performance is currency in
the deep world’s gift economy.” (Snyder 75)
“Our original way is not a belief system. It is a lived way of life, being participant within the
world of the living world. Even the spoken word is alive, or has the potential to bring to life, to
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re-mind us. Everything exists in its own right. In a world of broken lives, forests, mountains,
oceans, we cannot only think about ourselves, but must, at least part of the time, weave from
ourselves like a spider mending the web of broken strands of connection if we are to hold to the
force of the living energy with which we connect and wherein we dwell.” (Hogan [Handbook of
Contemporary Animism] 26)
“Recent scholarship gives us a good understanding of which objects, animals or plants acquire
humanlike qualities, and when; what the relationships between humans and non-humans
consist of; or what humanity or subjectivity actually mean as trans-species qualities. However,
we know very little about what life qualities humans share with non-humans, or what images,
metaphors, techniques or experiences are mobilized to express culturally what organic life is
about...In asking and answering such questions, it is extremely important that we bring forth
ethnographies that pay equal attention to the level of individual experience and consciousness;
the cultural norms and vales that give rise to distinct communities; and the invariants of the
human condition as they are expressed in the way people in all cultures question human
existence, and communicate across cultural boundaries about it.” (Rival [Handbook of
Contemporary Animism] 99-100)
“Interdependence is the deep reason why at high resolution the language of rights breaks down
for imagining how to proceed ethically and politically with regard to nonhumans. Extending
rights to everything is absurd since rights language is normative: some beings can have rights to
the extent that others do not. Rights language cancels itself out or leads to marginal cases that
we humans are once again obliged to police. And since rights language is based on property, it
derives from one of the virulent lines of agrilogistic code. If everything has rights, then nothing
can be property, for the same reason that rights language is normative. Furthermore, the one
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thing one can’t possess in the ontological sense is oneself. One finds oneself “possessed,”
rather, by all kinds of (other) beings.” (Mortonb 151)
“Where knowledge in the traditional sense then seeks to explain, encounter seeks to engage.
Knowledge seeks to break open the mystery of another’s nature; encounter leaves that mystery
in tact. When I believe I have revealed the inner mysteries of another in the traditional way, my
sense of its otherness in fact dissolves, and any possibility of true encounter evaporates. But
where I respect its opaqueness, I retain my sense of its otherness, and hence the possibility of
encounter remains. And while knowledge enables me to predict the behavior of the other,
encounter does not: the mysterious other retains its capacity to surprise. Knowledge provides
closure on the future, hence control and security. Encounter is open-ended, allowing for
spontaneity and entailing vulnerability.” (Mathews 78)
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Animacy

Not One, Not Two
“Beyond the edge of so-called human, beyond it but by no means on a single opposing side,
rather than ‘The Animal’ or ‘Animal Life’ there is already a heterogenous multiplicity of the
living, or more precisely (since to say ‘the living’ is already to say too much or not enough), a
multiplicity of organizations of relations between living and dead, relations of organization
among realms that are more and more difficult to dissociate by means of the figures of the
organic and inorganic, of life and/or death […] one will never have the right to take animals to
be the species of a kind that would be named The Animal, or animal in general.” (Derridae 31)
“In the Buddhadharma, where consciousness co-arises with form, it is, in every instance,
particular. It is characterized not by sameness, but by its own unique presence, its “thatness” or
“suchness,” called tathata in Sanskrit.” (Macy 40-1)
“The things we have shown so far are completely general and do not pertain more to man than
to other individuals, all of which, though in different degrees, are nevertheless animate. For of
each thing there is necessarily an idea in God, of which God is the cause in the same way as he is
of the idea of the human body. And so, whatever we have said of the idea of the human body
must also be said of the idea of any thing.” (Spinoza 498 [volume 1])
“We find ourselves in a buzzing world, amid a democracy of fellow creatures; whereas under
some disguise or other, orthodox philosophy can only introduce us to solitary substances, each
enjoying an illusory experience.” (Whiteheadd 50)
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“In the enfolded [or implicate] order, space and time are no longer the dominant factors
determining the relationships of dependence or independence of different elements. Rather, an
entirely different sort of basic connection of elements is possible, from which our ordinary
notions of space and time, along with those of separately existent material particles, and
abstracted as forms are derived from the deeper order. These ordinary notions in fact appear in
what is called the “explicate” or “unfolded” order, which is a special and distinguished form
contained within the general totality of all the implicate orders.” (Bohmc xv)
“Humans and particles- and all other persons- are conscious, participative, mindful, material and
organizational. What is most exciting about this proposal is that in addition to reinforcing
understandings of personhood evident from other philosophical foundations, David Bohm’s
argument [of enfoldment] inescapably involves the performative, practiced nature of both
relationship and personhood. Not only humans and elephants, but also rocks and subatomic
particles act towards others. Their acting is not only performative of existing character and
sociality, but also formative in the present unfolding of inherent potential towards new
possibilities.” (Harveya 202-3)
“[Animist Materialism] advises science to re-envisage materiality in richer terms that escape the
spirit/matter and mind/matter dualisms involved in creationism. Forget the passive machine
model and tell us more about the self-inventive and self-elaborative capacity of nature, about
the intentionality of the non-human world. If the other-than-human world has such capacities,
we don’t need an external designer to put them in. It is its own designer, to the extent that
design is in question.” (Plumwoodb)
“[Biosemiotics] seeks to understand living beings not only on the basis of their chemical and
physical (or purely “mechanical”) properties, but also by observing how they interpret signs and
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meaning. The basic move here is to deny the validity of Decartes’ categorical assertion that only
humans have minds- biosemioticians regard all biological beings as “minded,” in the same way
that they share the basic properties of cellular structure, biochemestry and physiology. Every
living creature literally knows what is happening to it since it responds to signals received from
both within itself and its environment using a style of knowing unique to each species that is not
necessarily symbolic or logical or even conscious in the human sense, but which nevertheless
involves a mind that interprets the signals that are being received. Biosemiotics therefore places
the emphasis on mental acts of cognition and interpretation by minds that are ubiquitous in the
biological realm. Hence there are as many minds- as many viewpoints on the world- as there
are individual living creatures.” (Harding [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 377)
“The universe is…a creative advance into novelty. The alternative to this doctrine is a static
morphological universe.” (Whiteheadd 222)
The “spirits” or “invisibles” spoken of by oral, indigenous peoples are not aphysical beings, but
are a way of acknowledging the myriad dimensions of the sensuous that we cannot see at any
moment- a way of honouring the manifold invisibles moving within the visible landscape- and of
keeping oneself and one’s culture awake to such unseen and ungraspable aspects of the real.”
(Abram [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 128)
“For only in the retrospective reconstruction of action already undertaken – in tracing it back to
a putative point of origin – can we derive the agency that is supposed to have given rise to it.
Otherwise put: humans do not possess agency; nor, for that matter, do non-humans. They are
rather possessed by action. Karen Barad admits as much when she argues that agency ‘is an
enactment, not something that someone or something has’ (Barad 2003: 826-827)...We need a
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theory not of agency but of life, and this theory must be one – as Barad puts it - ‘that allows
matter its due as an active participant of the world’s becoming’ (Barad 2003: 803).” (Ingold 97)
“In a sentient world, by contrast [to an insentient one], things open up to the perceiver even as
perceivers open up to them, becoming mutually entangled in that skein of affect which the
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1968: 138-9) famously called “the flesh,” but which I have
described here, more accurately I think, as the meshwork. Thanks to this entanglement, my
seeing things is the way things see through me, my hearing them is the way they hear through
me, my feeling them is the way they feel through me. By way of perception, the world “coils
over” upon itself: the sensible becomes sentient and vice versa.” (Ingold [Handbook of
Contemporary Animism] 225)
“The world is inseparable from the subject, but from a subject which is nothing but a project of
the world, and the subject is inseparable from the world, but from a world which the subject
itself projects.” (Merleau-Ponty 430)
“Opportunities for re-animating matter include making room for seeing much of what has been
presented as meaningless accident actually as creative non-human agency. In re-animating, we
become open to hearing sound as voice, seeing movement as action, adaptation as intelligence
and dialogue, coincidence and chaos as the creativity of matter. The difference here is
intentionality, the ability to use an intentional vocabulary. Above all, it is permission to depict
nature in the active voice, the domain of agency.” (Plumwoodb)
“Agency is not held, it is not a property of persons or things; rather, agency is an enactment, a
matter of possibilities for reconfiguring entanglements. So agency is not about choice in any
liberal humanist sense; rather, it is about the possibilities and accountability entailed in
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reconfiguring material-discursive apparatuses of bodily production, including the boundary
articulations and exclusions that are marked by those practices.” (Barad [New Materialism])

Relating

The Many Lives of Moisture
I believe that it’s alright, perhaps essential, that we have differing views of “nature,” “the other”
and what it is to be a being. My point is not that everyone should agree with me. I think we
need expansive concepts; a fact, after all, is an interpretation of data that can take many forms
and serve many purposes depending on one’s worldview. The hard part is figuring out how and
when to move communally while acknowledging our varied views and interests. This should
probably entail a great deal of slowing down and listening. The model could resemble an
anthropologist’s embedded observation and respectful engagement, though we needn’t leave
our communities to take cues from anthropology.4
The valuing of all beings does not depend upon equal attention or care. That we ascribe value is
a deeply important component of being human that I think will aid in interbeing. While I don’t
think it’s possible or necessary to value all beings equally, I think we should consider why we
value who we do, and how this affects others.5 Assigning personal value or attention to another
need not detract from the right-of-beingness of another, nor detract from the understanding
4

Susie Crate, for example, is an environmental anthropologist studying perceptions of climate change in areas as varied as
Siberia and rural Chesapeake Bay (The Anthropologist).
5 Being nice to bunny rabbits, notes Timothy Morton, means not being nice to bunny rabbit predators. The loop of being means
someone is always left out (Dark Ecology).
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that beings will all necessarily have different value systems. This negotiation of value and rightto-be beyond human experiences of space and time seems at the core of ecological and
relational work.
“Every it is bounded by others; it exists only through being bounded by others. But when thou is
spoken, there is no thing. Thou has no bounds. When thou is spoken, the speaker has no thing; he
has indeed nothing. But he takes his stand in relation.” (Buber)
“Only by entering into relation with others do we effect our own integration and coherence.
Such others might be people, or they might be wetlands or works of art or snakes slithering
through the stubbled grass. Each thing, attentively pondered, gathers our senses together in a
unique way. This juncture, the joining of convergent senses over there, in the other, leads us to
experience that other as a center of experience in its own right, and hence as another subject,
as another source of powers.
“Incomplete on its own, the body is precisely our capacity for metamorphosis. Each being that
we perceive enacts a subtle integration within us, even as it alters our prior organization. The
sensing body is like an open circuit that completes itself only in others, in things, in the
surrounding earth.” (Abrama)
“Our bodies lie beyond our own individual existence. And yet they are a part of it. We think of
ourselves as so intimately entwined in bodily life that a man is a complex unity- body and mind.
But the body is part of the external world, continuous with it. In fact, it is just as much part of
nature as anything else there- a river, or a mountain, or a cloud. Also, if we are fussily exact, we
cannot define where a body begins and where external nature ends.” (Whiteheadb 21)
“Because of interconnectedness, it always feels as if there is a piece missing. Something just
doesn’t add up, in a disturbing way. We are never clear of embodiment. We can never achieve
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cynical escape velocity. We are caught in hypocrisy. We can’t get compassion exactly right.
Being nice to bunny rabbits means not being nice to bunny rabbit predators. Giving up in
sophisticated boredom is also an oppressive option.” (Mortonc 69)
“To correspond with the world, in short, is not to describe it, or to represent it, but to answer to
it. Thanks to the mediating work of transduction, it is to mix the movements of one’s own
sentient awareness with the flows and currents of animate life. Such mixture, where sentience
and materials twine around one another on their double thread until, like lovers’ eye-beams –
they become indistinguishable, is of the essence of making.” (Ingold 108)
“In a vital materialism, an anthropomorphic element in perception can uncover a whole world of
resonances and resemblances—sounds and sights that echo and bounce far more than would be
possible were the universe to have a hierarchical structure. We at first may see only a world in
our own image, but what appears next is a swarm of “talented” and vibrant materialities
(including the seeing self). A touch of anthropomorphism, then, can catalyze a sensibility that
finds a world filled not with ontologically distinct categories of beings (subjects and objects) but
with variously composed materialities that form confederations. In revealing similarities across
categorical divides and lighting up structural parallels between material forms in “nature” and
those in “culture,” anthropomorphism can reveal isomorphisms.” (Bennettc)
“OOO has been subjected precisely to this criticism: that it is appropriating indigenous cultures
when it talks about non-humans as “agents” or “lively.” It is as if white Western thought is
required to remain white, Western and patriarchal in order to provide an easy-to-identify target.
The net effect is an ironic situation in which nothing can change, because it would be wrong for
someone in that lineage not to sound like that.” (Mortonc 12)
“We are our world knowing itself.” (Macy xi)
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“The deep ecology movement, as many earlier movements before it, asks for the development
of a deep identification of individuals with all life forms.
The development of life forms, especially since the Cambrian era, shows an extreme degree of
expansion of life space and a corresponding diversity of forms making use of different climatic
and other conditions. There is no merely passive adaptation, no mere self-preservation in any
narrow sense. There is rather a ‘creative evolution’ in the sense of Henri Bergson, a creativeness
expressive of the formidable élan vital. The term self-expression or realization is therefore
better suited than self-preservation. If the term ‘self’ is felt to be unfitting, we can concentrate
on life-unfolding, or life-expansion. But then the essential relation between self and [communal]
Self is lost.” (Naess 85)
“Before too much confusion is engendered, we must reflect upon a second, rather ecological
notion of communication: that it does not happen alone. We come up with ideas, we relate
them to the world, but only if they can be grasped by others can they come to exist collectively
and have weight. This is the essence of Naess’ ‘relational thinking’- nothing exists apart. Neither
a person, nor a species, nor an environmental problem. A word only takes life through its
meanings and compatible interpretations. This is the practical effect of realizing an ecosophical
ontology.” (Rothenberg [Ecology, Community and Lifestyle] 6)
“Buddhism does not at all espouse any form of nihilism, or the belief in nothingness. Emptiness
does not correspond to nonexistence. If you can’t speak of real existence, you can’t speak of
nonexistence either.” (Ricard and Thuan)
“Matter is not only iteratively reconstituted through its various intra-actions, it is also infinitely
and infinitesimally shot through with alterity.” (Barada)
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Karen Barad’s use of quantum field theory helps me think about the uncertainty/indeterminacy
of the other as entangled. Because matter is indeterminable, particles self-touch without
probing their own depths. They are more probabilistic than actual even to themselves.
“The attempt to write the history of the decision, division, difference runs the risk of construing
the division as an event or a structure subsequent to the unity of an original presence, thereby
confirming metaphysics in its fundamental operation.” (Derridac 40)
“We define (and so come to feel) the individual in the light of our narrowed "spotlight"
consciousness which largely ignores the field or environment in which he is found. "Individual" is the
Latin form of the Greek "atom"—that which cannot be cut or divided any further into separate parts.
We cannot chop off a person's head or remove his heart without killing him. But we can kill him just
as effectively by separating him from his proper environment. This implies that the only true atom is
the universe—that total system of interdependent "thing-events" which can be separated from each
other only in name...In precisely the same way, the individual is separate from his universal
environment only in name. When this is not recognized, you have been fooled by your name.
Confusing names with nature, you come to believe that having a separate name makes you a
separate being. This is—rather literally—to be spellbound.” (Wattsa 53)

“The [ecosophical perspective of our conception of subjectivity] is not a straightforward matter;
it is not sufficient to think in order to be, as Decartes declares, since all sorts of other ways of
existing have already established themselves outside consciousness...Vectors of subjectification
do not necessarily pass through the individual, which in reality appears to be something like a
‘terminal’ for processes that involve human groups, socio-economic ensembles, data-processing
machines, etc. Therefore, interiority establishes itself at the crossroads of multiple components,
each relatively autonomous in relation to the other, and, if need be, in open conflict.” (Guattarib
35-6)
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“Because the mind is embodied and arises out of an active handling and coping with the world,”
then “whatever you call an object...is entirely dependent on this constant sensory motor
handling.” As a result, an object is not independently “out there,” but arises because of your
activity, so, in fact, you and the object are “co-emerging, co-arising” (Varela 71). Thus the mind
“cannot be separated from the entire organism” or the “outside environment” (Varela 74).”
(Harris [Handbook of Contemporary Animism] 406)
"The empathic propensity of our body is in large part a consequence of the differentiation and
divergence of our several senses, for it’s only by turning our bodily attention toward another
that we experience the convergence and reassembly of our separate senses into a dynamic
unity. (Abrama)
“The ecological thought does, indeed, consist in the ramifications of the “truly wonderful fact”
of the mesh. All life forms are the mesh, and so are all the dead ones, as are their habitats,
which are also made up of living and nonliving beings. We know even more about how life
forms have shaped earth (think of oil, of oxygen- the first climate change cataclysm). We drive
around using crushed dinosaur parts. Iron is mostly a by-product of bacterial metabolism. So is
oxygen. Mountains can be made of shells and fossilized bacteria. Death and the mesh go
together in another sense, too, because natural selection implies extinction.” (Mortond 29)
“We think of the self as an object and that everything comes from this self. I would propose,
however, that in true participation, thought may establish distinctions, but there is participation
between those distinctions- between people, between thought and feeling, between anything. I
will say: ultimately the nature of all the world is that it is all mutual participation-everything is
everything...Ultimately, the ground of everything is en-folded, and the un-folded is just a display,
or a show of the enfolded.” (Bohmb)
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“There is no Animal in the general singular, separated from man by a single, indivisible limit. We
have to envisage the existence of “living creatures,” whose plurality cannot be assembled within
the single figure of an animality that is simply opposed to humanity...The confusion of all
nonhuman living creatures within the general and common category of the animal is not simply
a sin against rigorous thinking, vigilance, lucidity, or empirical authority, it is also a crime. Not a
crime against animality, precisely, but a crime of the first order against the animals, against
animals.” (Derridae)
“World is structurally, irreducibly perforated...if there is no such thing as a full world, there is no
such thing as no world at all. So even waterfalls have worlds! World is cheap enough for
everything to have it. In this reality, there is not (full) world or no world at all; there is a range of
overlapping worlds...In turn this means we can share worlds. Our human world is shared with
all kinds of other tattered, broken worlds. The world of spiders, the world of tigers, the world of
bacteria. Wittgenstein was wrong; we can understand lions- at least to some extent. This isn’t
because we condescendingly expand our world, but because our world is perforated- we don’t
quite understand ourselves, either. We can understand tigers and ourselves modally: we can
share worlds 20 percent, or 60 percent. Sharing doesn’t have to be all or nothing. World
sharing requires regular violations of the Law of the Excluded Middle.” (Mortonc 93)
“What if the point is not to widen the bounds of inclusion to let everyone and everything in?
What if it takes sensing the abyss, the edges of the limits of “inclusion” and “exclusion” before
the binary of inside/outside, inclusion/exclusion, mattering/not-mattering can be seriously
troubled? What if it is only in the encounter with the inhu-man—the liminality of
no/thingness—in all its liveliness, its conditions of im/possibility, that we can truly confront our
inhumanity, that is, our actions lacking compassion? Perhaps it takes facing the inhuman within
us before com-passion—suffering together with, participating with, feel-ing with, being moved
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by—can be lived. How would we feel if it is by way of the inhuman that we come to feel, to care,
to respond?” (Barada)
“The edge of boundaries lies in their transitional force. And love is a most powerful engine for
transition and transformation. Because love takes the other seriously. Hence love is a neverending practice, an ongoing invitation to change, to adjust to the other. Love is a boundary
project, an edge effect, a transition zone.” (Klaver [Nature’s Edge] 129)
“Just as no thing or organism exists on its own, it does not act on its own. Furthermore, every
organism is a process: thus the organism is not other than its actions. To put it clumsily: it is
what it does. More precisely, the organism, including its behavior, is a process which is to be
understood only in relation to the larger and longer process of its environment. For what we
mean by "understanding" or "comprehension" is seeing how parts fit into a whole, and then
realizing that they don't compose the whole, as one assembles a jigsaw puzzle, but that the
whole is a pattern, a complex wiggliness, which has no separate parts. Parts are fictions of
language, of the calculus of looking at the world through a net which seems to chop it up into
bits. Parts exist only for purposes of figuring and describing, and as we figure the world out we
become confused if we do not remember this all the time.” (Wattsa 73)
“Nothing is found that is not dependently arisen. For that reason, nothing is found that is not
empty.” (Nagarjuna)
“We began [our research] with our common sense as cognitive scientists and found that our
cognition emerges from the background of a world that extends beyond us but that cannot be
found apart from our embodiment. When we shifted our attention away from this fundamental
circularity to follow the movement of cognition alone, we found that we could discern no
subjective ground, no permanent and abiding ego-self. When we tried to find the objective
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ground that we thought must still be present, we found a world enacted by our history of
structural coupling. Finally, we saw that these various forms of groundlessness are really one:
organism and environment enfold into each other and unfold from one another in the
fundamental circularity that is life itself.” (Varela et al. 217)
“Hurricanes flare up impatiently, flinging out furniture and debris onto our concrete identities.
Our roles in society are attacked by what we own. It is hard in this context to stand up and be
simple, to have a body dependent on other bodies, a being contiguous with other beings.”
(Harryman 25)
“Animals have been ominously ambiguous in their place in the doctrine of autonomy of the
human and natural sciences... despite the claims of anthropology to be able to understand
human beings solely with the concept of culture, and of sociology to need nothing but the idea
of the human social group, animal societies have been extensively in rationalization and
naturalization of the oppressive orders of the domination in the human body politic. They have
provided the point of union of the physiological and political for the modern liberal theorists
while they continue to accept the ideology of the split between nature and culture.” (Harrawayb
11)
“Seen from the side of nature, cultivation is the first and essential step toward civilization, the
fundamental human manipulation of nature that makes all later technological and social
development possible. But seen from the side of ‘culture,’ the farmer is on the outside, out in
the natural world. Leaving the city for the farm is a ‘return to nature,’ to a ‘natural’ way of life.
Agriculture is at the edge- the margin, the barbarian frontier- of culture. The Janus-headed
quality is a consequence of farming’s situation as a fundamental boundary or threshold. In a
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sense, agriculture is the excluded center of culture, the supplement that founds the system, the
outside that makes the constitution of the inside possible.” (Toadvine [Nature’s Edge] 209)
“Entanglements are relations of obligation—being bound to the other—enfolded traces of
othering. Othering, the constitution of an “Other,” entails an indebtedness to the “Other,” who
is irreducibly and materially bound to, threaded through, the “self”—a diffraction/dispersion of
identity. “Otherness” is an entangled relation of difference (différance). Ethicality entails
noncoincidence with oneself.” (Barada)
“Generosity to the stranger acknowledges that community exists beyond one’s own family,
social group, species. It requires an altruism beyond any possibility of repayment, even to the
point of surrendering what we might rather keep: an extra three sheep on an overgrazed
commons; an overly fixed idea of what is beautiful or of the rightness of the current social
order.” (Hirshfield 210)
“What is needed, then, is an attention that is not limited to the shapes determined by
metaphysical thought. Rather, one has to be sensitive to the eternally changing differences that
are actually to be observed within each thing, and to the unceasing emergence of new
similarities and relationships across the boundaries of the various things. Such attention
discloses the abstract character of perception in terms of separate things, each with a fixed
essential nature. When one sees this abstract character as such he is able to use this mode of
thought within the limits in which it fits, without mistaking its general metaphysics for “an
absolute truth about the whole of reality.” And so the mind is free, at any moment, to give
attention to new differences and new similarities, allowing for the perception of a new structure
of “things.”” (Bohma 101)
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“An ethic, ecologically, is a limitation on freedom of action in the struggle for existence. An
ethic, philosophically, is a differentiation of social from antisocial conduct. These are two
definitions of one thing.” (Leopold 202)
“What renders strip mines, clear-cuts, and beach developments unnatural is not that they are
anthropogenic- for, biologically speaking, Homo sapiens is as natural a species as any other- but
that they occur at temporal and spatial scales that were unprecedented in nature until nature
itself evolved another mode (the Lamarckian mode) of evolution: cultural evolution.” (Callicott
[Nature’s Edge] 36)
“No justice... seems possible or thinkable without the principle of some responsibility, beyond
all living present, within that which disjoins the living present, before the ghosts of those who
are not yet born or who are already dead... Without this non-contemporaneity with itself of the
living present... without this responsibility and this respect for justice concerning those who are
not there, of those who are no longer or who are not yet present and living, what sense would
there be to ask the question ‘where?’ ‘where tomorrow?’ ‘whither?’” (Derridaa)
“We have been taught so forcefully, especially in the deeply conservative time that we live in,
that we must look out only for ourselves and indeed conserve our resources. That our resources
are what others have deemed valuable-money, time, material things. But the faggots have
other ideas. They say that ‘the more you share, the less you need.’ They make a way out of no
way, and build a life together in fugitivity. They see renewable resources where others might
not.” (Tourmaline [The Faggots and their Friends Between Revolutions] xii)
“One ultimate aim of reworking nature concepts should be an interspecies politics and ethics
which ventures beyond the polarized configurations that classify the world into contrasting sides
of human and other, or alternatively in terms of human and similar...Without its pervasive
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modeling of ethical relations in species terms of human and other, we can aim at a form of
ethical consideration which is more contextual and can recognize unassimilated otherness. Once
these dualized configurations have been broken down, as they can be in many contexts,
questions of species "differences" (in the sense of being other-- to-the human) and hierarchies
of similarity to the human (e.g., consciousness) need not loom so large in the formulation and
application of ethical principles ..... They can open the way for a culture of nature that allows for
much more in the way of contextual and negotiated relationships of communication, balanced
dialogue, and mutual adjustment between species, starting with our own, in what would be, in
the old terms, a liberatory blending or meeting of nature and culture.” (Plumwooda)
“The task at hand for humans is to find a more horizontal representation of the relation
between human and nonhuman actants in order to be more faithful to the style of action
pursued by each.” (Bennettc)
“Now more than ever, nature cannot be separated from culture; in order to comprehend the
interactions between ecosystems, the mechanosphere and the social and individual Universes of
reference, we must learn to think ‘transversally.’” (Guattarib 43)
“Then there is the further question of what is the relationship of thinking to reality. As careful
attention shows, thought itself is in an actual process of movement. That is to say, one can feel a
sense of flow in the stream of consciousness not dissimilar to the sense of flow in the movement
of matter in general. May not thought itself thus be a part of reality as a whole? But then, what
could it mean for one part of reality to 'know' another, and to what extent would this be
possible?” (Bohmc)
“The Great Divide [between humans and ‘nature’] was not intentionally hatched in the minds of
either prehistoric or historic ancestors. No grand narrative was constructed to guide humans in
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the exploitation of the earth’s biophysical systems with neither concern for future generations
of humans nor care for the rest of the creatures. Rather humans in particular places and at
particular times were making decisions and taking actions that enabled material survival and
offered psychological meaning. Cultural schemes that gave individuals a sense of purpose and
that provided adequate material sustenance endured. Those that failed simply collapsed- either
in the short run, through catastrophe (epidemics, famine), or in the long run, through the
inability to adapt to changed circumstances, such as soil salinization due to irrigated
agriculture...Human beings did not sit down around a collective table and intentionally decide to
grow without limit, to convert the earth to one vast factory supporting themselves alone. But
that has been the outcome. However imperfectly, then, we can grasp the reality that the Great
Divide itself casts a shadow on the body of nature.” (Oelschlaeger [Nature’s Edge] 10-11)
“A forager can chose what to gather and can make use of the woodland’s patches of unexpected
bounty. But the woodland requires continuing work, not to make it a garden but rather to keep
it open and available for an array of species. Human coppicing, grazing, and fire maintain this
architecture; other species gather to make it their own. For intellectual work, this seems just
right. Work in common creates the possibilities of particular feats of individual scholarship. To
encourage the unknown potential of scholarly advances—like the unexpected bounty of a nest
of mushrooms—requires sustaining the common work of the intellectual woodland.” (Tsing 286)
“Understanding is irrelevant, and this is the worst that could happen because understanding is
the top access mode, since Marx inherited the lineage of Kant. As understanding is associated
with the human, nonhuman access modes (brushing against, floating through, licking) are
devalued. What is disturbing about commodity fetishism is its autonomous power. So, there is
something fundamentally wrong with granting power to nonhumans. Is this idea a bug or a
feature?” (Mortonc 34)
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“Narcissism! There is not narcissism and non-narcissism; there are narcissisms that are more or
less comprehensive, generous, open, extended. What is called non-narcissism is in general but
the economy of a much more welcoming, hospitable narcissism, one that is much more open to
the experience of the other as other. I believe that without a movement of narcissistic
reappropriation, the relation to the other would be absolutely destroyed, it would be destroyed
in advance.” (Derrida [Nothing: Three Inquiries in Buddhism] 199)
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Art and Such

General, or Carrying the Lumps
“The basic problem in the artistic endeavor is the tending to split the artist from the audience
and then try to send a message from one to the other.” (Trungpa 1)
“Being-in-the-middle-of-things", [Heidegger] claims, we don’t come to understand the world by
contemplating it theoretically, nor do we know it objectively. Rather, it is in being-in-the-middleof-things, putting things to use, and handling things that we come to understand our world.”
(Mortonc 48)
“Abstraction is the universe in perspective.” (Whiteheadb 11)
“Extracting things from the world is a matter of extracting the thingness of objects from the
abstracting routine of daily life; of dramatizing some other thing about an object that is
irreducible to its manifest form. It is a matter of disrupting common sense, of irritating the
structure of phenomenology, where the object’s only job is to present itself to consciousness.
Thingness—some other thing about the object, which is less or more than that object—irrupts in
a subject/ object relation, in which an inanimate object can assume the subject position.”
(Brown [And Another Thing])
“The imagination of the walker completes the experience of the road. We need a great
imagination to walk through reality, for reality is so vast that only our imagination can help fill
what our intellect cannot encompass.” (Pujol 46)
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“In the landscape, the geometric line defines the disposition of elements and the organic line
delimits their projected forms. The abstract line, however, anticipates the becoming of things in
the earth-sky world. In such a world, lines are not imposed by representational convention, nor
are they plotted between points. They are rather laid down in growth and movement. Look at
nature, as landscape, and there are, as Goya said, no lines to be seen. They exist only in its
graphic representations. Look with it, however, as a manifold of earth and sky, join in the
movements of its formation, and the lines are everywhere. For they are the very lines along
which we and other creatures live.” (Ingold 136)
“[M]edia technology now has induced another thought of mediation, whereby mediation is
immanent to a rhythmic, vibrant, or vibrating matter such that media is better understood as
modulation of what is already in motion, and whereby subjectivity (not only human subjectivity)
is first and foremost affectivity or a capacity for entanglement with a sensibility of rhythm,
vibration, and oscillation... In this view, media is extended to various platforms—organic,
inorganic, chemical, and neurochemical, not only bringing into crisis the boundary between life
and matter, but also proposing that the distinction between analog and digital media be
rethought.” (Clough [And Another Thing])
“Any characteristic act-whether it’s a sailor sailing or a hermit's withdrawal or a writer’s writingis an act of reciprocal invocation. It activates a world in which the act makes sense. It invents.
Invention, in the literary as in many other contexts, is a term nuanced toward reciprocity...to
trace the lines of reciprocity through which they are established is to map a social space, a
community.” (Hejinian)
“For Levi-Strauss the difference between horses and axes is that while horses reproduce on their
own, axes can’t: axes are completely subsumed within human meaning. But are they? Who is
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manipulating whom? A human carves a stone to make an axe. She is following directives issued
by the stone, the cutting tool, the tree, the wooden handle- and the hide and flesh and bone of
the animal the axe meets. Whoever uses the axe responds to similar directives. Humans are
sensitively susceptible to stones and flesh and wood, whether or not they are seen as alive.”
(Mortonb 77)
“I caught a glimpse of an energetic vitality inside each of these things, things that I generally
conceived as inert. In this assemblage, objects appeared as things, that is, as vivid entities not
entirely reducible to the contexts in which (human) subjects set them, never entirely exhausted
by their semiotics.” (Bennettc)
“The original meaning of [the word art] is “to fit.” This meaning survives in articulate, article,
artisan, artifact, and so on. Of course, in modern times the word “art” has come to mean mainly
“to fit, in an aesthetic and emotional sense.” However, the other words listed above show that
art can also call attention in a functional sense. The fact that we are hardly aware of the syllable
“art” in words such as articulate or artifact is an indication of an implicit but very deeply
penetrating fragmentation in our thought between the aesthetic, emotional aspects of life and
its practical functional aspects.” (Bohma 81)
“Art confers a function of sense and alterity to a subset of the perceived world. The
consequence of this quasi-animistic speech effect of a work of art is that the subjectivity of the
artist and the “consumer” is reshaped. In short, it is a matter of rarefying an enunciation which
has too great a tendency to become entangled in an identificatory seriality which infantilizes and
annihilates it. The work of art, for those who use it, is an activity of unframing, of rupturing
sense, of baroque proliferation or extreme impoverishment, which leads to a recreation and a
reinvention of the subject.” (Guattaria 131)
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“As Buddhists know, perception itself has the power to transform situations. If things are seen
differently, they change. From these shifts in perspective, we, too, are changed. Art, if it is
about anything, is about perception.” (Lacy [Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art])
“The living work of art, however, is not an object but a thing [as defined by Heidegger], and the
role of the artist is not to give effect to a preconceived idea but to follow the forces and flows of
material that bring the work into being. To view the work is to join the artist as a fellow
traveler, to look with it as it unfolds in the world, rather than behind it to an originating
intention of which it is the final product. The vitality of the work of art, then, lies in its materials,
and it is precisely because no work is never truly finished...that it remains alive.” (Ingold 96)
“...drawing that tells is a correspondence, of kinesthetic awareness and the line of flight. In this
correspondence, as Bryson says (2003: 154), ‘the mark on paper leads as much as it is led’,
alternately sewing the line into the mind and the mind into the line in a suturing action that
grows ever tighter as the drawing proceeds. Thus the drawing is not the visible shadow of a
mental event; it is a process of thinking, not the projection of a thought. Whereas the project
implies a throwing forward, a cast into the future, drawing is a gathering, pulling closer (Phipps
2006: 4). ‘Instead of dictating a thought’, writes Pallasmaa (2009: 111), ‘the thinking process
turns into an act of waiting, listening, collaboration and dialogue [in which] one gradually learns
the skill of co-operating with one’s own work.’” (Ingold 128-29)
“The permaculture view of nature is imaginative; it is also performative. It produces the effect it
describes.” (Taylor Aiken)
“For if meditation is always “practice” (as in the common phrase meditation practice)- a doing
that is a suspension of achievement in a subjunctive mode-then it necessarily assumes a loop
form. It is the encounter, over and over, with itself. This is not dialectics at a standstill
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(Benjamin)- it is dialectics in a loop. Such a looping traverses, which necessarily not reducing, an
intrinsic difficulty of thinking nothingness.” (Morton [Nothing: Three Inquiries in Buddhism] 213)
“By creating proper scientific models of its underlying traits, magic can be appreciated as an
aspect of human ritual behaviour everywhere in the world and not as a vestige of primitive
mentality past or present...Focusing on the cognitive processes elicited by ritualized behaviour
appears to be a fruitful approach, as it allows us to explain a number of features by reference to
universally found cognitive mechanisms.” (Sørensen [Defining Magic] 241-42)
“...thought is a material process and thought participates- which means the notion that thought
is only telling you what things are is not really a serious option. If that comes as an insight, or if
you get the insight that thought is not proprioceptive [self-aware] but requires proprioception,
then that could begin to touch the synapses in the brain which hold those reflexes.” (Bohmb)
“What I am essentially protesting against is the bifurcation of nature into two systems of
reality...into the nature apprehended in awareness and the nature which is the cause of
awareness.” (Whiteheadc 29-31)
“We must face squarely the production of nature by human hands and defy the conventional,
sacrosanct separation of nature and society.” ([Neil] Smith)
“Being is threaded through with mattering. Epistemology, ontology, and ethics are inseparable.
Matters of fact, matters of concern, and matters of care are shot through with one another. Or
to put it in yet another way: matter and meaning cannot be severed. In my agential realist
account, matter is a dynamic expression/articulation of the world in its intra-active becoming...
That is, differentiating is not about Othering, separating, but on the contrary, about making
connections and commitments. So the very nature of materiality itself is an entanglement.”
(Barad [New Materialism])
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“Matter in its iterative materialization is a dynamic play of in/determinacy. Matter is never a
settled matter. It is always already radically open. Closure cannot be secured when the
conditions of im/possibilities and lived indeterminacies are integral, not supplementary, to what
matter is.” (Barada)
“Since in an ecological age there is no appropriate scale on which to judge things (human?
microbe? biosphere? DNA?), there can be no pure, unadulterated, totally tasteful beauty.
Beauty is always a little bit weird, a little bit disgusting. Beauty always has a slightly nauseous
taste of the kitsch about it, kitsch being the slightly (or very) disgusting enjoyment-object of the
other, disgusting precisely because it is the other’s enjoyment-thing, and thus inexplicable to
me.” (Mortonb 124)
“These Things whose essential life you want to express first ask you, ‘Are you free? Are you
prepared to devote all your love to me...?’ And if the Thing sees that you are otherwise
occupied with even a particle of your interest, it shuts itself off; it may perhaps give you some
slight sign of friendship, a word or a nod, but it will never give you its heart, entrust you with its
patient being, its sweet sidereal constancy, which makes it so like the constellations in the sky.
In order for a Thing to speak to you, you must regard it for a certain time as the only one that
exists, as the one and only phenomenon, which through your laborious and exclusive love, is
now placed at the center of the universe, and which, in that incomparable place, is on that day
attended by angels.” (Rilke [Nine Gates] 119)
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Writing, or Spilt From
”The language of poetry is the language of inquiry.” (Hejinian [Fence])
“It is the task of poetry to produce the phrase “this is happening” and thereby to provoke the
sensation that corresponds to it- a sensation of newness, yes, and of renewedness-an
experience of the revitalization of things in the world; an acknowledgement of the liveliness of
the world; the restoration of the experience of our experience- a sense of living our life.”
(Hejinian [Fence])
“How much more interesting is writing a poem that incorporates the incredibly complex
discoveries about, say, global warming, into the very fabric of the poem itself? Close
concentration upon systems as systems can lead to the animation of poetic processes. A lucid
yet wild fusion of structure of poem with structure of matter/energy-things. And things not
limited to those traditionally marked as “natural”- i.e, bears, foxes, woods, mountains- but
expanded to include all beings, objects, systems, and locales- water reservoirs, the insides of
televisions, invasive Purple Loosestrife, Africanized bee populations, cable networks- in a
leveling of value between and of subject and object.” (Durand [)((eco(lang)(uage(reader))] 118)
“Ecopoetics: an exploration of what human use of the word “n/Nature” makes and has made
possible- starting perhaps with the history of naming and separation, with the concept of
original sin reinterpreted as the self-separation of humans “from.” For with naming, comes the
subject-who-names as well as the object-that-is-subjected-to naming, and the cost, as Adorno
and Horkheimer put it, to the namers, who “pay for this increase of their power with alienation
from that over which they exercise their power.” (Reilly 256)
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“Words carry histories that reveal and make explicit intuited relationships. It is those
relationships that often lead a work’s process. I am drawn to reading poetry for the way poetry
offers up words and, in a new way, their meanings.” (Hamilton [Buddha Mind in Contemporary
Art] 216)
“Litanies are not indulgences: they do indeed perform real philosophical work. Yet naming
objects is only one ontographical method, the most basic one. In addition to mere mention,
things ought to be considered conjunctively, lest the lighthouse, dragonfly, lawnmower, and
barley all collapse into the abstraction of example without exemplification.” (Bogost 39)
I love Ian Bogost’s lauding of the New Materialist incantatory tendency to list beings in an effort
to bring them together in awareness (Bogost calls these “Latour Litanies” and developed a
generator to create them).6 The reference to religious liturgy is apt as well, as the naming of
others, like spell casting, conjures them into our consciousness and, by extension, within our
conscious realm of relation.
“The musical qualities of verse create their own concentration. Prosody draws the mind into a
heightened alertness in which other powers of insight and imagination may also come into
being; its forms bring a poem together, urging the memorable compression in which poetry
begins. But a poem’s interweavings of sound do something else as well: they signal the way
every part of a poem affirms its connection with all the rest, each element speaking to and with
every other. A glittering, multifaceted expression of interconnection is among poetry’s central
gifts.” (Hirshfield 8)

6 http://bogost.com/writing/blog/latour_litanizer/
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“The purpose of poetry is to remind us
how difficult it is to remain just one person,
for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors,
and invisible guests come in and out at will.” (Miłosz)
“To read is to wander through an imposed system (that of the text, analogous to the
constructed order of a city or of a supermarket). Recent analyses show that “every reading
modifies its object,” that (as Borges already pointed out) “one literature differs from another
less by its text than by the way in which it is read,” and that a system of verbal or iconic signs is a
reservoir of forms to which the reader must give a meaning...The reader takes neither the
position of the author nor an author’s position. He invents in texts something different from
what they “intended.” He detaches them from their (lost or accessory) origin. He combines
their fragments and creates something unknown in the space organized by their capacity for
allowing an indefinite plurality of meanings.” (Certeau 169)
“All readings are also mis-readings, re-readings, partial readings, imposed readings, and
imagined readings of a text that is originally and finally never simply there. Just as the world is
originally fallen apart, the text is always already enmeshed in contending practices and hopes.”
(Harawayb)
“There is something in common, Lefebvre observes, between the way in which words are
inscribed on a page of writing, and the way in which the movements and rhythms of human and
non-human activity are registered in lived space, but only if we think of writing not as a verbal
composition but as a tissue of lines- not as text but as texture. “Practical activity writes on
nature,” he remarks, “in a scrawling hand” (Lefebvre 1991: 117).” (Ingold [Handbook of
Contemporary Animism] 223)
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“A story draws on relationships in the exterior landscape and projects them on the interior
landscape. The purpose of storytelling is to achieve harmony between the two landscapes. To
use all the elements of story; syntax, mood, figures of speech, in a harmonious way to
reproduce the harmony of the land in the interior landscape. Inherent in storytelling is the
power to reorder a state of psychological confusion through contact with the pervasive truth
with those relationships we call the land.” (Lopez)
“Seeing is outside. Hearing is inside...Seeing is the physical world, the world of space, it’s image
in your mind. But hearing is the moment of being, of time. Hearing is inside. Hearing is
presence. Hearing, you’re not outside being holding it or longing to hold it. You are in it. You
are it.” (Fischer)
Storytelling...does not aim to convey the pure essence of a thing, like information or a report. It
sinks the thing into the life of the storyteller, in order to bring it out of him again. Thus traces of
the storyteller cling to the story the way the handprints of the potter cling to the clay vessel.”
(Benjamin 67)
“To recognize imaginative encirclement as a primary mode of thought is to remake one’s
relationship to knowing. It is to understand that the cognitive tropes particular to poetry are as
aboriginal as its music- not illustration, not the ornamentation of abstract thought, but central
devices for ordering the plenitude of being...Art, by its very existence, undoes the idea that
there can be only one description of the real, some single and simple truth on whose surface we
may thoughtlessly walk. The intelligence that simmers in stories, paintings, and poems warns
us: if the mind of art cannot entirely be trusted, nor can the ground.” (Hirshfield 111-112)
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